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Cloths of the Best

At (hart notice, in the BUST

My business called me through the northern

Furniture!

? n
Million Dollars

One

ries of the last mentioned river, lie having
bought a whole township in that section. It
was some out of
my way, as my ihost direct
route was very near due" west from
Ottawa,
whereas this routo took me over sixty miles

mischief There had been an
uneasy sensation lurking in my bosom ever since I left the
inn. Something was
wrong. Thi tun was
nearly down—in twenty minutes, at the farthest, it would be out of sight.
Instinctively I drew one of my pistols Ifom
the holster. 1 raised the
hammer, and found
the cap in its place. I was
just putting it
I
when
noticed
a
mark
hack,
upon the butt. It
was a peculiar knot in the wood. The
pistol
I had always carried in the left holster.
It
was not so sure as the other one. 11 took
out
the other, aud was sure the weapons had been
changed by other hands than mine. They

However, I had learned that
there was quite a good road to Rock river, ami

I turned my horse’s head in that direction, I
calculated my time, and concluded that by
moderate travelling 1 could reach ithe mill in
two days.
During the first day my road lay
a

through
country mostly cleared, and was well traveled,

but on the second day I struck into a wilder
region, and the way was little better than a

JVo.

!

LARGE
All

Tins ju*fc suited mo. I couUl
six o’clock, ami there gat some
supper, and
and bait my horse-. Then I iould
easily
reach Fo ster’s by nind, as the fciooii was well
on the second quarter.
The good people refused to talqe anything
for iny dtnfcer, but I bestowed a half dollar
upbn a flaxen-headed urchin who was trotting
round upon his bare feet, and then set for-

_

ward

again.

There was another hut at the distance of
half a mile, and another about a mile off.
I saw no more human habitations until ]
reached Groome’s. I found the
travelling fall
ao good as I expected, and arrived at the forest inn at just half past five.
Tua inn was situated upon a romantic
spot,
and to a lover of isolated nature must have
been

a

charming

retreat.

end to the

road, and the other two upon cither
side, running out like two ells. Then there
was a bam a short distance
off, with a-piggery connected. Take it all together, and it
was quite a place for such a location. A small
stream ran close by, so that water was plenti-

ful.
As I rode up to the door, Mr. Groom* himself came out. He was a
tall, gaunt man,

And now, how should I proceed ? That
this road would lead me to Foster’s Mills, I
had no doubt; and it would be nearer for me
to keep on than to turn back.
So upon that
point my mind was made up.
And next—which way would my host come ?
For that he meant to rob me I felt certain_
Every circumstance — everything that had
transpired between him and me—pointing to
that one simple result. Would he
go down
the river road a piece, and head me off ? or
would be follow me directly
up? Mostlikely
the former. I considered upon it
awhile, and
then resolved to push on and keep on my

with a
was

fiery red head, and face as coarse as it
ugly.- But I was surprised when I heard

his voice. 1 had expected a tone like the bellow of a bull; but instead of that his notes
fell on my ear like the speech of a woman.
He smiled a3 he spoke, and I thought to myself how his appoaranee would deceive any
one, for in conversation he seemed a different
man.

I informed him that I was on my way to
Foster’s Mill, and could ouiy stop long
enough
to get some supper.
He gated into my face some moments withr—j
out finally, said:

guard.

Tfien he turned into the entry and called
“Ike.”
Ike came—a tall, strapping youth of one or
two and twenty—with a red head and feature*
such as could belong to no one but a child of
my host. Ike took my horse, and Mr. Groome
led the way to the sitting room, as he called it,

It was rough but comfortable, and the furniture consisted of a pine table, a mahogany

bureau, and four long pine benches which
were set against the walls.
There were no
chairs, these benches being sufficient to accommodate quite an assemblage.
Groome askad me if I would like sometiling warm, l supposed he meant whiskey,
and I toid him no. He said I had better take
a little—’twould do me good.
But I assured
him that I never used it—that I felt better
without it.

“But do you

mean

that yon

never

—*

the

As I

drink

any stimulating

drinks at ail.”
“Ton don’t!” burst ftom hi3 Ups while be
eyed me from head to foot. “Wal, stranger,
I’d give eun’thin for your picture to
hang up
in my house. Never drink! How in merc/’s
name d’ye live ? How d’ye contrive when ye
got wet and cold ?”
“Why,” said I, with a smile, “I get dry again
a3 soon as

a

•.

uauv

As

‘'Dry, ray sakes, I should think ’twould be
an everlasting dry ? Never drink!
Wal—here
I’ve lived year in an’ year out, goin’ on to fifteen year, and you’re the fust man I ever seed
as wouldn’t' drink a bit o’ whiskey on the top
of a long journey. Fact—stranger— ’tis by
thunder!.’
I told him I
thought it very probable, and
he then went out, aad I beard hitn leave the

among

little way ahead, on the rtoht
up the man rode out.
It was mv
J

S%1£3
he
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All
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open Dap and Krennsp, for a Ml and thorough
JSIHE8* EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,

rise of Colleges Ur nTthe other Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholabshuw, are geed a&
over this onitAT would; bat I do claim
they will
prove Etfrsasre to the Students**
Jeltbor LADIES
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FLAT HOOFS.
B. HOMBT, Agent.
Me M Eaton Street.

and we have a mmanasovy connected, whan aM onr Frames sre made
forus by the beat workmen
lathe country to oar
order*. The attention of the
jpeclal
public Is called
to «be superiority of flnbh of
both
onr Gilt Fraasse,
Mirror and Portrait, ss some of our bees artist# ran
bear witnesa; your attention to these Is sobc**1to fUmh-b all kinds of SGUABE
or
FRAMES, la Walnut. Boee Wood. German Gilt,
The
of Ship-builder* to atoo
GtU
eaBed to the bet that we can furnish them with
Onummtal Work leas than any house In the city.
We have also a full line oi Oval Frames el every deserlption on hand or made tounder
OT}**-.the special charge
Our Frame department i#
of ME. H. Q. SMITH; who has bad largs experience

are

aw.

Messrs. Clettveland A Co., \
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FIRE AND WATER PROOF FELT

Vo. 8 OUpp'f Block, Conjrreui Stroet,

Aim sndoeing letter stamp.
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Piano

Patterns,

May MS
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CUT FROM MIASURF,
By CHAKLKM CI’NTIS * CO.

hw

& COLE

PIANO

Destitution ogers to

&S mud OO MMdlo *».
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**

Shirt

_j

■

Draper,

Mm. 14 sad 46 • « « • Middle torn.
Needles aul Trimmings always o* hand.
■aarlltf

Hundred

1

ayjVo. zoo Fort Street.

Jane Id—dtf

—

young men ami ladles*
the best thdUties tor obtslning a thorough BustTHIS
nf# tdvetUoi.

Wanted Immediately.
DEEKING, MILLIKEN A 00,
___

country promptly

WOODMAN, TRUE k CO ,
Agents,

No. 63 Commercial St.

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers
j

from the

SEWING MACHINESI

18 ssl 14 Freak! in Street,
BOSTON.

PORTLAND

U. T. S. RICE & CO.,

kinds Cleansed and Renaired in

or

SINGER’S

—or—

One

Has Removed from his old stand In Union Street
to No. 200 Kobe St., where he le
prepare I to fill oil
orders fcr Carpenters* and other
Toole, 01 the
Tmt7 best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

EXCHANGE STREET,
Manufacture* to order and In the beet manner Military and Navy Uniform*, and Boys Garments.
te; t-ilB’84

lhe Committee hereby reeerve the right to reject
or all
Bids” received under this nottae, If la
their judgment the Interest of the Society iwcuire A.
gko. m. harmsg.
Per Order Building Committee.
aepfcdlOd

o ommission House

a-i«»-<ttf_

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'
and Calkers’ Tools, &c..

BRACKETT,

99

any

Should apfl, to tho

!j

Manofactnicrol and Dealer tn

Wholesale and Ho tall by

and

Tailor*

separately

Headquarters,

&

Joseph Bradford,

Bagm!

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,

SEALED

Bought or Bold to tho Boot Advantage,

MAINE.

PLUMMER
j

Goods

Copartnership SottceT

by

uxioniaxC

to ■to.m.tor iM act box. ttorrtoe
lliXtoB x MXf Bv«b u» afi parties
Ihe Jui»
nmmBBI of the CUy t oaaMumms*#*** mamorameeau, mill m< et %> hear the
,po«ed wtJ ^
•MM mid rlrwthr
nth day of
MR
al Cammerdal ML. uses the foot of stale su*et. aad
ami Mas pneaed la drtcradac aad adjudge whether
the paUai mill laalaans rami Iras mti sdreei sr way
to be hid est.
<*r N»nd» tM* M day of October,
Gives*
T
>
A. D. UR

:

deeertpBeaa, hy
VM. BEOWB, Be. 81 Federal Ptreet
all

From 41 Union to ZOO Fore
St,
Opposite M*jrcr.OTCK£n»’ and ruoist' Bajtk.

VALISES

sale

All orders In the city

FEATH-

-e—
PROPOSALS, endorsed
the eraction and completion of a wooden Church
.or
the
use
of
Edifice. designed
the Congrees Street
Methodut Episcopal Society, to be located on the owner of Congress and St. Lawrence Sts., City el Portland,” vrlfl be received by the mndersignod until U U,
Tuesday. Oct 10,lfi«S.
Plans, Specifications, *e., may be examined at flie
office of the Architect, Geo If. Hardbig.
Elds tor Carpentry and Masonry may be tendered

MERCHANDISE

DENTIST,

E&Sl •^‘^•Nrtnutioe.

^

Notice to Contractors.

WI8HTXG

Of an

Clothing af

WWW! 4
|| >11 L. Ii*k Oi ml iKbcn, hx» m* 1
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No. 165 Middle Street.

Meeting House!

New

PARTIES

| Second-Hand Clothings

CITY OF PORTLAND

or

Sept 4—d3m

dtt

GREAT PRICKS GIVEN

*

| Manufactured and for

WILLIAM H. HORTON fc 00.,

145 Middla St, Portland.

o. H. OSGOOD,

augll’OSeodUAwly
*ctJotL-_
<
LOOK AT THIS

in

UEtEST, FREEMAN 4 CLEAVES.
r« H. hmwl. Wm. P. Nian Mcbt A. (tease*.
*»*11 Is—Jh

Fancy

ArtMcW Teeth inserted on OM, Silver <md Tvicmlu twee. AH operations warramUd te
(ire setit-

t

j

Stock

variety and comprehensiveness we think our
equal to any in our largest cities, and will be
ofiered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

PORTLAND.

PORTLAND,

•'

ME.

Airs—

Traveling

A lull Stock ol Straw nud Felt Goode* adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and Ibr
sale at the lowest market price to dealers only, by

For

Mo. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

°?0hfld”“'“ th*i”' <**-•
T^*J^f,4c",e<3r
We
inform

TRUNKS,

-ALSO,-

stock

PRINDLE, Agtnt,
Exchange Street,

August 10—dCm

And other Norway an t Swedes Iron.
14T Milk Street, Boston: and SI John Street, Now
York.
ap&uflm

Juneltf

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
HEAD NETS,
Settings, Sett Clasps, Jte., <fc.

EV“ Faros froin S i to ST lower yia. the Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
BEACH, Gen. Art. 1WM. FLOWERS.
E.P,
m Broadway, NewYork. f Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

Wood Seal Chain of all de-

«wl

j

Complete

Manufacturers l

IB./EB.QF.OF

OF

Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass

Black English Grapes,

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,

Trunk

E.

PORTLAND,

Ribbons,

Portland.

sepMeouCw

And Importers of

PREBLE STREET, (Near ProMo
House.)

DURAN

at

WM. JESSOP & St N,

Steel

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Ribbons,

or

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

Edge

Congress St,

K*«ias -Vo. 3.

juneldtf

RIBBONS I
Black & Cotored Velvet

on

ILither at the residence of pupils

Portland. Mains.
Work executed In every part oi the State.

FALL GOODS!

1

INSTRUCTION

Ho. 11 Clapp's Block,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

—

“IXTOULD infoTm their friends and the Trade genV ▼ erally that their spacious store,
lately damaged
by fire, is again in complete repair, and are now forepared to show a

General Western Ticket Office,
90 Exchange Street.

JAS.

■unit

WOODBraT 9. Daxa,

P.

I’orttcmd.

returned to town, la prepared to reHAVINGlessons
the
PIANO-FORTE,

MAINE.

John A. S. Dana.

C.

Offlc*,

STEPHEN A. EMERY,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

lato with

Colored Corded

and Collection

MUSICAL

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Boston.

Slack and

MERRILL & SMALL

APPLY TO THE

Cliaml^r Sets, Sofas,

Juneldtf

Plain

ERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

For Tickets to all points Vest 4 South Vest,

Of the latest and meet fashionable patterns.

LCTBER DaJIA,

on

Uydtl

JylldtiSI

Fish and Salt,

Comprising a full Stock of

■

GOODS,

Law

Vo. 164 Middle Street,
Jan.

PORTLAND, MIS,

PORTLAND,

bought and told

Leave Your Demands tor Collection
At B. D. Verrill’s

DAJSTA& CO.,

JOHN WHITMAN,

ALL BIGHT A GAIN! SILKS, SATINS, VELVET,

Grand Trunk Railway.

Consisting of the following articles: ]

Ip. lewis,’!

btmt«

Office.—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
tW Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Me-ITS Lowell ft
Setilcr: Oerrlsh ft Pearson; John Dennis ft
Co.;
Clark, Read ft Co., Portland, Me.
may2Sd6m

a ad 9 Free Street Elect,
(Over H. J. Libby A Co.’s)

Hogg, Brown t Taylor,

NEW

Made

expense.

New and

FURNITURE

f

Soots

HT Manhandle* ol an

Chaos hers, Wee- 1

WOOL

Sept 12—dtf

Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is tho motto of this establish*
ment, and all work ready for delivery whon promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notice.
Sept 12—dtf

PKINOIPAL.

stock of

T.

Forwarding

MEKOHANT.

Northern account.

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

Goods!

Dress

K’ T? ELDE.V,
late ofWatorville.

in

IVIacree Furnaces and gtovei*
Orders from the Country rwrcoctfallv solicited. Job Work done to order.
aug&dtl

GOODS,

Class

SP

~

HEAVY IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD,
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

work,

None but the best workmen employed, and the
•hop constantly supplied with the best of stock, re-

Office and Parlor Stoves,
OF

Figured

With Fair Stitch.

furnaces; ranges,
WORKERS

First:

^,hdt all
AJ
Co»Ks«t-

Msnufhcturers and Wholesale Dealers la

BEST PARIS KID GLOVES.

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from tho very best
stock to be found In the metropolitan and ioreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satisfaction.

Dlaxmihcttfrers of and Dealers in

Cooking,

J.

Hosiery, Gloves, Small Wares, Ac.

custom;

EXCHANGE STREET.

&

St.,

ME.

1000 Families
Fcffi£Kven
tDBAWING'raENCHPleaso send for Circular.
^pWt1'
148 & 150 Exchange St.,
FANCY GOODS,

At

laughed In coarse triumph;
your Yankee pistols weren’t made to harm

fZ"*4***

RKTAIL.

LORING,

KOTJES

Federal

POBTLAND,

MAINE,

can

“d

tJZ?

2T.

Ill

Commission and

aUifki!.'1
tJLAt>S$0du'ER
Lewis & Co.,

1

GENERAL

hi

taithfully executed.
eJ t0-

HEHBY P. WORCHSTFR,

^

arranged and Set up fn the best manner,

&JMPS ol

DELAINES; Figured Cotton
Wool do. PEINTS; a full line ol WHITE
GOODS, of tbe best make and finish; a choice selection EMBBOIDEBIK8, for Ladles’ ar d Children’s
wear; a complete assortment of Housekeeping
Goods, Linens, Quilts, Blankets. Ac., Asc.. In all
their raristies. Woolen Goods, for Men’s and
Boys’ wear, In seasonable styles.

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
2Vo.

Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

ry

CANTON

all the newest and most desirable styles.

and
and

Manufacturer and Dealer in

No. 35 KxciAantce Street,
H tLOfl d
PORTLAND

Feather Beds, iiair and Feather Pillows,

■

atresS’

A.1

WANTED!

pistol.

tf ^

or

Sole Agents in Portland fbr the Celebratoil

Lounges, Center Tables, Bureaus, Sinks, Looking
Glasses, Teapoys, What-nots, Hat-Trees, Stuffed
Rocking and Parlor Chairs, Gents’ Easy and Ladles'
Sewing Chairs, Ottomans, Crickets, Hassocks, &c.—
Bedsteads, Mattresses of all kind; Spring Beds.

pointing
“Ma^ha. ho,”

ft

68

Fancy

any information desired.—
septlSdtf

jones;

h.

BOOKS,

AND

Embracing THIBET'S,
ALPINES,
CLOTHS, COBOUBGS, Ac., Ac.

In

Aug 23—d2m

RICE

“Yes,” he snapped ont, something in agree
ment with his features, “I want money, money, sir.”

Inbalf an hour my host came and informed such as me! m soon
put you
wliere
I’ve uut
1
■>
me that
supper was ready.
Ho led me to a j others afore-”
back room, where a table
When
man
g
knows death is nt-arinjr him in
was set quite respectably, tbo duties being of blue ware, and the fece, and that only
avertit, he
neatly new. He and Ike sat down with me. | Is not apt to wait tong.hl*ac*wih
AT least I am not.—
‘h” various articles | And my host’s last words gave me ample proof
1
aESUr«l there could be no
jnthant
in them, tue meal consisted of b .iled poison j waiting for htm to ffntsh, I tired.
Hi*
potafried
toes,
oacqn,and new *h»' >,... ,4 .V,,
"*d 1, must hare pressed the trigger of his piMulJor
didamide justice to the
j within the space ut a watefrdbic, a sharp re<>h
to-night r said j port answered and mingled with mine, aad
ko/”"Iua*‘S0
we
watte
wert
host,
jny
mi hat shook upon my bead.
1 loM
I wM) to ate nv
Tksntei (sroetne -wayed to and $o ^veral
•«**»
times im hi* smUls, amt then with a
gurgling
lib iM.-cC SO
groan sank upon the earth. I 'lipped down
‘like «*peCiin' yef” Groom.' tikal
after him, ansi when I stowed over the br»ty,
*k«,’ I ausmsfi
1 saw a few drops of dark Mood trickling from
-J*erhaps betlon'f kun^ffutt you’re Ik a* W# forofeepil- < »
; *
NfttOtt It iifi I
Per a few moments 1 felt awwohmek and
“Xo, ki PmdV 1 wW; aiaX i nvaeovni ""“'tinntl It n< a uniusal Mug in such
tar bowl twrii ttw tw to |U| with bim
»
ntta^nc*. ilat whan I cum to Mfert upon
wh that
wtU Bioiobg, ho I tuw nj wwwert pfi pf
had prectxled the deed, I felt that I
■Wl a«me
say easmury a Sort lee. I made the
!
Ba I was Btktsktt.
H«
tow
r‘
wrf#
h«*»e kMb,i Mae. and then m<
bff
•orb tbbig.
*akf
(be
Ob
bp nta®***M rode on.
nfsuwrf.
*
1 w*i wiat.iw
9* I
at Half past nine,and
Tw!** "n,)Mtife
w<mu4 ttfee mi* c-t «np*M.v bat it ww»u4 be bmWar
hi* tamiiy up. They »«*
.-.‘*1
ma am te
M
pwb •«. I was qaJw r^bwr^i.
m* to * Mr.
»l
xrh' m I ^
tolewMB wtteo bii bfliwt
ivstf fcrwigbt t«
in v walti,msy
| UaA
***•* 1 bad taken
fcrk**: *W
my din*bUif m <M \
%*. In pmy
J^*****
buf
ft* 4 w M fi "*t mimkI wUiab wws®b*
*«fe* a portv started
OMSM iSuwt fowtO.
Sht under m« guidon,*.
Ti^lp^| Yr_VT
and 1-nce, and throe men who
W# IW*5, J«|Si PfWf tSbf
_f ***
»BU. W hen ore marked the
*
“f
| •dbi,
* *W* ta toe
f
katnad. When j. I nfe- »2 ™a, *ad qy hum lm anun th*.
(■«xtft* soao yon «!«.„,
>s*®d
stiff
and
«jkt
A* hag B:Jt b^{ T*
, V
,‘*'*fc* »0«d—nae which the hall hating mule Wu a small
?
wotmd
|y. l K-t*
!
afeewh rtjffd daw* a, ,c, ..us.**’
it pined Csotf
fWri
Uirmi|)i.
A littJft way within the w >oti, wa
§
place where th" ground seeated of name time
that qwnmnigHawwai rightly ik*
I te hare beta disturbed, oud upon digging
Z^JF!**"** •* «“&
and St at
there ora foand two human bodsat. tsuWkb* Ml Inflow uj the stream l»W*,
dimes,
! uuenlly on« more was found
only a few red*
“O," mm my boat, turning amt
looktef off distant

I**”

-—AT

RICH PARLOR SETS,

a

i,J

r»e.,

Plain Mourning Goods!

*

Grover & Baker Sewing Machine*,

b.

PORTLAND, ME.
■juSept29-oodu

desertptibn of Whter Fixtutjes for DwelEVERY
ling Houses, Hotels Public Buildings, Shops,

Comprising PLAIN COLORED SILKS, in medium
and heavy qualities; BLACK, DRESS and MANTILLA SILKS, of the beet makes; THIBETS, in
all colors; black ami colored ALPACCA8, in different grades; a complete line of

Have also the well known

And will cheerfully give
Can and got a circular.

Nq. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,

SHAWLS, DRESS GOODS! READY-MADE CLOTHING

Gentlemens’ Furnishing: Goods l

Loring,

assortment

—

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

IBowle, Bran A Silver Plated Cache.

facilities for purchasing In the market,
we confidently invite the attention of-the public to
<rr»ir our STOCK and PRICES.
0
We shall keep constantly lu store a choice selection
of

null Vpatimrs.

SeUctod with csye.

May w—ati

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.

our

WOdKEEB,

Oak Street, between, Congren ard
Free St*.
PORTLAND, UK.
[
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing mompt*Y ““andwl to. Ordart from out ol town .ollcfud,1^

MAKER OF

Whole Community!
With

Imported goods from the best Manufacturers, and
purchased in the New York Market.
No pains wffl be spared in Manufacturing Garments with due regard to style and under the care of
experienced workmen.
He will keep a full stock of

Oorn Starch.

SCHOOL

It was plain as day. My pistols had been
rendered useless—I had been sent off into
this unfrequented wood, and now the villain
had thought to take my life and
my money
without any risk to his own body, and then
hide my poor carcass in the earth, where
very
likely others had been hidden before. My
eyes were open, and my hand ready.
“May I ask to what business you allude ?” I

As he spoke he raised

la-rge

a

his Menas, old

All

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,

And

54 and 5C Middle St.
Sept 15—d6w

said.

house.

Save

au assortment oi

TRUE &

-wO join/1

S CHO OL & OOJiS,

Co.,

FURNISHING

WOODMAN,

when you were at the inn.”

possible.”

&

ZUNDER,

see

Black Cloths aid Dmsklu,

PORTLAND,

and Drawers,

GENTS*

i

PLAIN AND ORB All ENT AL

STIJOOO AHD MA8TI0

OFFICE, OODMAN BLOCK,
Teqirio StreeL

equally Wain*.

Goods far Matched Business Suits,
Caswiuifirp

plasterers,

-»|

P L U M B E R!

We have adopted this principle in our
busindss, because we believe it the moat
pleasant and honorable
alike t« the Uerclumt and the Cations-, and
feeling
sure that .it if the only rule of bnsineaa that is
in
its
just
operation on all, .and the only one that
can build up a permanent trade and secure the c'oriddencaof the
r

Fancy Doeskins,

56 and 58 Exchange Street,

be found, which will be sold to the Trade at
the very lowest jobbing
prices.

~

luriu

^hort

be supplied at all times, and in any

0hirts

«•

i

—-—:--

—

Ready-Made Clothing,

ing politeness.
"Ah—good evening,” I returned. “I had
not expected the pleasure of your
company.”
“No, I expect not,” he resumed in a sort of
hesitating manner. “And T shouldn’t have
come out, only for a little business I forgot

mebby fade old gin ?”
use

came

•_T__
<*

a

ESngsford’a Oswego

RAWER
u«jt,LARS, equal in every respect to any Collar
which bos ever been offered to the
public.
It has the trm and space of the “Moulded"
Collar, and is “superior,” trom the improved method ot
manufacturing, ae it does not absorb perspiration, or

And

tt.

—

mch IT da-rtf

Over and Undereoatings,

Aug.T—d3m

M

good

-OF

BOSS & l'EE2i ¥,

dtf
jj..

SMALL,

No. 4 Locum Street.

Aug 29—d2m

Law,

LIMERICK, MAINE.

T-

Hpt

X.

OFriOE HO. 193 1-2 00HGEES8 ST.

JOHN F. ANDEKSON,

PRICE!

H.

BURBANK,

September S, 1865.

:

SURGEON,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

MAKE.

and Counsellor at

-■

And No Variation.

NEW STOCK

Use'fej'Iood,

-FOE THE-

as

s

■

Si

TXT’HEitE he wiU be pleased to
TT an£ now. Has In store a

Corn Starch !

SHORT &

quantifies.
Also, have on hand

ONE

•

S. GARDINER

FETTCHTWANGER

dr.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

STOBE RECENTLY OCCUPIED BY

has bean counterfeited
by some unprincipled parties, aid a spurious article
put up in imitation at their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar!

“Good evening, sir,” he said with exceed-

“Never!” I told him.

“No, I replied. “I don’t

-—..

host!

whiskey ?” he added, with elevated eyebrows.
“Brandy, I s'pose; or
pursued my host.

~
—

Oswego
In Such popular

!

f:;w

AGENXY

soil as readily.
The trade can

y

OTJR MOTTO

Removed from 62 to 81 MiddlelSU,

•

KINGSFORD’S
AW/iII

ui odtvKuftifi OiTfi

CO.,

the established Agents tor the
AREBROTHERS*
COMPRESSED

T-nAS THE——

jr

Resldeass-32 Danforth SL

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER?

GOODS I

CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION!

Trade!

True &

N.

No. 4 Free Street Block.
Sept 8—<33m
■'—-*-i
i
-—a'
»]
•tf|t IMHS 7!.jJ0Il rli
,1i.-eU (10111 i f

DESIRABLE GOODS!

Woodman,

..,.

Cash Prices!

BURROUGHS & HUDSON,
o;

OF

B. F. HAMILTON &

REMOVAL I

__

jhiij nPioVi silt

WHOLESALE

,..

bushes,

vjjdi

Corner Congress and Preble Sts.
Sept 28—d2w

Tho tun want down, and it grew dark in
the deep wood; but the moon was
already up,
and her beams fell lengthwise
upon the road
she gave me considerable
light when my eyes
had become used to the transition.
Half an
hour had passed since I looked to
my pistols,
and just as I began to wonder if I had been
mistaken, I heard the sound of a horse’s tramp
at no great distance.
At first it pushed me
to tell the direction from W'hich it
came, but iu
a moment I knew
it was in advance of me,
and upon my right hand, which was toward the
river. Presently it stopped. I drew
my horse
to the left of the path and kept on a
gentle
trot, haying raised the lapel of my right holster.

pw-w

/‘Ah—yes—humph.”

aiaton

KKW STOCK

Fall

NEW

patronage.

your

Department!

the

i

MpS#dl„

WORTH,

PHYSICIAN &

WILL PROSECUTE CLAIMS AGAINST STATE
AND UNITED STATES.

Lowest Cash Prices.

HAS RECENTLY

NEW FALL GOODS I

For

Attorney

.'/Vi,-

Ponlaud, M*.

DR., f. WADS

Patents,

«>RTLA3n>,

H. H.

WO OLENS r

S’E W STORE
t

Which they offer at the

OFFICE, 166 Fare Street, Portland, Me.
John W. Mlinger & Co.,
oitcaiy
Agent!.

Each

Preble St.

Rubbers,

Office 353 1-2 Oon^resj Street.

Aug 25—dtf

A STD

ELLIOT,
MCCALLAS, J

for

Me. t09 SrtddM Street,

.i

and

market square,

tyr Bspafrtngdon, atshort nolle.

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

DRY GOODS!

ol[t

j

Lowest Possible

behind the International In point of patrona e in
this City.—New Tdrk Commercial Advertiser.
This Is a most gratifying and remarkable
fact, best
understood by those who best know the repi merits
and « fllAiI management ot this sterling
corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.

Here whs the Secret sure
enough. I took
my penknife aad succeeded in drawing out
the stick; and then I examined the other
pistol, which I found to be in the same plight. I
apd
weufcto
work
In? earnest. I had i
stopped
an excellent screw For
removing bullets, and
my pistol barrels were emptied in a very few
moments. I had a serious objection to
firing
them pff in thp woods, where the report might
betray the knowledge T had gained. So I
emptied them, and then snapped a cap upon
eacli. I found them both clear, and then
proceeded Ur load them, which I did carefully.

The house was

built of logs, the outside suifaoe hewn, and
the seams filled with cement formed of some
sort of fine, tough moss and
pitch. Thitre
were three separate
buildings to this bouse,
the principal one being built with the
gable

& CO.,

JL F.
D. C.

rOBTLAXD.

Solicitor Of

■

Jb nmiture I

aiUdlo m.,

Sept 7—dtf

—AMD—

•

T il

on

for

Groome had daughters at his house, and
perhaps others, whom he would not have bear
the voice of the robbery. And
very Jikeiy, he
would not wish to have such a deed connected
with his house at all. Of course he
knew I
baa money.
No one would be
travelling,
without a considerable sum.
j
If my pistols had been taken out
might they
not have been farther dealt with ? I took the
one from the right holster and., examined it.
The ball was in its place, and the
cap on. Still
1 was not; satisfied. I
slipped the cap off, and
tound tbe percussion composition removed.
There was not a particle left within tbe
cap.
And this was not all. I found the tube
spiked with a little pine stick.

re3t

OB mid 00

RETAIL,

;'

and Varieties

Descriptions

AND

■“

Works I

REMOVAL,

u

/

Agents (St EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES
btau of

WHOLESALE

__

INVOICES

Boots, Shoes
°-

CLOTHING AND
CLOAKS,

the public that they have

°F

HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find It for their interest

And then the

they

are

to

Where they will otter to the trade

iii

MARINE INSURANCE.

I had seen “Ike”
carrying to the barn.
roach Grooms’s ! saddle
■metre was surely, mischief in all this. Daniel

by

Vt«»* vkUuity

that

same.

Constantly Receiving

bridle-path through a dense forest. I passed
to give us a call.
several clearings, where small huts were erected, and at cno of the latter I stooped to dinner.
1 found a young man in
charge of the had remained in the saddle at the forest inn,
New York Estimate of the International*
premises, the father having gone to ‘*the mills.” and must have been changed there.
1 asked what mills they meant, and the old la-Ae an indication n£ how this Company stands AT
I began to think. Why was Mr. Groome so
dy said they were “Foster’s Mills.” :
particular to know ifmy friend expected me? HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
From these people I learned thjat Foster’s
And tben why should he Tiave Ueen so anxious and Agencies, named In the Treasurer’s Report of the
place was forty miles distant, and that ihfi on- to have me
set for vard that night, instead of New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
after
ly dwelling,
leaving two near bv between remainlnj with
1884, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL REhim a dollar
him, and
here and there, was a sort of
stopping place or so more than I did? paying this road—I CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
Then,
a
man
named
Daniel
kept ly
Oroofne. They believed I had been deceived.
There were no NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
said he generally kept food for hltinj and beast,
jyosh«ts lQ-c*rry;*w»v any bridges, for it. was EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Comand also a good supply of
liquor,'principally now
Autumn, and the river road "had panies and the Hartford Agencies, all of .which fall
whiskey. His house was twelve miles from been neany
travelled all summer.
fhr* mi lie

3

The undoralgned would renpectfliHr
m-rvb announce to the eitlzetu of PortJand ana

J

Wo are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
,

Marine Insurance

Marble

_

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

farther north.

Furniture I

ELLIOT <1 Me CAL, LAD,

Manufacturers at and Dealers in

A frill and seasonable assortment of

UT SMITH

dtt

to

J0BBEB8 OF

No. 5 Free Street Block,

Sept 1#—48w

Street

Exchange

Portland, Sept. U, 1846.

'feSj™*- P**d «on*lgnm.nt.^faii kind,

Co.,

furnishing Goods I

n,

DJU£P APPLES, <Sc.
Portland, Ms.

Suecator, to 0.1. Storor f Co.,

And Gents’

mn.tiu

-Vo. 3 Lunc Street,

Ne> 0 Free Street Black.
deodtw

Milliken <&

WHOLluu

Butter. Cheese. Eggg, Lard, Beaus.

°*

public.

Maine.

GOODS,

In Great Variety.

AKD

Portland, Sept. U, 1»60.

o

Tailor,

Merchant

taken the Store
WOULD

Garments,

-‘GENTS’ FURNISHING

Commission Merchants,

GOODS,

J. G. TOLFOllI) dfc Co.,

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

▲1410 FOB SALE

B.~lFI£08T,

P.
94

Fll._d£S

te

PKODUCE

&WJ (roods, Woolens,

an

orders for the

Opening

customer* and the

our

Oae Price, and No Variation!

FILL it® WINTER GOODS,
to receive

j.edwaTogove& coT

Co.,

And taken the store formerly occupied hr
would cordially recommend tliein to the

Deering-,

stock

^®»9^tlemen’s
Ajid would be pleLsed

&

DRY AND FANCY

STORE 1

announce

,.

JSTSterr Garment Warranted

Can now exhibit

llegant

|

jUno nr the

Original Capital

part of the state of Illinois. I crossed the liiinoia river at Ottawa,
intending to strike Rock
river at Foster’s Mills. Foster was an old
friend, who had gone out some years before,
and erected a mill upon one of the tributa-

manner,

NEW

Dyer

adranaa*

Business Cards.

Haring purchased »or itoA of

-AT THE-

Aliddle Street,

u

LATEST STYLE.

$1,204,188,40

|

87

«T. M.

Stock !

Received and Now

Merchant Tailors,

/

BUSINESS SUITS,
VESTS AND FANTS,
MANUFACTURED TO MEASURE

Surp lus,204,188,40

AHIQEWAI ADVENTURE.

COATS,

SACKS,

CAPITAL,
$1,000,000

Second

J* E- FERNALD & SON,

FROCKS,

25th.

AUTUMN GOODS!

a.1??!110

AND

DRESS

September

Street to 74
Middle Street.

Business Cards.

Exchange

son, j. H. WEBSX*lB,ai co-partner
various classes of rtexs against
tS|F
rates a5 other reliable compan“> ■*““ woubi selioit a shave of the
public patronage.
ELIPBALET WEBSTER Si SON.
Sept IS—edlw t eodtf

WINTER WEAR I
OVERCOATS,

CASH

9,1865,

Quality!

—poo-

FALL

18

E. WEBSTER, Insurance Agent,
removed from
Exchange to No. 74 Middle
HAS
door8 west of Exchange St., and having
?Kyr°
bla
received

SHADB «Se FINISH,

Broad-way,

lish:::;:,.”

From

DEeiBABLE

hi3 mother is still in Illinois with a married
daughter, who is well off. She has grown
more strong and happy since the
night on
which I had the highway adventure with my

Miscellaneous.

REMOVAL!

The Best Stock ever brought into this Market!

INSURANCE COMP’Y

(*£•“ JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with {fibpatch; and all business pertaining to
the Okies or Paper promptly tram-acted on npplioa*
tion as above.

.,

NEW GOODS!

INTERNATIONAL

Advertisements inserted in the “Matxe State
Passs” (which has a large circulation ia every part
of u.6
State) for $1.00l per square fbr first insertion,
and 50 e-mi* nor square tor oaeh subsequent inaerCon.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
8All Communications intended for the paper
should ho directed to the 44 Editor of the Pbkbb,”
snd those of a business character to the “Pub-

Oct.

_.

he replied.
host.
“It’s ail clear and direct?”
“Yes. You can’t miss tho way.”
Ibade my host good-bye, and then started
I didn’t like the idea of a new road at all.
on.
The youth before mentioned had told me what
a beautiful road it was from
Grooms’s to the
mill by the river road. He said it followed the
stream, which was very near straight, and that i
it was light and open the whole distance.—
No. 113
N. York.
However, of course, Groome knew, so I must
make the best of it. I looked back as I reached the edge of the wood. I was
upon a gentle
eminence, and could overtook the shrubbery I
had passed. I looked and saw Ike
going from
the house to the barn; he had a saddle
upon
his arm. j was sure it was a
saddle—perhaps
he had an errand to do.
all paid fa.
,ljre long I entered the wood and found it
thick and gloomy. The path was plain enough,
and had evidently been at some time a travelling road. Aye—I remember, now, of haying
heard my informant of the noontide speak of
the “oid road.”
He said there used to be a
road leading to Rock
Assets Jan’y 1, 1885.
River, but when Foster
commenced his settlement, a new road was
opened bythe stream, and the old one discontinued. He had said nothing about any bridThi« Co. la the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organized op this Continent, with an
ges.
At the distance of two miles, I (fame to a
place where a bed of sand lay across the road.
It was a sort of gully, and a stream must at
some time run there.
I looked bjit saw no
tracks upon it. Water had swept across since
any living thing had trodden it. I slid from
my saddle and examined thoroughly; but I
Cotdd find no track.
Of course the father of my noontime’s host
could not have gone tills way 1 And
yet he
had gone to Fosters Mills. I
began to suspect

'Square.

Miscellaneous.

_

acknowledged that she had long been
aware of her husband’s crimes, but that the
fear of death had kept her silent.
Ike, I believe, has not yet been found, but

I told him my horse would stand it well
enough, and then a3ked where the other road
struck the stream.
“About three miles this side of the mills ?”

W;v*£

Monday Morning,

Miscellaneous.

we

woman,

true ss.”

Rutca ef Adreriniag,
Ono inch 0? space, In length of
column, constitute

.:_

The

house, and

road is a matter of amifeor two turdcr, but
that’s nothin’. Your beast is good for it, 1

7Lis Tor-iLASft Daily Press la published al
fg.uu ;or year in advance.
Thl aiaixe State Puebs I9 published every
Tharsaay mandn^'. at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2J$, !J p-nd witnmsis. monlha; and $2.50, if payment ll ueiayed beyond six mouths.

body of Groome

was taken
up to his
there found that Ike had fled.
He had probably been out Mid found his dead
father, and fearing that he might be implicated, he departed.
Mrs. Groome, who was a mild, broken-down

toward the stream, “that ain't fit to travel,
T’other one's the best.”
“But what’? the matter with it ?” I a3ked.
“Why, the bridges are all washed away, an’
I tried it
then there’s been windfalls acros’t.
last week, and had to come back.
The upper

now.

jfOHN T. CILMAX, Dflitor.
PUBLISHED AT 82} EXCHANGE STREET, BY
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PHOTOGRAPHER I
loaad at We. 1»

Middle Street.
where he la ready to wait upon any one wiahMAT
of tbemaelree
for
be

or Irlenda, at reaaoa*.
picturee
(B(
Me pr eee, for ee good work aa la to be hail at any
room in the dt v. Copying done of all kiade of ala*
tone, aad worked up by a competent artlit at the

SST
oat of

town or

pcrwne

In the city.

1 hare the old no.mtl res of Mr. Morrison’s at
my
rooau, taken when he was In buslnem; Mend, who
had them there trill And them
from wuieh

here,

** **'“ wtthms‘
roeopytog, at the loweet

The public are requested to cell and
giro me a try,
ae I am bound to make an
goo-1 work as can be found.
An assortment of
win he hand

FRAMES, Ae.,

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Picturee *8,00 a Desea, aa good u
any one makeo.
CORNER of MIDDLE end UNION STS.

Sept.

I-dAwSm____

Housekeeping Goods!
WHITMAN'S,

AT ELDEN

foundMill Blv kett, all
dMind iciW'-i. Lancaster, Mancbeeter aid
Rateeuullta; Toilet emits, aU alias, atb.w trltra;
Bleached end Brown Linen Damask*; Toe el,tra«h.,
Hnekabuck, Napkins, Ac., at the Now Store.

Among

Jf’e.

which

ft Free

mar

he

81._.epMdtf

Kindling

Wood.
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sincere rejoicing. A speech like
the one qudted from, Is in effect a sort of ffl-

DYILY PHHSS,

tcring wedge to pierce the solid density of
"the southern mind, and make a way for new
ideas to follow, ideas which shall ultimately
effect the regeneration of Southern society

I

POBTIoAND*
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---o
Morning, Oct 9,1865.

Monday

and life.

V«V* oflTTt TotSTTS largtrlhan Ike comcirculation of all the other daiUes in the city.

President Lincoln on Negro

Suffrage.
Because in his great debate with Mr. Douglas in 1858, Mr. Lincoln spoke unfavorably of
making the negro the political equal of the
white man, the friends of slavery have contended that, had he lived^ he would now oppose the idea of conceding all the rights of
citizenship to the colored men of the South,

T'. A"*?*
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Terms

—

$3,06

per year in advance.

Heading Matter

oa

all Four Pages.

of Florid*.
Governor Marvin to the People
Governew Provisional
the
Marvin,
Judge
an c*cepsome
resets,
nor oi Florida, U in
astute and fertionr.l specimen of that very

that of suffrage. Those who take
this ground do not make allowance for the
There has
progress of the last lew years.
been a world of change sinch 1858. Men who
then defended slavery have since given their
lives to secure its overthrow, ascertaining as
the great element of danthey did, that it was
of our institutions. Mr. Linger in the midst
Naturally, he
coln did not resist progress.

including

figuring .V provisionmade an address
al Governors. He 1ms lately
in which he
Florida,
of
the
Quincy,
to
people
not wholly In harmony
put forth certain ideas

oceing class oi

men now

of Messrs. Perry,
with the Oracular utterances
No
person
others.
occupying the
Sharkey and
lias yet uttered word's so
sapie official position,
and sound common
replete with wisdom
be set down as a matter for
sento, and'it may
sincere gfatulation that one, at least, among
the disloyal state organizations of the South is
to form itself anew under the auspices and
direction of a man able to appreciate in some
degree the real difficulties, dangers and wants
of those states, and wise enough to urge upon
them a

policy

In accord with the

enlightened

sentiment of the world.
Previous to the war Gov. Marvin was judge
in Florida.
of the United States District Court
It It stated that he never yielded to the secesfrom public afsion tide at all, but withdrew
able to oppose a
fairs when lie was no longer
barrier to the madness. Be that as it may.lt
Is plain that lie is at present one of the rjrisest
aud m ntclcarUead^d men the South can boast.
I* flic speech before u» lie makes the foliotr-

ingeminently practical
sult < of secession:

statement of the re°

J

“After much discussion by the best and
soundest thinkers In the nation, the question
has been settled with much unanimity that
the secession or a State Is an tmpoeslbOy. A
rebellion eannot be a snows* unless it amounts

was an

said, he

1

anti-slavery man,

but he was

slow in coming up to a clear apd full appreciation of alt the demands which that natural
feeling of his logically made upon him. He
was a conservative, and shrank from any act
that would up-tum existing institutions, or
cause a severe shock to the social system of
any part of our common country.

Happily

we are

not left to

conjee turn

as

to

What views Mr. Lincoln arrived at, before his
death, on the great question of suffrage based
on manhood.
His record was made up, and
the dagger did not destroy or obliterate it. In
a private letter to Gen. Wadsworth of N&w
York, Union candidate for Governor of that
State in 1861, Mr. Lincoln spoke specidcally of
the subjoct of negro suffrage. Gen. Wadsworth fell in the great battle of the Wilderness, but the letter has been rescued, and is in
possession oi his family, and It contains this
memorable extract:
You desire to know, in the event of our
in the held, the same being
followed by a loyal and cheerful submission on
the part of the South, if universal amnesty
should not be accompanied with universal suf-

complete

success

revolution, adocting alike, ah tedious of
the country. The very soil embraced within
since you know my private inclinadw American Bepuaiio acorns to receive the tions as to what terms should be granted to
same
impress of but oue government at the
the South in the contingency mentioned, I
time. It lAlwvs that Florida has never ceased will hare add that If oar success should thus
been
has
but
be
a
the
she
in
to
Stato
Union;
be realized, followed by such desired results, I
a State In rebellion, and, by her acts, has descannot see, if universal amnesty is granted,
and
State
Government
her
particularly
troyed
how, under the circumstances, I can avoid exthe institution of slavery, which was nursed acting in return universal
suffrage, or at'least,
She Is now
in its bosom and defended by it.
suffrage on the basis of intelligence ana miliheld by martial law in a state of tutelage, With tary service.
All
-M
lier political rights in abeyance, and will be
kept there till she organizes far herself,* new race has long been a stud/ which has attracted my serious and careful attention; hence I
government.”

to a

“Xw,

TT

a.

a

w/

»

Jtn diseasing

01

uie easiness

reconsirucuon

equally clear and direct. The
constitution which Florida is to frame
must be, he sKid a free constitution.
Slavery
is not merely dead, It is “thrice dead and
plucked up by tbe roots. Any attempt on
the part of the convention to revive and reinstate it wpuld be labor and time spent in vain.
The future constitution of FTdrida must guaranty freedom alike to all—it must not be
How unlike are
black or white, but free.”
Gov. Marvin is

new

■

these noble and
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matter of

statesmanlike words to the

think I
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am clear

and decided as to what course
I shall pursue in the premises, regarding it a
religious duty, as the nation’s guardian of'
these people who have so heroically vindicated
their manhood on the battlefield, where, in assisting to save the life of the republic, they
have demonstrated in blood their right to the
ballot, which is but the humane protection
of the flag they have so fearlessly defended.
Taring United States Bonds.

The bogus Democracy are making a terrible
hue and cry about the exemption of fjnked
States Bonds from State and municipal taxat
r
tion.
When the money for which bonds were issued was borrowed, the existence of the nation was at stake, and no bogus Democrat
could be found who did not believe “{fee mar
was a failure,” and consequently the’ Union
destroyed, arid die ability of die Government
to pay its debts lessened by the loss of the
fourteen rebel States.
Every subscriber for Government Bonds
did so in defiance of Democratic predictions

pitiful drirelingmf Gov. Perry about this being “a white man’s government.” The whim
in" utterances of the same Governor Perry in
view of the fact that slavery, the “cherished
institution of South Carolina,” is passed away,
may also find a suggestive contrast in the following:
“I am free to confess that, in view of the disoiganized state of our society, it is Well, In my
judgment, that slavery has passed away forever.
Supposing the institution remained, and
the one hundred and fifty thousand colored
troops who have been thoroughly drilled in that he would lose his
money. As an InduceadUe use of arms, and instructed in the rights ment to
the lender, the Government not only
'of freemen, and who have exhibited on many
a battlefield, and in the storming of batteries,
offered a high rate of interest* but relieved the
<t steadiness and a courage equal to that of the
Bonds from taxation. Is it holiest to repudi■

white man, were turned loose among us, how
long would that instution last, or whose life or
property would be secure,? In that case, slav-

ery would disappear in carnage and in rivers
of blood. Thank God, the thing is out of the
way, and we are safe! The tuture of Florida,
in this respect, is that of every other State in
the Union, except, Kentucky and Delaware,
and shortly these states must be free. As citizens, before the law, thefreedmen must be in
all respects our equals.”

In the matter of negro suffrage the Governor
does not undertake to pronounce. He does
not advocate it, but neither does he oppose it,
contenting himself with the remark that ft is
a political
rather than a natural right, and
may be withheld or granted as sound policy
may dictate. But on the question of admit-

ting the testimony

of colored persons in tbe
courts lie is perfectly'explicit.
He says:

ate an essential part of the agreement when
the danger is past? Shall the Government
say to its confiding creditors, we promised not
to tax the Bonds you bought of us when we
were in trouble and could not obtain money
on

better

our

credit

terms; but we are now strong, and
good throughout the world, and we

repudiate the agreement

we made

with you in

the hour of our affliction.

Is It lawful for the States to do what the
General Government has promised its creditors

shall not be done ?

The Constitution empowers “Congress to
borrow money on the credit of the United
States.” If a State has the right to tar Bonds

given by the

Government for borrowed mon-

ey, one per cent., why not ten, or twenty, or
fifty per cent ? thus giving to the States the
power to destroy the Government credit The

world moves, even in Sooth Caw*
Mr. James
GovL.Orr, a candidate
ernor of that state,
lately mad# » speech In
which he said, “I am tired of So#th Carolina
as she was. I court for her the
arterial pwaperity of New England. I wotftd have her

E3?~The

Una.

Trowbridge’s
5f"Morris
Mjnstrels, gave an entertainment in Bangor on
Saturday afternoon, for the benefit of the Orphan children of that city.
Brothers, Pell &

fr>y Jefferson French, who received severe
injuries from accidentally falling into the dock,
in Bangor, died on Thursday last,
gy The Gospel Banner understands that
Geo. W. Jones of China, the villain who was
caught in setting the late fire in this city, has
confessed to setting the late destructive fire in
Augusta.
jjy Tho Bangor Whig says it is requested to say by the managers of the Market Bank
in that city, that all Market Bank bills will be
paid whether they are presented sooner or
later.

5^~Mrs. C. S. Bragg, who was run over by
fast-driven horse in Bangor on Thursday last,
■it is feared, will not recover.
Mr. A. M. Shaw who recently went
from Bangor to Washington, and died there,
had an insurance on his life for $5,500.
a

jy-Potatoes sell

in

Bangor

for from 60 to

65 cents per bushel.
Cy The city is full of visitors attending the
Free Baptist Conference.
Fifteen hundred
persons from abroad are entertained by the society and its friends. The Conference is one of
the largest religious conventions ever held in
the State, and able and forcible addresses on

great moral questions

[Lewiston

are

being daily spoken.—

Journal.

EE*The Journal says the pair of matched
oxen which worn exhibited at the Cattle Show
of the Androscoggin Agricultural Society by
Horaoe Jordan of Webster, were bought by
Daniel Lowell of Auburn. Weight 3,404 lbs,
girth 7 feet 2 inches. Price paid $325.
BTThe Free Baptist National Conference
in session at Lewiston, was engaged Friday
afternoon in discussing slavery and national
affairs. An interesting discussion had previously been held on the Temperance question.
fry The Lewiston Journal says that about
three weeks ago Miss Annette Brigg9, whose
parents live in that city, she herself working
Since then her
in the Mills, disappeared.
ftitlier lias been unable to trace her.
fry Action is being taken by the City Council of Lewistou in relation to the purchase of a
steam fire engine.
jfrSy The Ellsworth Amerifaji informs us
that a large amount of money has been expended m that town this season in repairing and
rebuilding old vessels. Several new vessels are

building also.
fr^—The Sentinel says the Frontier Bank of

Eastport closed its career as a State Bank on
Saturday, and commenced business as a Nav
tional Bank.
Turner correspondent of the
Lewiston Journal says there are suspicions of

E3r

A JSorth

foul play having occurred in a s wamp.between
North Turner Bridge and North Leeds. Afoout
two weeks since a dog was observed lying by
the side of the road which would frequently go
into the woods howling and moaning and then
return. No notice was taken of this behaviour
until it was found that he was so starved that
he could not-traveL Upon examination it was
discovered that the dog had been severely
beaten, and that he lay upon a club covered
with blood. At this place a torse an'd wagon
had been driven a few reds into the swamp,
which is almost impenetrable. The dog is described as a large yellow one with white
throat.
_

OBIUINAL AND SELECTED.

GyNine counties of Arkansas, under the
control of superintendents of freedmen, are reported to contain a negro population of 42,i56,
of whom upwards of forty thousand are represented to be under employ .and self sus-

taining.
G^“Andrew Jackson Donelson has written
a letter in which he professes himself much
pleased with the working of the paid labor
system in Mississippi He says companies are
forming and paying as high as $15 per acre
rent for open lands

the Mississippi
GyGen. Slocum, the leader on the Democratic ticket in New York, made his opening
on

with life, and
vigor, and intelligetice,
do those of Massachusetts.” If Mr. Orr will
use his efforts to put labor in his state on such
a basis as it occupies in Massachusetts, he will
be doing much to bnng about tho prosperity
he desires.
E^”In the opinion of the Round Table the
finest absurdity of Artemus "Ward, that in
acres teem

as

which “the fancy drifts round and round under
a speU of perfectly delirious unreason,” is his

Jeff, Davis: “It 'ud been morg’n
ten dollars in Jeff. Davis' pocket if he’d never
been boro.”
fi^“The new canal, on the Andover ride of
the Merrimack river, says the Lawrence American, projected with the original plan of the
city, is likely now to beoome a realty- The
stone for the upper locks, raceways, etc, are all
upon the ground, and on Monday wo* T“
commenced upon the main sewers which are to
oross under tho bottom of the canal. Lawrence
is now having a more rapid growth than any
other oity of the Commonwealth, and upon the
completion of this canal it will soon take rank
as the second city of Massachusetts.
lf*At Gen. Grant’s reception in Cincinnati,
the other day, a tall, lank, sunburnt man
pressed forward to take Gen. Grant by the
hand, and said to him with marked emotion as
he did so, “When Lee surrendered to you I
was in his army, hut
you are my general
now.”

judgment

on

w

BP~A Rev. Mr. HU1, and other inagfrtrates
Stowmnrket, Suffolk, England, lately committed a woman seventy years at age to prison
for fourteen days, with hard labor, for plucking

of

handful of com of the value of two pence.
tar- a Chinese formal dinner consists of
three parts, each part having twenty courses or
so, but fortunately the guests are expected to
take only a mouthful.
Elf"* A Southern journal contains the following advertisement: “Wanted, at this office,
a journeyman printer—one who can do press
and job work, is a Union man, believes in the
existence of a God, and dpn’t drink whisky.
To such a man steady employment and good
a

The Indianapolis
Gazette—the leading
Union paper in its State—like the Chicago
Tribune, takes decided grounds against the
policy being pursued in order to secure reconstruction in the south. It distrusts the quasi
rebel Provisional Governors, and believes the
Union cause in the South is suffering violence.
Taking as a caption “The Great Mistake,”
the Gazette discourses as follows:
Can any intelligent, loyal man, who has taken any interest in the late struggle of the nation to maintain its existence against treason
and rebellion, look over the affairs of the South
at present, and the workings and progress of
reconstruction as now going on, and say that
he is satisfied ?—that he thinks matters are

properly managed, and that all will come out
right in the end ? Nay, can he say that he
really hope* so under present appearances ?—
for hope, mind you, is made
np in part of expectation. Docs any intelligent man really
expect to see the South properly re-organixed
and restored to the Union under the present
policy and beginning? We think not. For
ourselves

cannot think so—we cannot evand we envy the man who can,
for we should most certainly like to think and
to feel so. But how can we ?
The great mistake of the President—for to
save our soul we cannot but feel that he has
made mistakes—was in appointing Southern
men and rebels to the office ofProvisional Governors over the late rebel States.
This was a
mistake, and one,too,that must render all further efforts at a
proper reorganization of the rebel States abortive and impossible. And so long
as such men as Sharkey of Mississippi, and
Perry of South Carolina—to say nothing of

others—are retained as Provisional Governors,
we need look for no progress of the right kind
in the business of reconstruction in their states.
Such at least is our candid convicion. We felt
so at the time these men’s appointment was
annoonoed, and we have nothing since but evdence to convince Us more certainly of the

,4 tionshadbee*

on the Up ion side during the
twenty-five
Springfield.
contest—such' a man, fbrinstance, as Governor
The students of Switzerland following
Hamilton, of Texas? We need not go into
the example of some of those in Germany, have
to show that Governors Sharkey
particulars
resolutions
passed
against duelling.
arid Perry are not doing right or what ought
Gen.
The
Boston
Advertiter
IJ^opposes
to be done. The evidence of this fact is comBanks for Congress in his old district on the
ing up from the South every day, and it is such
ground of ineligibility on account of resi- as must convince every intelligent loyal man at
the North that they are not the right men in
dence.
,
this rule, rebel» are
Vi 02 tte right place. toUnder
being appointed office and placed in power,
MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.
apd the whole machinery of the State govern—A dramati^ version by Charles Reade of ment is being placed in rebel hands—men
who hate the loyal people of the North and the
his novel “Never Too Lat£ to Jilend,” is to folUnion itself, as deeply and malignantly as
low Anah na Pogue" at the Princess’s Theathey did while they were in arms against them,
I u j I
tre, London.
while on the other hand, the white Union
j
—Mr. Benedict is at work on a grand opeta men of their States and the freedmen or loyal
for the German stage, founded on the story of negroes are being persecuted, oppressed or drivSchiller, the “Ghost Seer.” Pauline Lucca is en from the country. The Union men of the
South are allowed no part or share in the matspoken of for the heroine’s rale.
W of reconstruction. Is this right? Who
—Miss Laura Keene and Mr. Harry Hawk
will say it is ? Who among the loyal people of
are playing in “Our American Cousin” in Cinthe North is satisfied with this state of afihirs ?
cinnati. Laura Keene has recently brought an
Yet these are facts.
They exist to-day—and
miles of

action against the manager of the Winter Garden, in New York, for performing the same

play, of which she claims the ownership.
—A five-act drama entitled “Alfred," by Mr.
F. Tupper, was to be brought out at the Haymarket Theatre, London, last week.
—Mr. T. Buchanan

New York. “Sheridan’s Ride”
will of course have a prominent place on the

programme.
—The charming poem by Mrs. Akers in a recent Atlantic, the refrain of which is “Darling,
Kiss My Eyelids bown,” has been set to music

SPECIAL

As a correspon-

NOTICES.

STORE!

NEW

*

STREET, PORTLAND,
First door from Congress Street, where can be found
» good assortment of Paper, Pens, Pencils, Ink, Hair
36

CENTRE

Brashes,

and Tooth

PEUFUMEUY,
Portmonnales and Wallets: all kinds of Games for old
and

young.
PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
In great variety, at lowest prices. Call and see

If,
octTsnd2w

L, It JE A L«

MRS. WINSLOW,

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING
which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
will
softening he gams, reducing all inflammations,
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to yourselves,

Infants.

Relief and Health
We have poknp and sold this article tor over thirty
fears, and can say in confidence and TUU'rn o! it
wnat wo have never been able to say of any other
medicine- Never has it failed tn a single insttsnee to
'feet a care, when timely used. Never did we know
an instance of
dlaaatis&etlon by any one who used it
On the
contrary, ail are delighted with its operations,
and speak in terms of commendation of Its magical
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience;
wliat
and pledge our
reputation for the fulfillment of
we here declare.
In almost every Instance where the
Inlhnt Is
suffering from pain and exhaustion, reliel
will be found In lliteea minutes alter the Syrup Is administered.
Full directions for using will accompany aaeh bottlle
None genuine unless the (bc-slmile of CURTIS
& PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists
throughout the world.
Frioe only 36 Cents per Bottle.
Jnne3snUJtw6m
Hull’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Reaewer has proved itself to be the most
perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
IT WILL RESTORE OR AT HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair|roft, lustrous and silken.
It

It is

a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

or

young, should flail to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

use

it.

USED BY THE

auglesndAwfim
iyA Physiological View of Marriages
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs tn a state oi Health end Disease, with a Trentice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Anthor’s Plan o
Treatment—the only rational and Successful mode of
core, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
tvuthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 25 cents, In stamps or postal currency,
TVs.

T

A

CDmY

Vn

11 MoliUn T.nnn

Albany, N.

Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world.
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New York—Emery

Cairnuck, Pettengfll, Havana

Brig)

Phinney &

Brig J Poiiodo, (Br) Marwick, Matanzas—Phlnnov
1

& Jackson.

Sch Reindeer .(Br) Good, Maitland NS—A 11 whid-

d

n.

Sch Aurora. (Br) Payson,
Sch Hannle Westbrook,
UuAu lioe ring.

Westport NS—master.
Littlejohn, New York—

Sunday, Octaber S.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal, Llacomb, Boston.
Sch Puckat, Grant, Boston.
Sch Van tic, Frisbee, Boston.
Sch Texas, Day, Boston.
Sch Gen Richer, Turner, Newburyport.
Scb Lucy, McGee, Bucksport.
Sch Olive Avery, Wilson, Rockland.

Batchelder, Puget Sound.

NEW ORLEANS- Id 23d, .hip Galena, McNear,
New York.
MOBILE—Cld 26th, ship John H Ryerson, Patter
•on, Liverpool.
RICHMOND—Ar 5th, brig Abbot Lawrence, Gregory, Portland.
Below 3d. sch Ricbd Bnlwinkle, from Rockland.
4th’ hri* °“Te Fr*nco*’ SmlJ1’

J«AL CitM°RB-Cld
PHILADELPHIA—Cld Sth, barques

Arizona, Conant, Montevideo; Henry P Lord, Ptokham, Portland: Sacramento, Hussey, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar sth, schs Andrew Peterz,Murcb,
®>v Bowtorx: Emma Furbish, Jones; Ma5°™°!“
netta, Hal!, and Mhmie Cobb. Incrabam, Kocklaml;
Iswch, DeLay, Elizabethport.
Ar 6th, schs Venuz, Hersey, from
Eaatport; Wave,
Addison; A JI Dyer, Rogers, Jonosport.
Od 6th, shira Adelaide, Cutting, Liverpool:
Virrinia, Weeks, Savannah; barques Stampede, Jewett,
Havana: AC Adams, McCalium, Apalachicola; T
LONDON—Ar 5th, schs J 8 Lane

Lydia

NEWPORT—Ar Sth, sch Justlna, Gregory, RockPetersburg, Va.
Below 6th, sch Sarah Gardiner, Teel, from Calais.
Sid, brig Delmont Locke, Veasie, lor Philadelphia;
sch Alpine, Pressey, New York.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 5th, brig Harp, Arey, from
Bangor for New York; Khz Charlotte Fish, Strong,
Philadelphia for Boston; Jeddle, Roberts, Baltimore
(br do; Warrenton, Gray, Calais for Bridgeport, Ct;
Surf, Shaw, Portland (br New Haven.
In port, brigs Martha Washington, and Russian;
schs L A Orcutt, Tyrone, L M Strout, W H Mitchell,
S J LindKy, Saliwa, Grampus, Ocean Traveller, JW
Hall, John A Gritfln, and L D Wentworth.
EDGARTOWN—Ar Sth, sell Robt Bruce, Gregory,

R.

_H.

Clooks Excelsior Hair Restorer
warranted to do all that ia claimed for it. Will
Grayest Heads to their original color,
whether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
Scalp, trees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the

la

restore the

moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the market. Try It. f 1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS Sc CO., Agents for Portland,

Adams E for

Kimball C W H
Kc-unhy Freeman
Kimball Geo P
Keler Geo for mrs Mary
AdlamSamlJr
Pu.ker
Bragg Allen
Knight Geo S
James 1st Ma!neKnij<ht Jas
regiment
Kenney John H
Blanchard and Welkin
Kelley Mathew H
Barker Brodford P
King Michl
Kitson R
Berry Calvin
Babcock C A & Co
Kelley Robt
Lane A A
Brewer D W
Burnell Edw A
Ubby Addison
Brackett Elkanah C CaptLathom Addison
Larra jee Chas Agent
Berry Edw
Lee Edmard
Baker Krasins F
Blake Frank
Lemmons F
Butler Frank
Lawrence Geo H
Lord Geo H
Berry G F
Bai tol Horace V
Lord Geo B
Butler Henry A
Leonard John S Cant for
Batt s
Jr
Joe V K Wells
Lord Jas W
Brag-ion John F
Bennett J for Maria LLeahy John

Bradley

BOSTON—Ar 6th, Kh Betsy Eliza, Newberg, from
NB.

Cld 6th, ship Sea Gull, Shorten, Elmina WCA; Kh

Nicola, Chisholm, Philadelphia.
Sid, ship Clara Ann; barque

Rebecca Goddard;
brigs Monica, and Sea Lark.
Ar 7th, barque Sicilian, Smith,
Malaga; kUb Er
vira, Drisco, Calais: Luella. Kelton, Machias.
Cld 7th, barque Ftor del Mar.Wiswell, Montevideo;
SCI1S AHIO,

uuwiu.biwm. ruriuuiu

WIUp-

sJokn NB; Sami Fish, Davis, Georgetown DC;
§lo,EStJones,
Fiali, New York; Buena Vista, White,

Calais; Tennessee,Wooster, Eastport; Adeline Hamlin, Lanai], Bangor; Joseph, McCarty. Stockton; St
Lncar, Jameson, Buckaport; Talisman. Fuller, foi
Thomastosi: Morea. Kellar, do; Geo Brooks, Henley
Portlaod; S Wright, Adams, do.
SALEM—Ar 6th, schs Olive Branch, Dix, Calais:
J C Haraden. Bunker, Little River, Me, for NYork;

Henry

Abby Weld, Hutchings, Bangor.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 5th, sobs Aurora, Curtiss, fm
and George W Kimball. Jr,
Bangor; Dana, Hawes,
Crockett, Rockland; c red Sheerer, Simmons, Eliza-

_O

oc6sh6w

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tf

A Fact Worth Knowing,
Goods can be repaired In a neat and

3d, sobs Chas Carroll, Farnsworth, Rockland ;
1th, J Tinker, McDonald, Calais.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Laurel, Parker, and

Baltic, Grant, from Frankfort, ar 17tli, dise.
At Curacoa Sept 14, brig Open Sea, Babbage, from
Bangor, for Turks Island ana Philadelphia.
Ar at Haldhx NS 4th Inst, brig J B Kin/, Doane,

New York.
At at do 30th ult, brig Rover, Ryan, Portland.
Ar at St John NB 1st Inst, schs Thomas Dickson,
Macomber, and Sarah Johnson, Moore, Portland;
2d, brig Webster Kelley, Haskell, do; 5th, barque
Mary Ann, Dunham, New York.

as

Book-keeper, by

a

The First Lecture

OF PORTLAND.
THE Capital of the Bank will be increased in the
sum of One Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dol-

lars

($190,000).

Subscriptions will be received only from present
stockholders until October 1st, next.
Interest will be paid until January 1st, 1866, when
the new stock win rank with the old.

Twenty-five per cent, must be paid In at the date
of the subscription, and the balance must be completed before January next.
tM. EDW. GOULD, Cashier.
septOedlm
Portland, Sept. 8th, 1865.

CASCO NATIONAL BANK
OF

PORTLAND.

BT vote of the Stockholders, the capital of this Bank
Ja to be Increased Two Hundred Thousand Dol-

lars,
Subscriptions will be received under the following
conditions, vis:

Each stockholder is entitled to one share for every
these owned.
Stockholders must pay In, at least, twenty-five per
cent at time o( subscribing, and the balance on or before December 31,1869.
Shares paid for ih full, on or before October 15th
next, will rank with the old stock, and participate In
the next (April) dividend.
Interest at rate of six per cent per annnm win he
allowed on all other subscriptions from the time of
payment till April 1,1866.
Rights not claimed before October 15th, next, will
of as the Directors may determine.
be
E. P. GEBBISH, Cashier.

Portland, Sept. 12,1865.

seplldtUloeUS

RICE BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
60 and T1 East Water S(.,

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Bay for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
Pobk, Lard, Hams, Botteb, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand:—
N. Warren,
Bebtsht’s Best,

Eagle,
Cabinet,
McClelan.
champion,
sent
Market Reports
dally or weekly without

Flour

Bitters.

These Bitters are not only valuable in all cases of
Bilious Diseases, Liver Complaints, Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Costiveness, Headache, ffc^ but in all cases of
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness of the
whole system. Languor, Drowsiness, Weakness, or
Paine in the Side, these Bitters will be found most
valuable. Delicate females wbo are weak and sickly,
will find this medicine invaluable.
They operate
gently; they purify and make new blood; they regulate the Liver, and give force and strength to the
whole System. Prepared by
DR. W. P. MANSFIELD.
Proprietor of Mansfield’s Vegetable Mitigator.
For sale by MANSFIELD <£ CLARK, No. 27
Green St., Portland, Me.’
Orders by mail will receive
Oct 3—8 n dim*

PHYSIOLOGY
FOR

and Prodnoe bought, stored and Insured at

llbfcal rates.

marl3oodly

REMOVAL!
MRS.

DR.

ONLY!

Duyer G
Daws Geo M

Dyer Jabez for
H Thomas
Dean Judah B
Donnels Jas

GU1LMETTE,

Dos ten W E

Denningt

Afternoon,

JuneSldlyr

11th,

October
Boston Stock
the Brokers

List.

Boars, Oct t.
147
American Gold—...
United States Coupons,. 1461
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881.
107
United States 7 3-10tlus Loan, 1st series. 88
do
2d series. 98
United States Fivo-twentles, old. 103
Sales

do

TO

Manufhcturing Company.117
Pepperell Manufacturing Company.1205
York Manufacturing Company.1400
Androscoggin Mins.................. 2091
Bangor City Sixes, 1874. 90
Gardiner City Sixes, 1870
90]
I

ONLY,

_MARRIED.
In this city, Oct. 7th, by Rev. E. C. Bolles, GreenSawyer and Miss Margaret J. Hickey, both oj
Portland.
In Belfast, Sept 21, Fredk A Griffin, of Stockton,
and Ann Maria, daughter of E A Pitcher, Esq, of B.
In Thorndike, Sept 23, Parris Dyer, of T, and Alice
A Haskell, of Unity.
In Knox, Sept 24, James Moore and Mary Brown,
both of K.
In Augusta, Sept 17, Saraael Williams and Mrs
Margaret Chambers.

IN HEALTH AND DISEASE!
ADMISSION

FIFTY

CENTS.

In this dtv. Oct 7, Mrs Rachel, widow ol the late
Peter Leighton, of Falmouth, aged 77 years.
Tn Greene, Sept 1*, Margaret Sawyer, agod 78 yrs.
In Blddemrd, Sept 4, Mrs Mary G Libby, aged 72
years.
In West Gardiner, Sept 12, Mr Isaiah Clough, aged
77 years.

Hamolen Ambrose
Hasktll A A
Houghton Ed B
Hillman E F

—

ciative audience.

During the Doctor's stay
all classes

The

Portland,

in

consulted at his rooms in the

he may be

United States Hotel, for

of disease.

success

attending

Dr.

Gnllmette’s treatment

Specialist.
By the invention of certain ingonious instrument!
only known to Dr. G., every passage into the body
the reach of the skillftil surgeon, is satisfacto
rfly explored, the affected spots ascertained, and as
sailed at once with such remodlal agents as are cal
within

culated to restore the normal

or

healthy

condition

Diseases,
in

and other MOST IMPORTANT ORGANS
oi

many years' standing.
every instance a perfect cure.
Oct 9—dtd
cases

The result Ii

1

MORSE

WITHERELL.

&

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLLERY,

HILLSBORO NB. Sch Industry
172 tons coal
Kerosene Cll Co.
Sch P Blake—174 tons ooal, Kerosene 00 Co.

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Pbofbietob,
Mo. (0 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS,

Copying done In the best manor.
SEBLE’8 HAIR

A

strS,liand
TiW„euas.when

dec28tl.
LIFE I

Magical Preparation
-FOB-

BEAUTIFYING,
RESTORING,-ABB-

muon1

dressing

SU^gre?Unnvm,da^

PRICE

hair.

CHARLES

and Retail,

OUSTIS

A

CO.,

Belgian..Quebec.Liverpool.Oct Uli
Lafayette.Now York. .Havre.Oet 14
Edinburg.New York..Liverpool.Oct
Ocean Queen.Jsew York. .California.Oct If
Persia...New York.. Liverpool.O®*
City of Washington New York. .Liverpool.Oct 21
North American.. .Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 21
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool.Oct .1
Vera Crus.New York.. Vera Crus.Oct
»

.^Oct28

Mh.let.re

Or Cabo Photographs at Tubes Dollabs
feb DOZES,-the best In the City.

may2$snd6m

AI».—^

0',•,,*'9•

have

put nr

as

kstib*

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Saturday, October 7.
ARRIVED.
Lewiston,
Knight, Boston.
Steamer
Barque Rebecca Roddard, Polleys, Boston, to load

lot Buenos

Soh

Ayres.

Flying Arrow, (Sr) Coggins, Westport NS,

hew

tush x

a ana.

Eastern Bell

Greyhound

Hoodeide Henry F, bark Gertrude
Armstrong James W, British sch Iris

stock: of

Clothing and Furnishing
(J

O

O

1)

S!

Robttneon Wm H Capt, sch
Magnolia
Bouden Alex, sch Pamerline
Scott Capt, brig Rollinsou
Chase Joseph, sch Vestal
Robbins Win, ech Willie Senvev
Elwell Alvah W, brig Webster
Kelly
A. X. DOLE,
Postmaster.

shall offer at very Low Prices
Which
please Call sit Examine,
we

N. W. MORSE & W. B. WITHERELL.
octDiBw
Portland, Me.

City of Portland

Copartnership.
rpHE
X

subscribers have this day entered Into Co
the firm name of

■

partnership under

MORSE t WITHERELL.
for the
purpose of carrying on the Clothing

Furnishing business,

at Ns. US

Portland, Oct. 2, 1865.

MABI^e HSTEWa

Joha
WafMa
Capt, ech
Bibber F F Yatch

No. 05 Exchange Street,

_

WORMELL,

N«. 90 Middle Street, Portland.

[

Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct

Etna..New York. .Liverpool.Oct
Britannia....New York.-Glasgow.Oct
New York.. .New York. .Bremen..Oct
Manhattan.New York..Vera Crus.Oct I
Cuba..... ..New York. .Liverpool.Oct 1
Eagle.New York. .Havana.Od 1!

recently occupied by

the Store

VINO

taken
HAJ. LEVY,

DAT*.

China.Boston..Liveijpool..Od
Borusia.New York..Hamburg

PHOTOGRAPHER,

gfjf* °[

FOB

For sale at

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf
E. S.

FROM

Bremen..New York.. Bremen..£
a

-BY—

”r btdduw!

NAME

Corsica............New York..Havana..Oet

PIPTV CENTS.

Wholesale

Government;

the

—

S

A Weston
JultB
Walker OrenE
Jordan C H fop Martha A Williams R Pinson
Wilev Solomon B
Chase
Williams s K
Jordan Elisha N
Johnson Geo for Isaiah FWelte Sylvester
White Trustin
Staples
Jones Geo H
We' more Wm P
Jackson Jos W
Williams Wm H
Jones Jas
York Phillip O
Jones Wm A Son
Zltkon L B
death Chas

Higgin* Hanion R, sch Allegany
Butler Foster, sch
Abagail brown
Days Johns, sch Addle
*
Howe Wm H, brig Alfcrato
Amsler Peter, sch CamUla
Kooney Peter,
do
Ellis Rose W, ech Cha*
McDonald
Capt, ech D Ellis
fJ9ren,l“sch
Rich Richard,
Emma J Gott
Kane thae, ech E P Howard 2
Bowley Gideon Jr, sch Emma O Curtis

and Furnishing Goods!

Clothing

lira

Higgins WmP

The Hon. G. S. Hillard, Col. E. G. Parker, and A
O. Brewster, and many other citizens of Bostoi
have witnessed my operations for Catarrh. Luni

Co.

following

G W

Tibbett E M
Torrey Frank M
Thurston Geo F
Tukey Geo W
Haskell Geo C
Thompson JasH
Harrington Geo W Capt Thornton Martin
Townsend Walter S
Hutchings H W
Haseltine Henry
Varney Allred S
Holmes H O
Varney E
Haines Hannan
Woods BenJ S
Hanson Horace F
Wallace Bradbury P
Hall J H
Whitney Chas W
Hobson Jos W
Weeks 0 F Capt
Hazen John B
Watson David
Wescott Dixon B ,
Hayden Jas
Harmon John
Walkar Edmond
Wefer Erlert Capt
Hovey Melvin
WheelockGeo W
Harrington ,0
Heraey Simon
Wiggle Geo USN for
Herrick Sami for mrs Sa- WTggin
rah W Herrick
Whitcomb H F
Had Sami L
Weeks T J A Co
Waite JoihuaG
Hurney Thos
Howland Thomas
Whittier John G
Hill Wellington
Walsh Jas
Walker Jeremiah Jr
Hinktey Wm L
Hendrie Webster
Weston Nathan for

ouir

RIVER HERBERT NS. Sch S V Foonan
13:
tons coal. J B Knight.
WESTPORT NS. Sch Flying Arrow—180 qtls cod
fish, 190 qtls pollock, 11 bbls fish oil, 79 bbls benini
3 bbls fins and napes, 4 bbls tongues and sounda, 204
lbs amoked halibut, S bbls blubber, to Trefethen A

or

TrtakeyCR

age)

BF“Dr. Guitanette's object in charging an admisfoe of fifty cents is to secure a select and appre-

sion

of those parts.

DIED.

Stevens E 8
Sylvester E

Glddtngi

of Special disease Is acknowledged by the highest authority to he unparalleled in the history of an)

leaf

Rcgt
Downing Carolns

< dement lor mlssStevens Henry W
Allle Davis
Small Howard M
Sprague Hiram J
Seleck lsiac
Fealy John
Foris’S John
Stinson Josiah
Frost 1H
Staples Jas for miss EColFarra Sami
by
Flaherty Tobias lor ElizaSilver Jos
Walah
Sanborn Levi C Sergt
Greenleaf Abner
Small Moses E
GreenlawCivUlan B Capt2Slieehan Quintan
C M
Staples A str wood
GoodwlnCC BlormrlSa-ScodoldS W Capt JOthMe
rah A Goodwin
Beat
Gardner Jefoon
Smith Thos
Green Jay A
Skillings Tbadens
Gibs in Robt
Smith Wm H Cape
Gentry W T Major
Sawyer Wm for Jas B
Gordon P P (pokage)
Sawyer
Hasked Alez P
Smith Winsor B
Humhlln Walter S (pack-Turner A L Capt

T 1-3 o’clock,

GE2TTLEMEN

Sanborn

Finney

PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN,

Hill

■■-‘-'I'-.

at

Kugg Joseph

Deerlng Thos
Dunning W A

Ferrell John H

ON THE

new... 102

United States Debt Certificates, Sept. 981
do
Not. go]
United States Ten-forties. KM
Maine State Sixes, 1880. 96
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds. 33
Kutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 73}
Boston and Maine Railroad. 114
Eastern Railroad.
97 4
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad. 96
Western Railroad. 130
[By Henahaw Sc Brother.]
Laconia Manufacturing Company.137S
Bates Manufi&cturing Company. 1801

CENTS.

DB. G. will give hie first Lecture

at

J

Buggies Adwin D
Richards C G for mrs M E
Richards
Kicker David F
Bawton E F G

Chas for mrs Lucy SSmith Frank W
Dow
Shaw Fredk E
Eaton Geo W
Shaw F S espt (Dockage)
Ellis Isaiah
Shaw A C B liun (book)
Ellis Marshall F Capt
Snow Geo A
Freeman Albert C
Smith H S Dr
Fletcher Chas
Swartwout H A MaJ

WEDNESDAY EVENING,

ON

John

Bow

THIS

FIFTY

n

S N
Pierce W P
W H
Perry Wm Jr

Buaaell Wm
Alonzo
for mrsShannon Chas 'C
Wm Weatherby
Stevens Clark
Dial C H Sergt 30th MeStover Crofl'ord A

Oet.ker 11th, at 3 o’cl.ck.

ADMISSION

L

mrs Walter Preston

(package)

Diem Patrick
De Kosseau P
Dean Sami P

Hall,

Wednesday

chas
Moses Chas O
Mitchell D L
Morse E H
Mars ton Ebon
Merryman F J

Perse Dr
Piec A Co for mrs Alox A
Deigrado Francisco B
Dow Goo for mrs Ellen AUen
Pickles Stanley H Mate D
Bryan

be delivered by

Mechanics'

Alvin

Mayberry

Dyer Frank

-AT-

On

aTcOLBY

Has removed her stock of Millinery to rooms over
her old Store, No. ff Free Street Block, where she is
prepared to receive her customers.
lwedtheneodtf
Portland, Sept. 11, 1865.

LADIES
Will

prompt attention.

celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
Is made bom the choicest materials, Is
mild and emollient In Its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial In its act upon the sltnFor tale by all Druggitlt and Fancy Goodie Dealers

WOMAN I

OF

IN HEALTH AND DISEASE,

demand,

disposed

chugs.

ON THE

Mansfield’s Debility

age

Murray

Mar-Mei rill B B 3

Coruey Allred

New Advertisements.

reliable

ane

Llttl* field W
Morton A J
McDonald Allen
Mansfield Alphens
Melcher A J (U S Nipack-

Chase Albro E
Clark B A
McClfnch Jusiah
Cope Chas F
Clark David
Murray John
Clark D W 36 Portland st Marks Jeremiah
Chase David F
Macdonald Most s
Chase Edmond
Merrill A Bayles
Mathews A Lawson
Chapman E Jr
Chirk F W
Marys Patrick
Collins Geo
Monls Patrick
Cor John
McManus BAR
Cloudman J G for mlasMaaer S R
Mullens Sami
Lilly Baker
Churcnell J F
McArthur Wm
Cross JasH
Me Laugh mr 2
Connell Jeremiah
Nichols Chas
Connell M E Elder
Nevel Jut
Clough Moses friends of, lOugh Stephen
Me Bat
Palmer F S
Colby Nahum
Perry Geo L
Chase Stephen J
Poor Geo H
Cummings Sami Dr forl’leroe O W
mrs Carrie H DuBarry Parker Horace H
Chase Zadoc lv
PUlsbury Henry
Dinsmore Arthur
Plummer J G
Dlnsmore Danl K
Parrott I-evi S

SPOKEN.
Oct ft, off Abeocom, barque Eventide, Park, from
for
Philadelphia
Providence; some time, brig Bonj
Carver, from do for Boston.

who has had experience.
Address B. E., Press Office.
Oct. 4—8 N dlw*

Les employee de La Dou-

Burgess Thos E
Brown Thos
Brown Wm for mrs
tba T Ellis
Blanchard Wm E
Butler Ltdnn A

At St Thomas 23d ult. sclis

Wanted.
A SITUATION

Lewie J 3
Lord John N
Lawrence J W
Lewis Jas I'

Bunker John
BealJaeUecar
Brackett J as E
Bachelder J C
Beal Lebanon
Bassett MulfordO
Burns Nat lie P
Bassett Nathan
Bradley Patrick

4th, Concord, Kennedy, Rockland.
Bangor:
Sla

V.

Loney John

Bures John
Blly Jas

Portland.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 6th, Bch Post Boy, Tate,
Roctland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 3d, schs Brilliant. Condon,

bet liport for

That Rubber

substantial manner, at
HALL’S BUBBBE EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

1

Boston S L

hair

Me.

GENTLEMEN'S LIST.
mrs HattteKennard Chas

Walker
Anderson J B
Agnew Jas Capt
Ash Jacob

New York for Boston.

v/uiuico

Rowe II mrs
Russsell Harriet C
Karan Mary
Richard.son M A
Smith Alma
Stevens Abbie A mrs
Sherman Carrie A 2
Stevens Lizzie
Simmons Klsada mi's
Stone E M mrs
Small F A mrs

Henry

Smith,

from do lor

Philadelphia.

Stephen

Eastes Jotie
Ellis M E mrs
Fabyan Helen Mrs

Fox E M
Frye Francis M 3
Fit* Newton mrs
Folan Winny
Gordon Abbie n
Glenn Aurellia mrs
Golden Phillip E mrs
Skillings Fannie
Shed
wrs
HaycM Chas mrs
Strout Harriet A mrs
Harlow Georgie M
Shaituck
Louie
John
L mrs
Haydon
Harwood Minnie
Springer Jeannette W aus
KB
E
Sewall
mrs
Hinckley Emma
L mrs
Houston N J mrs 2
Staples
Hanscom Sarah M mrs 2 Stewart M H mrs
Thomas Eunice M mn
Howard Sarah R mrs
Totten Jas B mrs
dordan John mrs
Welch Carrow
Kennclly Katie mrs
Wilson Nellie E
Killtou Lizzie mis
Wilcox Fannie A
Keleber Hanorah
Kelley Hannah lorCathar-Warren Lucy A mrs
Ward mrs 22 Hammond st
lne Kelly
Winslow Mary mrs
Knights Mary J miss
Waterhouse Ruth A mrs
Knights Mary miss
Walker Lthoda M mrs
Knight Roecna miss
Kuigh Thankful mrs

MYSTIC, CT—Ar 6th, sch New Zealand, Famhnm,
Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 5lh, Kb Boston, Me Rea, from
Calais.
BRISTOL, R I—Ar 6th, scb CFantauzzi, Wooster,
Baltimore.
Ar at East Greenwich 6th, Kb Mexican, McCarty.

St

fisKi *«?■

Faherty Bridget

Cushing, Rogers, Bangor.
NEW

aud.
8

tb* ,r,11uffa..

r*
ssss^gK
Bemxu
J

Flaherty Bridget

~

Norwich.

letter*,

Mary mrs
m
Kiooke Olive M Loeuitit Merreit Ho. fie M
Moore Lyillagmn
Boynton Suaan mn
Mathews Marcia J mrs
Blackmore Susan
Bi&iahnTbos mrs Cods stMarston Mary
Callosa Lottie
Matey Margaret
Morgan Sarah mrs
Chapman Fannie H
Chetnvn Imena mrs
Maruen Susan M
New begin David mrs
Colby J£ mrs
Alice L New begin
Coffoe Julia A
Nelson Liszte
Clary Lucy mrs
Frank mrs
mrs
for
Emma
JaneNeteon
Colby
Ne 1 Mary R mrs
Kohou
Phelps Am*tea A
Daly Kate Union St
Pike Addle O
Daicy Danl mrs
Parker Delphina mn
Dempsey Jane mrs
Iteeble Nellie
Dunn Martha A
Perry Geo L mrs
Delap Mary
Phelan Jane
Dow Sarah mrs
Dresser Sophia
Phlnney M Fmn
Petherick Mary
Emery Eunice A mrs
Petherick Miss
Eddie Flaviila A mrs

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 6th lilt, barque Oakland,

Bangor for Middletown; Vendovl, Bray,

any of these
o^1;
for
‘•Advertised

must call
Letters," give
“
this list, and pay ONE CENT Tor advsrUsS!
IP" If not eallod tor wlthmoM* MoUTsrfl,..
*11
*’
Dead
tbo
Letter
Office.
be sent to
LADIES- LIST.
M mn
Lewi. EUi.boUi
A anti P
iw.Slul'h
st
Angus Marla
LorULleiie Wcm» „/b®»
Abbie
Barker
Lncle lauw
Ukklord Kat* B
mn
Longley I N mr»
Brvs .n Catharine D
j”**1
Wary B
Blaitie LUrie
Moore Ann e
Bradley Ellen
n„
Brackett John 1 Mn
Macintosh E N mn
Ur iiuky E mn
Barren Wnnie mn
Mokgr NeBla A

land lor

IV Ask fbr Hall's Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
take ne other.
R. P. HALL A CO..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips A Co
Wholesale Agents.

k.. oJJwwaina

lV

CLEARED

_

^8teamer Franconia, Sherwood,
j

THE

POST OFFICE AT PORTLAND
D>
»th day of October, 1966.
IN of Maine,
f°

Young’d^W^r,''Bristol.

Sch

and
to tope

Isetters Remaining Unclaimed

Hamilton, Boston.
c,lark' Boston lor Pembroko.

5..!!

Syrup,

Soothinff

New Advertisements.

5®!* SJ*rcci Jones, Eltzaoethport.
Cherub. Bailey. Now York.

NURSE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

EXPERIENCED

AN

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!

The First National Bank

reply.

plished

day.

Stationery & Fancy Goods.

hNm

!

every

Sell S V Coonan, (Br) Wright, River Herbert NS.
Sch Industry, (Br) Brown, Hillsboro NB.
Sch P Plake, (Br) O’Brien. Hillsboro NB.
Sch S J Smith, Smith, GullfonL Ct.
H J5*d sheerer, Simmons, Enaabetbport.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

man

by E. A.

Hall.
—With the commencement of the opera season in New York, the Herald has opened Be
guns upon Max Maretzek, vilifies him in the
most opprobrious manner, and calls upon the
stockholders to withdraw from his hands the
control of the Academy of Music.
—The stage of the new Surrey Theatre, to be
opened in November, will be the finest in London. It will measure seventy feet from the orchestra, being fourteen feet deeper than the
last.
—The musical critics rival the telegraph in
the manufacture of words. A New York critic

worse

dent writing from the South says—“The
Union men of the South arc being washed
under by the returning “rebel wave.” And
this is true and will be the result, as they were
“washed under” by the rising wave of rebellion
at the commencement of the war, if such men
as Sharkey and Perry are allowed to remain at
the head of the rebel States. We have hope
in Congress and the United States Senate, and
shall expect to see a change in the reconstruction business as these bodies meet.

cry'

sympat^^

growing

are

_

“The law, in this respect, must know no
their handsome defeat of the suffrage amenddistinction of color. I am aware that this is a
ment. When the Devil praises you, you needn’t
hard doctrine to many, but it is not, nor never loyal Statei might be restrained by patriotism
be long in doubt as to what you have beep
such
me.
to
Some
think
the
constitufrom
a
tax
reports that a certain singer “debuted” in the
which
render
Govwas,
negro
levying
wquld
tionally a liar—that falsehood is marrow in ernment Bonds valueless, but what guarantee doing.
metropolis on Monday evening.
Gy The Register thinks we don’t like the
his bone3, and that it circulates in his blood.
—The anniversary of Meyerbeer’s birth was
have
we that South Carolina and other rebel
result in this state. Well, no, not much.
Sow that is not true, in whole or in part,
We
and the statement is a slander upon both States would not attempt to do by taxation are not so well pleased with it as the Register celebrated this year in the Prussian oapital by
a grand performance of the “Prophets" at the
God and man. An experience of thirty years what they failed to do by force—dissolve the was with the result of
the first battle of Bull
in the South has satisfied me that the slave has Union
Opera. He was born in Berlin, on September
by destroying the public credit ? Dem- Bun.—[Hartford Press.
the
master
told
while
has
the
lied.
truth,
oflpn,
ocratic partizans are playing the
Gy The Hartford Press gives the returns of S, 1791.
For Some years I occupied the bench, and many
demagogue
—The New York Timet very sensibly obon tbk constitutional amendment in
when they propose it. It is an insult to
are the instances in lohich I have known guilevery the vote
ty parties to go unwhipped of justice because honest man to ask him to be a party to a Connecticut in all but six towns. In these serves: “The man who coolly goes into dramatcolored people could not come into the court
ic criticism in the present mixed condition of
breach of faith with the public creditors; but towns the majority against the amendment is
and testify.
the business, ought to be entKled to the benefits
have elected their town
4,178.
[The
republicans
the
of
and
“white
like
cry
The admission of each witnesses would
“negro equality,”
bestowed in old times upon those who ‘went
have given the State Prison or the gallows man’s government,” it is intended only to officers in 87 towns, the copperheads in 53
down to the sea in ships;’ he ought to have
towns. In 5 towns the officers were divided, in
its due, and relieved society of bad and dancatch the votes of the ignorant and dishonest.
6 there was no election for town officers, and 6 special prayers said for him in all the churehgerous characters. I have much feeling upJ.J.S.
on tiiis subject, because the impressive and
are unheard from.
The republicans have gain—The widow of the lamented General Laned on town officers in 6 towns, the copperheads
painful lessons of years crowd in upon my
The Violent End of Yanoey.
memory. You know that the menial classes
in 2.
der, herself well remembered as the brilliant
The Nashville Banaer makes the following
of all nations are permitted to appear in
Gy Fac-similes of Fenian bonds are for sale Miss 3. M. Davenport, has returned to the
court and testify, and that In some instances
statement concerning the death of William L.
stage. She appeared in Philadelphia last
at some of the street corners of New York.
kirdsftud nobles have been sent (o the galit appears, was caused by a
lows on the evidence of house servants. Our Yancey, which,
They promise to pay the face of the bond nine- week. The Press of that city says: -“Probably
colored population are as well qualified to tes- personal encounter with Senator Hill, of ty days after the establishment of the Irish re- there is not now living, certainly not on the
tify as they. You keep the negro out of court Georgia, on the floor of the rebel Senate:
public.and are finely ornamented with the Harp American continent, a lady artiste who comand what chance has he for justicef
Just
bines so many of the advantages of a cultivated
William L. Yancey came to bis end by vio- and Shamrock and the Goddess of Liberty.
none at all.
The Government and the world
lence. It was toward the close of the second
intellect and a complete experience, added to
A dispateh from Washington to some
axe aware of this, and I do not think
Gy
Congress session of the first Confederate Congress that
the essentials of an exquisite voice, and a rewill regard the Constitution you
he broke from the counsels and influence of one in Connecticut, on the day following the
may frame as
republican in form, or calculated to secure the Mr. Davis and became, with Mr. Henry 8, election in that state, had the following stinging fined and natural bearing. She should he
ends ot just ice to. all citizens, unless the
and studied as a model in these impornegro
Foote, a leader of the opposition. Mr. Ben comment on the result : “One of the foremost sought
is permitted to come into court as a witness.
tant prerequisites. At a time when the ooma
from
had
senator
likewise
Hill,
Georgia,
regiments to break the rebel line on the James
I may be mistaken, but should that
wrong be
his front, and was remarkable for the river under Gen. Butler was the
plaint is general, that superior female talent on
Twenty-ninth the
perpetrated, and your Constitution refected on changed
interest and persistency
personal
stage is sadly exceptional, Mrs. Lander’s
earnestness,
Connecticut
Colored
that account, far one I shall acquiesce in the
Volunteers.
At
time
the
with which he sustained the measures of an
justice of the decision. The fact is, we have administration to which his allegiance had her white regiments were being mustered out representations furnish a welcome and an inno other course left us but to make a clean
been given late in the day. Mr. Yancey, it these gallant men, with the same right and de- structive example.”
breast of 'this whole business, do foil justice to
—M’lle Parepa, after taking the musical
will be remembered, had returned from an unsire to return home, were shipped off to Texas,
the negro, though he is of an inferior race, and
world of New York by
successful mission to Europe, and was represtorm, has also lifted
and now uphold her trivined standard upon the
remove tho whole subject growing out of his
senting Alabama in the Confederate Senate. banks of the Bio Grande. The extent of their the less impressible and more severely critical
slavery, emancipation, and status from the The question of a navy was wider discussion
enthusiasm over yesterday’s vote in Connecti- Bostonians fairly off their feet. The papers are
theatre of politics.
fn QPfTAf llPOtlAn
TViA riaKoio eonrrori hniT.nwl
enthusiastic in her praise.
j
In yet another respect is the course of the parliamentary limits, and Messrs. Yancey cut has not transpired, but If equal by half to
the noisy ecstacies of every rebel hereabout, it
and Hill became animated over the abstract
dwlge Marvin in striking contrast with that doctrines of state
DUU
UCCUB
U1 V-alOc
rights and the divinity of
LITERARY GOSSIP.
of his fellow
“Provisionals.” He declines to slavery. High words passed, and finally the and sacrifice of life
for the grateful stay-atswell the senseless and
lie
was
Mr.
about
given by Mr. Hill.
Yancey leap- home white men.”
groundless
—Messrs. Bunce & Huntington have in pres#
ed forward, and as he aimed a blow at his adthe bitterness and
vindictive spirit of the
young lady, having been presented to a new novel, by Mrs. R. H. Stoddard, entitled
North; he does not even say a word about vesrary, was caught in the arms of the latter, Louis
and thrown violently over a desk. Mr. Hill is
Napoleon when he was only President, “Two Men.” It is said to be a story of New
‘fanaticism.’ He told his hearers
thathe had a man of wonderful muscular dgvelopement. fancied she was haughtily received. “Are you England life and manners, and will make its
livod at the North the last two
years, and he Mr. Yancey was never very heavy, though for a long stay in France ?" coolly asked the appearance in a few days.
could assure them that whfle no nplrind fad- lithe and active. In the foil his spine was se- President. “No,” was the
—Richard Fletcher, of
“Are you ?”
Boston, Mass., has
injured, and when the bystanders
EP~A shrewd lawyer was fined ten dollars presented to the Law Department of the Uniing prevailed, there was yet everywhere a riously
rushed upon the two and dragged the one from
stern determination that
slavery, in all its the other, the great fire eater lay unconscious for contempt of court. “Iam very much sur- versity of Michigan his law library, consisting
prised," said he, addreB3ing the court, “at your of about seven hundred and fifty volumes.
forms and phases, shall be buried so
with a little trickle of blood
eternally upon the floor,
—An edition of Webster’s Illustrated Dichonor’s decision ! I am not aware of having
from his Ups. He was carried to his
never
know
it
shall
oozing
that
deep
any resurrechotel; a vote or sec rosy was passed, and the expressed any oontempt. On the contrary, I tionary is in preparation at the Riverside press,
tion.
encounter hushed up. Ho one in Richmond
have labored through the whole term, to supto be printed on large folio
paper, in the best
He closed his address with the
except that body of men knew of the circum- press my
!”
style of the art, regardless of expense. Less
feelings
the
Meanwhile
stance
for six months alter.
reference to the resources of the North, and
y?” A five story teneipent house on the cor- than three hundred oopies will be struck off;
victim did not recover. He drooped from day
to the power of the restored Union
to day. He became
listless, hopeless and va- ner of Oliver and South streets, New York, oc- and these will be sold by subscription, in paper
“Their wealth and resources have aston- cant. He was transferred to his own home, cupied by 16 families, was burned Tuesday
covers, at $25 each.
ished the nations of the earth as well as wnere his convulsions ceased a few weeks be- night. No lives were
—Louis Blanc has, it is said, five volumes in
the inmates escaplost,
fore
his death, which was
ourselves, and let me say to you, that the
the roof to an adjoining building, losing the press. “Studies about
tranquil and calm.
ing
by
England,” in two
North is so firmly fixed in its position that
all their furniture, clothing, &c.
volumes, will shortly appear; his “DrawingFor the Prose.
the conflict of the last four years, calling to
A “spirit” medium came to grief in Fall
Rooms of the Eighteenth
the field a million and a half of men, and
Century,” win not
Oct. 2, 1865.
Eiver. At a “circle” in that olty, Capt. Bright- be published before next winter.
money In proportion, has had but
spending
Mb.
Editor:
i aaw it stated in some of the
too
an
old
effect
slightest
Dr. J. G. Holland’s new
man,
salt, offered the medium $10, if he
upon either business or sopoem for the lecpapers, three or four years ago, (whUe I was in would untie the knots with which the
tlie government was never so
Captain ture season is entitled “Jonathan at School.”
that
the
sources
and the affections of
army)
foreigners whoenlistedto serve should make him fast. The juggler accepted
ifficn'
—Miss Augusta J. Evans,
author of “Beuthe war closed,
in the Federal army, would be entitled to all the the offer. The
Captain tied him; and for three lah,” is living quietly in Mobile, writing anothStates was never so powerful
nor so
and
Immunities
of
the
er book.
She is said to be
poor fellow remained tied, notAmerican citi- long hours,
.-Inspected by other nations as at privileges,
young and handsome
eilt
°f zens. I wish to know if snch i3 the case if withstanding he called lustily] upon the “spir- and possessed of remarkable conversational
the
its.” At the end of that time, the Captain cut
If an alien
you seemed to be a
powers. Her last work, “Macaria,” was decidednot, why should they not be?
full match lor il ,.
™ France
the knots and set the Impostor free.
comes into this counter to Uve, and enlists inly secesh in sentiment.
-Charles Reade Is to write a
to the army, to fight for the Government,—he
EyArrahNa Pogue has disappeared from
flag. Their
novel called
takes an oath of allegiance to that
the London stage, and the song of “Wearing “Jealousy," for the Atlantic
they dare not make ‘hem 0f anv
Monthly
and
two
and
after
faithfully
serving honorably
the Green” is silenced.
value, and now both nations are ready
-Among the books to be issued soon by Litor three years, again settles down within the
down on their marrow bones at
rar-It snowed for half an hour in Phi adel- tle, Brown & Co., is “The Life and Pnblic Serto
the
entitled
not
United
is
he
Now this great, powerful and honored
States, why
phia on the evening of the 6th inst.
vices of Samuel Adams.” It i*
right of holding office, and of suffrage ? What
lic is yOurs. Ton form a part of it, andrepubprepared by
8 lal
Canadian papers announoe the death of his grand-son, and will contain a
need ofgoing to the trouble of taking out “natuin its glory. When a few years shall
large amount
an Indian
occasionand
ralization
of
Mr.
of
and
suffering
interesting
Mrs.
wife
delay,
the
valuable
princess,
and
Sutton,
papers,’
exasperations of the
information in relapassed away,
ed
thereby ? Is not the oath administered at the Wm. Sutton Of Sarawak. She was the daugh- tion to a very important period of New
present arc healed, none will he prouder than time
Engof
of the tsr of a noted
service
™
into
the
mustered
an
to
am
‘I
being
American
citizen.’
and
Chief,
yourselves
say,
received her education land history.
Umted States sufficient ?
some Catholic
from
—Alexander Smith’s sequel story to his “AlTo all persons who really desire the early
missionaries whom she acThis is a question which interests a
large companied to England,
fred Hagan's Household,” is soon to be issued
received there
re-ctmstructioa of the Southern state gov^"ons, and if you wiU answer it with much consideration,being
the
and introduced into by Ticknor & Fields. The same
mrough
columns of your excellent weekly
ernments on a sound, safe and enduring basis,
publishers
ou will
oblige them as well as your the presence of royalty. She was an accom- have also in press Professor Felton’s ooorse of
the position taken
by Governor Marvin will bo
servant,
<Utd
Gi ± G,
interesting woman.
Lowell Institute lectures on Greece,

late
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hope so,
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own verses ,a
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The Great Mistake.

fact.
And how can it be otherwise ? These men
tells the editor of ths
are Southerners.
They belong to the South.
the
in
Their
Louisville Journal that the only person#
I
sympathies and associates are ail with
the
of
the
are
South.
But white than all,
South who wish to do any more fighting
people
they are or were fellow rebels of the South.—
those who didn’t do any when they had a
They were “pardoned” and “took the oath,”
chance.
it is true. But that did not change their symArtemus
j pathies, feelings, preconceived opinions and
George Augustus Sala says
Ward is the drollest lecturer he ever listened
prejudices. Their sympathies were and are all
on the
to.
of the rebels. Are these the kind
ofmen to place as Governors over conquered
®gp”Tt is stated that Gen. Scott intends to
rebels? There were Union men in the South
pass the winter in New Orleans.
and of the South. If a Southern man was nec$y*It is said that half the writing paper essary for Governor, why not take a Union
mVinon oirmnetViloo and
manufactured in the United States is made

course

gy The republicans of Connecticut are receiving the flattering approval of the New
York World, News, Hartford Times and all the
other copperhead journals in the country for

—A new life of Sir Walter Baleigh will soon
appear in England, from the pen of Mr. J. A
St John.

paid.”
E3P”Jeff. Thompson

speech at] Syracuse

their former masters. No more strikipg comment upon this advice can be. made tban to
state the fact that in the common jail at Vicksburg, where the General was lately stationed
as a Department commander, twenty-two former slave masters and owners-are under arrest
for murders and outrages upon negroes.

search and thought, and a moat valuable work
of reference, os well, as interesting to the general reader.

wages will be

Read, the poet-painter,
is about to add to the variety of his accomplishments by giving public readings of his

on Monday night, in the
of which he spoke at length of the operations of the Freedman’s Bureau, and expressed his conviction that it ought to be abandoned as soon as the rebel States have adopted
constitutions prohibiting slavery, thus leaving the negroes to the tender mercies of

—A very interesting work on the Pontifical
States is about to appear in Paris, from the pen
of M. Henri de l’Eplula, a distinguished French
Catholic. Ii is said tebe a volume of great re-
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SOLD EE US’ BEST.
List of men who have passed through the
City and have stopped at the Soldier’s Rest

during the Week ending Oct
Oct. 2J. John Murphy, 17th U S

7th, 1865:
Infantry, rccraing

David W Page, 17t U S
Infantry, recruiting*
service
'*
Henry M Grey, E, 3: th Me Vols
Oot. 3d. Corporal Hiram
Holmes, B, 29th Mo Vols
Nelson M Bussell,
B, 99th
1st Me Battalion
A,
Oct. 1th. Dennis Kelley,
D, 17tli U S Inf
? °, Hesfe, K, 13th V B Corps

JfienzoBerd,

Purrlngton, recruit,
Oct. 7th. William
Brown,

,,

Engineers
.<

u S

Whole number accommodated
during the week
Uenby Inman,
A.
Captw*
(J. M. U. S. A.

MUNICIPAL COUBT, OCT. 7.
Milton A. Bradford was brought up.

on a

and seizure process. The ownership
of the liquors being in another person Brad-

search

ford was discharged.
Samuel Montain and Charles Davis pleaded

guilty

to

breaking

and

entering

the

shop

The Stock Market in New York.—
The New York Commercial AdvertiserJs
money article, of Saturday afternoon, says the
Stock market exhibits a slight downward turn,
prices being, with a few exceptions, a fraction
below the reduced quotations of yesterday afternoon. Most of the combinations are
selling
to realize profit—a course
usually attended
with a decline. But the speculation for a rise
cannot be considered exhausted, and another
upward turn is likely to he the next phase of
the market. The spirit of speculation has
now been so long repressed, that it is to be expected it will not stop at the limits of moderation. It is, however, possible that the money
market may take a turn tending to check specu, alive
operalions. With that exception

every thing appears to favor an extreme activity in stocks.
Government securities are dull, and prices a
shade lower.
State Btoeks of the miscellaneous lists were
in

sympathy

she was about
noon,
taking
had taken her seat in the
as

ride. She
vehicle, her husband
being on the sidewalk holding the reins of the
hone, when the animal made a sudden turn
throwing Mrs. M. from the wagon with such
violence as to break her left limb just above
the ankle.
Mr. MiUiken held on to the reins
until they were twitched out of his hands by
the hone, and he was thrown down, sustaining some bruises, which will confine him for a
day or two, but which, we are glad to say, are
not serious.
Mrs. MiUiken was very comfort"
able yesterday, and it is hoped she wiU soon
get over this painful accident.
The horse is a Knox colt that has been
broken but a short time.
After he ran away,
Saturday, he was stopped by a man who attempted to drive him to a stable, but was
thrown out before he got there by the antics
Db. Charles W. Stockman, one of the
first men to volunteer in the 1st Maine Regiment, late Assistant Surgeon in the 4th Maine,
and Acting Assistant Surgeon in the IT. S. Army, has opened an office in West Baldwin.
Dr. S. is the son of the late Rev. L^vi S. Stockman.
He received his degree of M. D. at the
Georgetown Medical College, and has been indefatigable in his services to soldiers during
the late war.

TELEGRAPH

BY

with the decline in rail-

roads.
The increased activity in stocks has produced a brisker demand for money. The rate on
strict loans is 6 to 7 per cent.

Attempt at Robbery.—Yesterday noon
one of the employees at the office of the Kerosene Company, on Fore street, had occasion
to visit the office. As he opened the door he
heard some one going down the stairs into
the basement. The employee immediately
started around the corner and mtet two men
who pointed out to him a man who had just
jumped out of the back window of the office

-TO THE-

-—-

1'rom Mexico.
New Orleans, Oct. 4.

Matamoras advices say Cortinas, Canales
and Escabbo have combined their forces, and
are marching on Matamoras with 2000 Liberals, robbing and plundering the whole country. Capt. Neyes’ cavalry is operating between
Matamoras and Monterey.
Nine hundred Belgians and Mexicans defeated 3500 Juarists near Cosma, in the State
of Michocan, on the 17th of July, capturing 17
prisoners, 600 stand of arms and six pieces of
artillery. They proceeded In the direction of
Tehuacan.

The telegraph Unes are in process of construction to connect the principal cities of the

Empire.
the

Suooo-American Tel-

egraph.
New York, Oct. 7.
Herald
The
says a telegram has been received from Fort St. James, on the Frazier River,
British Columbia, announcing the completion
of the Russian American Telegraph line to
that point, and that Capt. Conway is rapidly
pushing on toward Stuart’s Lake. The cable
to cross the straits wUl be laid next August.—
A
party is also on the way to Amoor River to
build northward to meet another working
party from the Anadyr. The Herald’s advices
state that the enterprise bids lair to be carried
to a successful completion at a much earlier
day than is generally anticipated. Col. Buckley
was on his way to Gulf Anadyr at last advices.
A

Specimen of

Impudence.
New York, Oct 7.

Rebel

The Times’ Washington dispatch says that
K. B. Rhett of South Carolina appeared at the
Freedmen’s Bureau and demanded transportation for his slaves at Government cost in
such an impudent maimer that Gen. Howard
was obliged to call a guard to remove him.
Rhett, however, left before the guard arrived.
The Times’ dispatch says that Rhett also
had an interview with President Johnson yesterday, and, with his accustomed modesty,
proffered his advice to Mr. Johnson in regard
to his Southern policy.

and was

running off. He was pursued and
captured by the employee, got away from him
once, but was eventually secured and taken to
the lockup.
xuv

utuuv
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He got into the office

Saturday afterHe had made an unsuccessful attempt to open the safe with a
hammer. Some small farticles that he had
stolen from the office were found upon him.—
He says be went there Saturday for the pur-

year.

noon

and was locked in.

pose of

affecting

them, will gladly
welcome Father Kemp and his troupe in their
annual tour of concert-giving.
They will
make their appearance here to-morrow, Tuesday, evening at City Hall, and will give us some

glorious old melodies and tunes that our
fathers sung and our mothers warbled to us.
(In this troupe there is genuine musical talent,
of the

and it is

displayed

in such

a

manner as

price of another ticket to see the old
gentleman (“going on to ninety-five”—may he
reach it, 1) manage the “big fiddle f and the
music by the vocalists and the band, is worth
the price of two tickets. So it will be perceived that the admission fee is very cheap. We
worth the

a

Episcopal Convention.

Philadelphia, Oct. 7.
In the Episcopal Convention to-day, testimonials relative to the election of the Bishop

of Tennessee were received and referred. H.
Cope was re-elected Treasurer.
A message was received from the House of
Bishops relative to the conduct of Archbishop
Grey, of Cape Town, in South Africa, on the
defection of the so-called heresy of Bishop
Colenso. of Natal, and congratulating Archbishop Grey on his action in said affair. >

to

touch the hearts of all who hear it
It is worth the price of a ticket to see the
rich costumes of the last century which these
vocalists and instrumentalists wear. Then it

look for

Three murders have been committed since
ten o’clock last night
Bernard F. Kane, aged
nineteen years, was shot by Ed. Simons in the
southern part of the city. A member of the
24th colored regiment killed another in the
cars at Havre de Grace. Burglars were secreted in White’s dental depot, Arch street, this
forenoon at six o’clock. When the store was
opened by a boy the burglars seized him and
strangled him to death and escaped with a
portion of their plunder which they had ready
tbr removal
The

and we have hosts of

Murders.

Philadelphia. Oct. 6.

robbery.

Kemp’s Concert.—Our musical

Father

people,

a

Three

Gen. Lee

Inaugurated

as

President

ington College, Fa.

of Wash-

Richmond, Va., Oct. 7.
The Lexington (Va.) Gazette gives a brief
account of the inauguration of the late rebel
Gen. Robert E. Lee as President of the Washington College, on the 2d inst., which consisted simply of the administration of the oath of
office.
The Gazette says at Hr. Lee’s request, the
ceremonies of the occasion were made private,
brief and unostentatious as possible.

crowded house.

California.
San Fuancisco, Oct. 6.

From

Store Breaking.—A couple of boys were
brought before the Municipal Court last Saturday for breaking and entering the shop of
Smith L. Atkinson, on Fore street, and stealing therefrom cigars, &c. One of the boys,
Montain, is said to be an old offender. The
way these fellows managed to get into Atkin-

shop was by breaking and entering first
shop of Alfred Robinson, adjoining, and
then removing a couple of boards in the partition. They have been in the habit of doing
this for some time, but the largest haul they
made was last Thursday night.
Information
of the robbeiy was communicated to Deputy
Marshals Wentworth and Irish, who recovered
son’s

Arrived,

steamers

California and

The

npnnArtv and onraefod tVin

shop

of Wm.

Steel, repaifer

nfftimlppc

of

The Richmond Commercial Bulletin.

New York, Oct. 7.
The Times’ Richmond correspondent says
the Commercial Bulletin has been allowed to

publication on agreeing not to criticise,
write or publish anything concerning the idresume

ministration of the government of the United
States.
Contraction of the

Currency.
New York, Oct. 7.

jewelry,

Middle street, was also entered on the same
night, and two or three watch chains and some
trinkets taken away.
on

Sales of Real Estate at Auction.—
E. M. Patten sold at auction last Saturday,
some parcels of land belonging to the estate
of the late Ezekiel Day, Esq. They sold as
follows:

Elm and Oxford sts.,
from 32 to 86 cents per toot. Purchased hy
H. N. Jose and John T. Hammett.
4,230 feet on Elm, below Oxford street, for
24 cents per foot, to Grant, Warren & Co.
Lot comer Elm and Lincoln streets, about
8,000 feet, for 18 cents per foot, to A W. H.

13,340 feet of land

on

Clapp.
10,562 feet of land between Lincoln and
Kennebec streets, for 13 cents per foot, to A.
W. H. Clapp.
Larceny.—John Ragan went into the entry of the house of Mrs. McGrath, on Mupjoy,
last Friday, and stole a
cape which he carried
to a shop on Fore street and
pawned for
liquor. Mrs. McGrath informed Deputy Mai-

shals Wentworth and Irish of the circumstance, and they arrested Ragan on Saturday and
recovered the cape.

The Post’s Washington dispatch says Secretary McCulloch will urge upon Congress a contraction of the currency.
vors

such a

The President fa-

policy.

Philadelphia Murder

and

In, or Out t
One class of statesmen take the ground
that by secession the rebel States placed themselves outside of the Union. Another class,
in view of the confessed objections to this doctrine, assume—and President Johnson is understood to be one of them—that to all iDtents
and purposes those States are in the Union;
that they have hot been out; that they had
power to get out, and that they are as
much in and a part of the Union as Massachusetts or New York. Is this so?
It seems to us that neither view—pressed to
its absolute sense—is correct.
Neither the
President nor any other man who believes
the rebel States not out of the Union, treats
no

them or can treat them

precisely as those
States are treated why3e loyalty has never
Foreign Exports.—The total value of
been questioned. What right has the ExecuForeign Exports from this port last week tive to interfere with the internal poliey of a
Included in the
amounted to 837,680.
ship- State whose relations to the Union are perments were 250 box shooks; 5,686 shooks
fect?
and heads; 40,000 hoops; 593,533 ft. lumber;
At the Mass. State Convention, Hon. Whit64 M shingles; 807 bis. flour; 842 gross matching Griswold of Greenfield, made a brief
es; 20 tons shorts; 2 stoves; 510 boxes cod- speech from which we clip the following parfish.
agraph, which is to the point:
__

Invitation.—We are informed the Pearl
Street Universalist Society in this city have
extended an invitation to Rev. G. T. Flanders
of
Nashua, N. H., to become their pastor, but
have not learned whether he has accepted the
invitation.
Horse Fair at Watehvixle.—Persons
attending the great horse show at Waterville,
which takes place
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, can go and return during the three
days for one fare for the round
trip, on the
Portland and Kennebec Railroad.
2t
The American
Illustrated Newspapers for
this week have
been received at the book and
periodical store of A
Robinson, No. 51 Exchange street.

“The rebel States are out of the Union. Prior to the rebellion
they had a legal civil connection with the Union.
secession they

By

destroyed their connection with the nation,
and although state lines are
intact, they have
destroyed their national and state existence.
It is agreed by the President and the supreme
court that (hey are not In the Union as Massachusetts is in the Union. The President
has appointed governors for those
States, he
has forbidden the taking of the oath of amnesty by all worth more than $20 oi D, and is
making other restrictions in regard to them.
He does not thus appoint and stipulate with
Massachusetts. They are so far out of the
Union that we have a right to be heard in rethey shall
gard to the conditions on which
If the President
come back into the Union.
is
faithftil to
and
work
the
good
goes on with
liberty we have nothing to say, but if not,
then Congress will have a voice which must
be

obeyed,’'

From

PRESS.

Washington.

..

The President has

Washington. Oct. 7.

recognized the following
named consuls for Hayti: J. Walker at New
York, B. C. Clark at Boston, and Albert Emerson at Bangor.
Among the prominent pardon-seeks now
here is W. Prescott, Assistant Secretary under
Mr. Buchanan’s administration.

Secretary Harlan has returned to Washington from Iowa.
Preparations are being made to restore to

original

the

owners a

large amount of

proper-

ty, situated in Alexandria, Va., and adjoining
counties, the libel for confiscation by order
having been withdrawn.
The. Kentucky delegation, headed by Hon.
Garrett Davis, obtained an interview with the
President this
morning, and urged the removal
or Gen. Palmer with much
earnestness. The
1 resident, it is
said, has referred the whole
matter to Gen. Thomas for
investigation and
declines to Interfere until Gen. Thomas makes
a report upon the
•
subject
_

amnestJr pardons were granted to-day,
ail ot them
coming from Alabama.
Washington, Oct 8.
I he 1st District of Columbia colored
regiment returned to
Washington this afternoon
South. Their colored fellow-citizens
“9™
will give them a formal reception and dinner
to-morrow at the Campbell Hospital.
Col. Wirz is suff
ering from inflammation of
his right arm, which was wounded by a shell.
He seems to have recovered from the
depressing effects of his nervous attack, and has,
exhibited
marked calmness during
therefore,
the trial of late.

named Hunter was shot and
head this afternoon
a young man named Bichardson of this
man

severely wounded in the

by

city.

JFrotn New Orleans,

New Orleans, Oct. 7.
The steamer Montana has arrived, and Alfred Jones, the Erie railroad defaulter, was arrested here to-day.
The planters’ Convention met yesterday and
discussed the subject of broken levees. The
Convention petitioned Gov. Wells and Gen.
Canby to assist them with aid from the States
and General Government, so that they could
make necessary repairs.
Both gentlemen
promised to give their attention to Hie matter.
Gov. Wells has written a letter accepting
the gubernatorial nomination.
The steamers Tonawanda, Guiding Star and
George Washington, from New York, have arrived.
The leading
statement made

journals here denounce the
against Gen. Canby by the
Louisiana delegation now in Washington. It
says that Gen. Canby, instead of trampling
upon civil rights here, has been instrumental
in restoring them.

The Convention of the Conservatives Un-

ion party met

to-day, and after appointing
Judge Thomas, of this city, President pro-tem,
and electing a committee on credentials, adjourned until Monday. Ten parishes are represented.
It is understood in political circles that J.
M. Adison Wells will also be a nominee for

Governor.
Arrival

of

Steamers From Texas.

New York, Oct. 7.
The bark Trovatore yesterday brought to
this port the officers and crew of the British
schooner Joseph A., which vessel was met with

in a sinking condition.
The steamers Andalusia, from Charleston the
5th inst, Varina, from Savannah the 4th
inst,
and Evening Star, from New Orleans the 30th
ult., have arrived.
The San Antonio Herald learns from Gen.
Merritt that it is the intention of the Government to give the cities on the Indian borders

protection.

Gen. Merritt will send in

strong

detachments to scour the country. Gen. Custer, with a division of cavalry, would soon be
ordered to Austin, from which base of operations detachments would be sent out into the
country lying immediately northwest of the
State captital.
The State Government is progressing as rapidly as possible. One hundred and five coun-

that vaccine matter was very scarce at the
South; that his command stationed at Vicksburg were vaccinated for the small pox, but
those who had that disease recovered sooner
than those who were vaccinated.
Mr. Baker then asked for an adjournment
of the Court until Thursday morning,
which,
alter a lengthy discussion, was prevented bv

the Court-

Dr. Joseph Jones, professor of
chemistry in
the Medical College of Georgia, was
placed on
the stand and produced a report which he
made under permission of rebel authority, concerning diseases at AndersonvUle. His object
was to illustrate the facts relative to the malarial fever in camp, and other diseases.
Capt. Gilmore, on duty at Norfolk, testified
as to the seizure of watches, silver
spoons,
forks, watch chains, etc., by a man named
Gramson, on the eastern shore of Virginia._
The Court then adjourned till
Thursday morn-

ing.

Base Ball Match.

Washington. Oct. 8.
A majority of the Excelsior Base Ball Club
arrived to-day, and have been in the hands ot
the Nationals. The base ball match between
the Excelsiors and Nationals, to-morrow, will
draw a large crowd of spectators. A delegation of the Athletics is expected here to-morrow.
Their gentlemanly action with regard
to the proposed game with the Athletics, has
won for them hosts of friends, while it has
cost the Atlantics the loss of many admirers.
The refttsal of the Atlantics to meet the Athletics in Washington, will probably result in
there being no games this season between the
Champions and the Atlantics as there certainly will not be with the nationals.
On Tuesday the Enterprise Club of Baltimore enter the lists with the Nationals.
The
President, it is expected, will visit the grounds
to-morrow for a brief time.
In Alexandria last night, Col. Free of the
19oth Ohio regiment, was attacked by a rebel
soldier. The latter was most severely punWashington Correspondence.
New Yobk, Oct. 8.
The Herald’s special Washington dispatch
says that, with the exception of Col. Fiske’s
chief signal officer, all the officers of the signal
corps on duty east of the Mississippi have been

mustered out of service.
The receipts of the Internal Revenue on

Saturday was $1,300,000.
Gen. Grant has gone

phia, and
nesday.

will return to

on a

visit to Philadel-

Washington

on

Wed-

The Herald’s Fortress Monroe correspondence says that Dr. Mudd, in bis recent attempt
to escape, laid wholly concealed, except his
face, under the coal on the steamer Thomas
Scott. The search was about to be abandoned,
when the officer thrust his sword in his face
and caused him to cry out with pain.
The
quartermaster of the ship was arrested on suspicion of complicity.

Louis McLane, Superintendent or Wells at
Fargo’s Express, arrived here to-day from San
Francisco, having made the trip in three days,
seventeen hour and thirty minutes. He came
by stage 700 miles, including 100 miles over
the Sierra Nevada in seventy-eight hours.
This is the quickest trip ever made.
JTiro.

Philadelphia, Oct. 8.
A fire this afternoon destroyed the United
States bonded warehouse on Dickenson Street
Wharf containing 2,000 barrels of coal belonging to different parties. Loss $06,000.
From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monboe, Oct 7.
The light-house at New Point, in Chesapeake Bay, will be lit to-night for the first
time since it was extinguished by the rebels in
1361. It will show a white light in fiiture.
Neut York Markets.

New York. Oct. 7.
Cotton—less active and firm: roles 6600 bales Middling Uplands at 61 @ 52c.
Flour—receipts 15,905 bbls; sales 0800 bbls. State
and Western opened 6 @ 10c better and less active,

bat closed dull with the advance lost.
Superfine
State S 15 @ 8 60. Extra do S TO @ 8 85. Choice do
8 90 @ 9 10. Round Hoop Ohio 915 @ 9 50. Choice
do 9 60@1275. Superfine Western830 @8 65. Common to good extra do 8 80 @ 9 26.
Southern opened
firmer but closed dull; sales 600 bbls mixed to
at 9 75 @ 11 00. Fancy and extra 1110 @15 75. Canada opened 5 @ loc better but cloeeddull with the
advance lost; sales 300 bbls common extra at 8 75 @
9 30. Extra good to choice 9«@ 12 T».
Wheat—opened 1 @ 2c better but closed dull with
the advance lost; sales 55,000 bushels.
Chicago
Spring 178@ 1 80. Milwaukee Club 1 79@ 1 80Amber Milwaukee 180 @ 1 81. Amber Michigan,
old. 2 39. White do 2 56.

good

...

Corn—opened steady and closed heavy; sales84,000
bushels. Mixed Western 94 @ 95c, and 96c lor high
mixed nearly yellow In store. l>o do unsound 86
@ 93c.
Oats—quiet; sales of unsound at64 @ 58c. Sound
63 @ 65c.
Beef—steady; sales 800 bbls. Plain mess 10 00 @
13 00. Extra mess 12 75 @ 16 00.
Pork—opened higher and closed dnlland heavy;
sales 4500 bbls mess at 37 60 @ 37 621, closing at 37 00
cash. Prime 30 00 @ 30 50. Prime mess 31 75 @

32 00.

Lard—dull; sales 456 bbls at 25 ® 294c 4> ffi.
Butter—firm; sales of Ohio at 28 a 42c. State 12

@ 55c.

Whiskey—unchanged; solee 330 bbls Western and
State at 2 28 @ 2 29.
Bice-dull.

Sugars—steady;
15c.

sales 1100 hhds. Muscovado 13 @
803 boxes, at 14 @ 17c. Mantua, 10,000

Havana,
bags, at 13c.
Coffee—firm; sales
110.

Rosin 7 5

4500

bags

on

private

own

pardon.

0@ 20 60.

so
Wool—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool—firm.
Id. Grain, com 4}dT

Cotton

>
per steamer

ness.

California.
San Fbancisco, Oct 7.
Nearly all Eastern goods are still advancing.
Large transactions are taking place. Money
is plenty and seeking investment in merchandize. Loans are as low as 10 per cent
per
From

annum.

New OnLEANt, Oct. 7.
On the 6th the Cotton market wae excited and advanced 2c jp ft; sales to-day 4000 bales at 46 @ 47c
for Middling.
Freights—cotton to New York J @ ljc 4> lb.
Checks on Now York It @ 1} per cent, discount
On the 6th cotton was firm; sales to-day 48 @ 48c
lor Middling; sales of the week 24,000 hales; stock
on hand 107,000 bales.

Mobile, Oct. 7.
Cotton sales to-day 1,500 bales at 42 a 43c;
sales of week 125,000 bales; receipts 12,040;
exports of the week 9,106 bales; stock on hand
63,000 hales.
The total amount of cotton destroyed by the
late fire was 8,390 bales.
Tennessee Methodist Conference.

Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 7.
The Tennessee Methodist Conference are

•till In session at
Edgefield. Many eminent
divines are in attendance at the Conference.

Dry

Groods

to be one hundred millions every year.
This
is plausibly quoted as a fact in itself of great

encouragement Add to the sum given, golt’i
silver, iron, copper, lead, petroleum, <fec., by
the same process of eduction, and it would be
vain to calculate the result
In the same way our grain resources or
manufactures would outvalue, in the long run,
the

largest product

of

or

labor.”

Gov. Pierpont of Virginia

playing a game by no means pleasant for the
contemplation of loyal men. He seems to
have been trying to see how near the precipice of disloyalty he could go without making
the fatal plunge. He has catered to unwashed rebels, and labored to secure
pardon of
blood-stained traitors. A recent letter from
his pen, published in the Ricnmond papers, indicates a gratifying return of the Govemer to
sanity. He says:
Congress, acting under the provision of the
Constitution of the United States, which is in
these words, to wit: “Each House shall be
the judge of the election and returns and
qualifications of its own members,” has passed a joint resolution declaring that afi its
members shall take a prescribed oath. That
resolution prescribing the oath will have to be
repealed before any member who cannot conscientiously subscribe to it can take his seat,
tt is not expected that Congress will repeal that
resolution in order to give seats to members
who cannot take the oath.
auvuutciuvi

wutiuucs

ms ieiier

ever

had,

French Merinos,
Baris Boplins,

Black Silks,

Cashmere Shawls,

Empress

Cloths,

Blaid Boplins,

All Wool Delaines,

Black and Colored Alpaecas,

Saxony Plaids,

Gray Linseys,

Mourning Dress Goods,
PoUca Spotted Thibets, Ac.
ALSO,

Large

Stock Ladies Cloths I

Heaw Black Clsak Cloths; Plain
IndiM Cloths tor Traveling Dresses.

Quilts!

WILLIAM D. TRUE &

Russia and American CBASH; Tablo DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &c.

not take their seats ? If this class of men are
sent to Congress, the members of Congress will
conclude that the representative is a type of
the people, and will be likeiy to reject them.

The 12th Maine.—We have received a letter purporting to come from a member of this

regiment, at Dafltn, Ga., complaining bitterly
of the treatment the regiment meets with,
saying the rations are short and miserably
poor, and that the sutler takes advantage of
their necessities.
He asks us to put his complaints in proper form and publish, and be sure
and send him a copy, but singularly tnough
omits to give his name.
He writes Hke an honest soldier, and tells a
straight-forward story, but as we ate unable to
comply with his request in full, we decline to
publish.
Row.—About 11 o’clock last night there was
quite a row on York Street, caused by a
drunken fellow attempting to beat bis wife.
There was quite a gathering of males and
females, but police officers soon put an end
to it by taking the fellow to tire lockup.
Y. M. C. A.—The regular quarterly meeting
of the Young Mens’ Christian Association, octhis

HOLES made

Flannels, Flannels!

BUTTON

Tellaw Flannel*,
Bleaehed At Unbleached Cotton Flannel*.

ALSO,

Florence

Sewing

The attention of Coopers. Stave Dealers, and Shippers, is called to the machinery in fall operation, ex*
hibited by Oie “AMERICAN BARREL MACHINE
COMPANY,- at the Fair of the
Msm. Charitable Mechanic Association,
At Faxxuil Hall, Boston, at Section No. Seven.
operation with the Combination Jointer and
Finisher, ready to receive their hoops and heads.
The patents and patented combinations which produce the e results are the guaranteed and exclusive
property el the “American Barrel Machine Company,” and it is not possible by invention to accomplish them without infringing upon its Letters Pa-

-FOR-

Wheeler & Wilson’s SewingMachine,
At Ho. 11 Olapp'i Block, Oongresi St.,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good assortment ot til the various patterns of Case and quality manufactured by
the Company. Machines sold at this office wfll be
kept in good repair »uo year tree oi charge. Thorough instruction given at the offioe. Machine fittings,
Silk, Thread, Ac., constantly on hand.
ry-Particularattention given to repairing Wheeler & Wilson Machines,
Call and see the best Family Machine, before pur-

chasing.

July SB—eodawSm

W.M. M. TOBEY,

Agent

lor

Maine,

Valuable i«o4
WO Hseps, 3

oct3dlm

at? o'clock.
To the children whose parents desire it, Gymnastic
Exercises for the arms and chest will be given in connection with dancing.
octTdlw

JUST
TIC GOODS,

Hosiery

C.

W.

Pant

Oct T—dlw

F O II

*

&c.

25

HHDS. CHOICE MOLASSES,
lOO BOXES CHEESE,
80 BOXES OOLONG TEA,
lOOO BBLS. ONIONS,
For *aie by
F. O. THOMES,
Oct 5—d2w
No. 2 Central Wharf.

Makers,

highest prices will be paid.
I*. B. FH08T,
Exchange St., Portland, Me.

To whom the

Molasses, Cheese, Tea,

SALE!

A FARM IN CUMBERLAND!
A FARM containing about Seventy-Five Aches
i\ GOOD Land, situated

ON THE BLANCHARD

ROAD,

Oae Mile (trees Cumberland Center,
Ten Aches of which are covered wits WOOD.
The Buildings are s Two-story Dwelling
with good Carriage House, Bara and Wood

House,
House,

All la Good Repair.
For farther information inquire of

POLLOCK,
QUINTALS COD,
Landing from Schooners •‘Aurora,” and “Umpire,” from Nova Scotia.
« CO•
PC, 4-^

ocCTdtf

Steam,

EASTERN DISTRICT.

Alteration

S

Winslow, Doten

of Trains!

A tolerable fldr Skirt, same ms sold everywhere lor
11.75 and 1.87,30 Hoops, 8 Tapes, we offer, to close
the lot, lor 41.85 each.

Be not deceived by advertisement announcing
“Low Price*!” We are determined to sustain our
reputation for selling goods at less priises than any
house in the State.
We are situated at present with a stock ot goods
purchased long before prices liad reached their high
elevation, consequently no merchant b aying goods
from day to day can afford to compete.

(39 City Exchange.)
Sept 9, I960.

Manufactory!
284 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of CeMre.

oc5d4t

kind* of Mirror and Portrait Frame*, made
manner.
Gilding done tn a superior
charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
has had torty years experience.
Square Frame* of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best
ol workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
for wholesale ana retail trade.
oc3eod*eow3m
the best
ALLinunder
the

style,

Ambrotypes

DREW#
Ne« lO Devonshire St.,
BOSTON.
sepl2dlm

Goods,

Kew

rjIHK

Goods l

invited by the undersigned, tor
the delivery of good, merchantable Ttraothv hay
and straw on board of vessels, at such wharfin Port-

PROPOSALS

land Harbor

Twelve Cavalry Horans,
property of the United States.
Sale to commence at 10 A. M. Saturday, October
ltth, 1865. at the Government Stable, “Cumberland
House." Green street, Portland, Maine.
Terms Cash—Government Funds.
HENRY INMAN,
Oct 5—dtd.
Capt. and A. Q. M„ U. S. A.
the

GRAPE VINES!

aad Dealers la all hinda at

Fort Sullivan.
Batteries at

A

Portland, Including the Forts in the Harbor,
Wood and Coal win be required. At the other poets,
wood aaly. Wood to be 188 cubic foot to the oord and
ooal AMO the for a ton.
Bids tor each post must he made separately.
The undersigned reserves the right to reject any
bid, not considered for the Interest of the GovenAt

ment.
Oct

Capt. and

Proposals for Stationery
Quartermaster's Opftob, U. 9. A.
Portland, Maine, October 5.1865.
Proposals wtll be received by the undersigned, until October 15th, 1865, lor the supply of the following
srtieles ot Stationery, in such quantities as maybe
required for the u-e of the Quaitermastor’s Department:

I etter Paper, per ream Lead Pencils, each.
Ink (black), per Bottle.
Foolscap Paper,
Ink (red), per Bottle.
Note Paper,
ream
Folio Post Paper, pr
.Envelopes, 8J, 9,18, pr M.
Blank Book, per Quire.
Envelope Paper,
Steel Pens, per gross.
Blot ting Paper,
Rules,
PrtnUng Paper,
uuills. per 100
Inkstands,
wafers, per lb.
Erasers.
“ P°Wd"’ ** P*per'

cS^^e“pe%'e^e.
writing
Bids must

be in

and conform to the above

schedule, together with a sample of each artiole.
The undersigned reserves th
right to relict any bid
not considered lor the Interest of the Government.
HENRY INMAN,
Capt. & A. Q. M. U. 9.

octSdtd—

Star copy.

A.

_

Sportsmen.
AiSr
JSSgJ'LfliSN”
D°^olvae^
FLASKS, POUCHES.
CARTUlDGES^Sl
5“ag*utr'
^SOSSMSSSS^kST.

GRAPE VINES!!

Evening Dress Goods.
Swiss, Embroidered

FULL Hue of White Mull

b*sSf>

LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly on band,
for sale by
A. M. McKENNET,
Oct 3—eodaeowSm
284 Congress St.

A

STORE RECENTLY OCCUPIED BY

COOLIDGE it ROG ERS,

_

** Commercial Street, (Thomat Biotit,)
Where we should be pleased to see our friend ,.

Copying

fie CO.

I

Pictures

.^ENNETrejSM

AF any kind done at A. M.
to a superior
U Congress St., by a new method,
oct3ood*eow3»
manner; call and try it,

directed,

irom

of the United Stale. District Court within and for the
District of Maine, 1 shall expose and ofter for sale at
pabtk: auction, to the highest bidder therefor, the following property end merchandise at the time and
place within said District, as follows, vis:
At Pobtulmd PunJbi Portland, on FRIDAY,
the Thirteenth dag qf October current, at 3 o’clock
in ike afternoon:—

The Steamier MARCEVA JOHNSON,
Eaglac, Machiaery, Boats, Ineklo, apparel aad Farailarr*
Terms of Solo—CASH.
Doted at Portland this
A. D. ISM.

43.
G. L BAILEY.

EXCHANGE

43

1

Ang80—dflwis
contracts and Legal Instruments.
•raARTTCULAR attention gifen to writing ConEtracts, Wills, Deeds, and all kinds of LEGAL
INSTRUMENTS, and examining titles or Real Fttatos

by

Sept.

seventh day of October,

CHARLES CLARK.
U. 3. Maishal Diet, of Maine.

Oct 7—dtd
sale of goteenmiT^T
Large
gines, AND RAILROAD IRON.

cabs, en-

Usited States Miutakv Rauboacs,
Office of Assistant Quaktekxi aster,
Waehington. D. C., AigustV. '(M.
wm bo sold at CITY POINT, VA., on WEDNESOctober
DAY,
11, at 11 o’clock A. II.: About tour
thousand (4,ooot tons Railroad Iron.
At PORTSMOUTH, VA., on FRiDVY, October
13, at 12 M t
Ftv e (ft) first class Locomotive Engines.
About (BO) Freight Cars and one (I) Pmsengor Car.
At NORFOLK, VAj Octobor 13, at * P. fi.;
One new Locomotive Engine, 6 foot gauge.
At ALEXANDRIA, VA.,on TUESDAY,

ITth:

Fifty (80) flnt-clxss Locomotive Engines,
Inch

October

4

-eel *4

gauge.

Eighteen (18) new Platform Cars, five

loot gauge.
Twenty-five (251 now Box Can. five i5),oot gouge.
About three hundred and fifty (350) Bex Cars, 4 loot
About two hundred and
feet 84 In. gauge.
About thirty (30) Stock

thirty (230)

Platform

do., 4

do., 4 foot 84 in. gauge.
Twenty 120) Passenger do., 4 leet 8} In. gauge.
One (11 Wrecking ilo., 4 feet 81 iu. gauge.
Fourteen (14) Flat*
About two thousand
tons Railroad Iron.
Sales to commence at ALEXANDRIA, at 10 A.
and to continue from day to day until all ar*

M..^

Terms:

Cash.

August 15—dto

In Government thuds.
». t. ROBINSON,
Brer. Ool. and A.
U. S. Military
oet 10

Q. M..

lS.IIrJ.dt,

REMOVAL!
DR. W.

JMedical

DEMING,

N.

Electrician

Has removed Us office from Clapp’s Block to
MIDDLE STREET,

Neeurly Oppsclie the failed Steles If ate L
be would respectfullv announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in tUa city. During the two
years we bare been hi this city, we bare cured some
Dt the worst forms of disease In persons who have
hied other firms oi treatment hi vain, and curing
patients In so short a time .'hat the question is often
•eked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time.
■Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician fbr twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated phyweian.
Electricity la perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or tick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremttiee; ooneumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not filly
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spins! diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, SU Vitas’ IMaoe. deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speeok, dyspepsis, Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every ease that can be presented; esthma, bronchitis, strictures ol' the cheet, and all Arms of iemale

WHERE

complaints.

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the
loan with joy, and move with the agility and electriclty of youth; the heated graid is coded; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed: fnlntnin converted to vigor, weakness to
strength: the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the Aisled foiin to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the Acciuxxrs of mature Ulc
presented; the calamities of old age obviated and an

active circulation maintained.

LIDI18
Who have cold hanua and fret: weak stomachs, lame
and weak hacks: nervous and sick headache; dlziineSS and swimming In the head, with Indigestion and
constipation of the bowels: pain In tbs side and back;
leucorrhcoa, (or whites); afitag of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will flnS In tWwty a sure menus
of sure. For tialnfii menstruation, too profuse
and all ofthom to* Un. of tmubfr,
with young ladles, Bttwlty
to the
tbe suffererrp?*
in a short time, lessors
and
vigor of health.
,
teeth:
teeth: teeth:
to Extract reeth by KlxcDr D sun continues
Persons
having do.aysd
wTihoit ran*. have removed
Ar rcset7*58“J Jumps they wish to
spoilt* invltatton to can.
he
1
Bashiim
lor sale
lliosmc
Elkctro
suMrlor
use, with thorough lnstr i.tiona.
«r
a ww patients with board
accommodate
ran
II.
I>r
-nd treatment at hie bouse.
oflioe hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from
ha the evening.
to 8PM., and 7 to 9
novltt
Consultation free.

menriruatlonf

Vc*'^"

will,

S';

t“;t,
mi wouS^ve

Porto Pico

Sugar

l

HTPERIOIl
IIHDS.
QUALITY
PORTO RICO SUOAR,
For sole by

ZU

Harris Brothers.

To

Mirror Plates !

have taken the

dtf.

HENRY INMAN,
A. Q. M., U. 9. A.

5—dtd

Assistant

are

^NEW&Sft

Removal.

JEFFERSON COOLIDGE

Rockland, Belfost, Castlne, Machlaa-

port and Treats Island.

A

October 2—d3m

2,1865,

Fort Knox.

Free St. Block.

Few choice Vine* of the above kind* mar bo
had of
O. R. DAVIS,
oct2d3w
Agent for Dr. Grant.

175 Middle and 118 federal St»-

Oct.

PROPOSALS

>l»»

Hardware & Window Glass,

BRADLEY,

Assistant Quabterm aster’s Oppicx, 1
Portland, Me., Oct. 4, 1886. (
are Invited by the undersigned, until
October 81st, 1865, for the delivery oi Good Merchantable Hard Wood and Anthracite Coal, (Grate,
Stove and Furnace,) in snch quantities as may be required daring the season, for the troops stationed at
the loDowhig posts:
Portland, Including the Forts In the Harbor,
Port Popham.

Iona and Delaware

Successors to Chase, Littlefield Sc Co.,
ef

Proposals for Fuel.

fTtHE Furniture and Fixtures of the popular SAA LOON 117 Fore St. For particulars enquire on
the premises. Reason for selling, tho pro est proprietor is about engaging in the Fancy Goode Trade.
oct3d3w*
Rent low.

DEXTER,

sate or government Horses.

Ft

For Sale.

d2m

1865.

.VkeMca,
J
to
t?an#fnterloCutory
Pi/rSUAN$" the Hun. AshurOrderWare,of Sale,
Judge

174

WHITMAN.

ft WHITMAN

October 7,1888,-dtd

(2,000)

P!‘'n,y'th°

Assistant Quartermaster’s Optics, (
)
Portland, Me., Oct. 4, 1865.
pursuance to instructions from the War Departwill
offi
r
for
sale
at
Public
the
undersigned
ment,

Also, HELAINOTTPES

6

will he add on the premises, in lota to
suit purchasers. Terms satisfactory -made known at
at
sale.
Mate
HENBY BAILEY 400., Auctioneers.

Two (2) new Trucks.
framed.
Sixty do. do.,

Bids will be accepted from time to time, to meet
the requirements or the Government.
Payment, to be made on delivery, or as soon thereafter ae funds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.
HENRY INMAN.
*
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. 8. A.
Oct 4—dtf.

A.

EL.DEN

BRADLEY, COOLIDGE Sc ROGERS.

designated.

ments.

this day opening
an aesortment of Plain, Plaid and Fane Cloaking*, in desirable styles for Fall and Winter wear.
5 Free Street Block.
Sept 3 —tf

ESQ.,

may be

as

The Hay and Straw will be Inspected by a Government Inspector, and weighed before being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to deliver hay and
straw at Washington, D. C., Richmond, Va., and
Hilton Hoad, S. C., subject to the above require-

Cloakings !

CHASE.

are

jfsrtddiretr*

\ ND now opening a full line of Gents and Ladle*
JA UNDERWEAR, at very LOW prices.
ELDBS ft WHITMAN,
Sept 30-dtf8 Free St. Block.

Head of Long Wharf.

Portland,

October Sd, IMS

Glass l

on

tect deep.
The tract

8]In. gauge.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Just Received

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

KING &

In the City.

ELDEN ft

have this day removed to

2,

best

Sept 30—dtt

Removal.

Forage and Straw!

Assistant Quartermaster's Office, U. S. A.,

day received LONG AND SQUARE
A SHAWLS, In new and desirable patterns.

99 Exchange Street.

for

Proposals

mHIf

tr All kinds of PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS going cheap. Give him a call.
sep30d2w*

^yrE

P. S.—That 30-haop Skirt la a Beaaty ;
Rail ta eaaaa aud Ret aae before I key
are all Raae.
sepUSd mis
da Bet

Shawls !

STAND,

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

M. McKENNET’S
Oct 3—eod£eow3m
284 Congress St.

Just received at

Oct.

Co.,

Frame

Managing Director.

Lumber tor Ship-building, Factories,
Flooring Boards, and West India Scantling, sawed to
with
order,
dispatch. Orders solicited.

laagartera

148 and ISO Middle

A. M. McKENNEY’S

undersigned is now prepared to ftirniah SouthrpHS
X era Pine

33«

&

Foot of Cross, between Fore and Commercial Sts..
Portland, Me.

Southern Pine Lumber.

Portland,

of WOOD-

October 4—eodlm

C. JT. BRIDGES,

Montreal, October 2,1865.

T.

one

Machines.
It will Plane on two sides, Tongue and Groove at
the same time, or It will do either separately.
Our facilities for doing all kinds oi Sawing, Turning, Planing and Moulding* are complete.

y next, the 7th instant.

D.

Mills I

Planing

T7TTE have in succe&alul operation
YY BUSY’S CELEBRATED

Notice Is hereby given that the Train
Baving Portland at 7.00 A. M., wiU be
between South Pads and Island Pond

Ifew

CITY

LOTS OF LAND
an Um East side at Vaughan At., opposite the mansion let of the Hon. J. X Brown,
Tyre of the lots
measure on Vsngban Street IW test by 3*8 feet, extending to a reserved Street; the other, separated by
a reserved street, Is 17 lest on Vaaghaa eircet by 238

Usited State* OF

Dm.

Auction,

FOREST

SEVElCAL

her

Planing, Tongueing and Grooving

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY!

a

Vaughan street.
Friday, October 13thinet., at

on

on

U. S. Marshal’s Sale.

American Corsets 87c Per Pair.

guenon

JONAS H. PEllIEY.

1600
QUINTALS
500

at Cost l

Auction
ATPnbllc
3o'clock T. M.,

me

Mr. F, A. PBKLEY,
On the Premises? er te the Sahseriher at
Portland.

POLLOCK AND COD!

Gloves,

A SylendM Assert weal—lO ta SOe

Immediately,

Coat, Vest and

Ifea 6 A 8 Silver Street*
*

octfidlw

and

FITZGERALD A HODSDON,

which will be .old cheap at

Wanted

SMITH,

wake,

Buttons, Buttons!

OPENED!

VICKERY St BOWEN’S,
No. 2 Free St. Block.
Oct. T-d2w

TUBS.

Heavy

Decidedly the cheapest Skirt ever aold In Portland.
Ladles do not/ail to come and see them.

NEW LOT of DRESS

Just Received and for Sale by

aar owa

Tapes,

Only #1,50.

GOODS, SHAWLS.
and DOMESA nml all kind.of FLANNELS,

R!

is. Taya. O

Genuine French Corsets for $ 1.80
Per Pair.

MISS DENNISON
\jrrtlSL open her classes f>r Children In PANCV V ING, at the Hall in CODMAN BLOCK, Temple Street, on Saturday Afternoon, 14th Instant,

BUTTER!!

occr-did

HOOP SKIRTS !

jyjHj^NEWTON FIT* la ready to receive pn-

Store, Middle St., Portland.

of Cumberland and Pearl Streets, a (few minutes walk from the Poet Ofltee and business center
of the city, yet quiet, retired and In a good neighborhood; has on ft a thoroughly built, h gh studded
ttere&etory dwelling bouse, with large ki'chen,woodshed and stable, and an abundance well and ''•stern
water. It Is a large corner let, oeotainlng about
£Uvm Thousand foot, wlU a capacity for seven
good house-lots, surrounded by the moat magnificent
Elm Trees In the city.
The above property presents a good opportunity to
lillMmrn men to purchase a handy an renter 1 reel
donee, or an investment lot improvement. Tide per-

I

CORSETS!

English and Italian Singing t

or

I-:

MUSICAL i

And also on the PIANO FORTE. Mr. F. can count
among his past pupils many who now occupy prominent positions as musicians and vocalists, both in t.M»
country and abroad, and confidently points to his
past success as a guarantee for his capacity as a
teacher. Orders may be left at PAINE'S Music

P. O. Pox 5232.

SEVENTY-FIVE

where.

NEW AGENCY

i

Wire,

ELDEN fit WHITMAN’S,
No. 5 Free St.
Sept 25—d' f

tent.

Cost !

on

an

ALL
CHEAP at

State Rights are offered for sale on favorable terms
by the Company.
For further information, address

BTJTTE

•.•rijnt:

er"!

3

Plain and Figured Poplins.
SHADES and variety of styles, selling

By this machinery Staves are made by one operation, through the Compressing. Shaper, and only one

OF

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
be sold at auction on Friday. Oct, 13, atg
WILL
o’clock P. M., on the premises, the well-known
and
valuable estate dtuated on the easterly
large
corner

Very SHffht Advance

other

LOT

GOODS!

National Rank.

OLEASAKT suits
or unlurI
nished, with board, in the first class house 77
Free St. Charges moderate.
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.
Oct 4—dlw*

AMERICAN

CHOICE

Broad Cloths, Doeskins and Caeehneres, Vestings,
Linings, Trimmings, Ac.
At 11 o'clock, Cutting Board, Desk, Shelving, MirocTdtd
ror, Cl ck, Ac.

Hosiery, Gloves,

isu

at Auetkm.

Ac.,

Oct. 12th, at 10 A. M.. at Store No.
Middle St- recently occupied by Messrs. E. C.
STEVENS a SON, will bo sold tbs stock in -tore,
consisting ot Fine German, English and American

an Thursday.

IT

Board.
ol Rooms, turnlslied

DIRECTORS:
R. M. BAILEY, of R. M. Bailey & Co., Boston.
J. C. BURRAGE, of J. C. Barrage A Co.,
JOHN STETSON, of Stetson A Minot,
GEO W. CHIPMAN,of Geo. W. Chipman A Co.
•*
GEO. C. BOSSON, of R. M. Bailey A Co.,

Machine!

BARNUM’S SELF SEWERS. Needle*, Twigt,
Cotton, Oil, and all hind* of Machine Trimming*.
New Machine* Exchanged foe Old.
Machine* to Let and Retained.
YV. S. DYER,
Jfe. 137 1-2 Middle Street,
oct3eodlm
(up one flight of tleurt.)

FANCY

invoice of Figured Thibet*,
day opening,
1 PLAID POPLINS, and GALA PLAIDS, at
ELDEY Si WHITMAN’S
Sept 30—dtf8 Free 8L Block.

ROBERT M. BAILEY, President.

ANOTHER

CDWABD M. PATTEN,
isclisswr,
12 Eicksuge Street.

AND

Figured Thibetst

BARREL MACHINE CO.

the

Malm Fear Different Stitches,
Aud has the REVERSIBLE FEED. It will par to
call and tee these machine, before purchasing else-

CO.,

&c
EMBROIDERIES,
r.

films

OVST"?*“d

Broad Clotlis, Cnssimcrcs, Doeskins, Tailors’ Trimmings,

AND

Oct ft—ood tf

BUTTER!

OP

the best monulacturers In this Country.
Call and Examine.
CLEAVELAND fit CO.
Oct 6—dlw

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

L««a.

lot.

Wooden Building at Auction.

KNIT, WOOLEN,

| iHE Stockholders of “The Cumberland National
are
hereby notified that there
will he a meeting of the Stockholders at their Banking Boom, on MONDAY, the 9th day of October
next, at S o’clock P. M., to see If they will vote to Increase the Capital Stock of the Bank On* Hundred
Thousand Dollar?.
Per Vote of the Dlrec ors.
SAM’L SMALL, Cashier.
sepaodtd
Portland, Sept. 29,1865.

Flannel*,

acre

AN Wednesday, Oct. 11, at 12 M., corner oi Maple
Y7 and Commercial Sts., trill be sold a one end a
half storied Wooden Building, nearly new, and in
complete repair. Sixeabout 22X33.
oc7td
Key at Llttledeid A Wilson's.

HOOP SKIRTS,

i. Bank of Portland”

order.

is

CONSISTING IN PAST

LARGE LOT 07

Cumberland

Mowing

„,m»d 10

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St.

IMMENSE STOCK!

r

68 Broadway, New York:
Sept 28—eoddw

of

All of which w» will sell at a

Superior Gray Flannel*,

the

prior

numerous customers the advantage
purchases, by clearing out our

From

Heavy Whit* Twilled Flannel*,

DRESSER’S OLD

BEST Machine For Famtut Use

give
our early

1

to
on band
we are determined

a

our

Rose and Gilt Ovals !

Fine English Flnnnel*,
While Cetlon and Weol Flnnnel*,
5-4 White Flnnnel*,

Button Hole,
Weed, Shaw & Clark's Improved, and Howe
Sewing Machines.
to

large stock of goods
HAVING
tbs present advanced rates,

to

J. S. TRUE.
ocfidlw*

1$«.

*««»«! Lw.d.
about*!?*' ?"* “d,)1 "d fro“
Homestead.
« A ct."
< ■«*»»•! ...

•“*
r. ien.,
mile N. E. from Rma«ttead
0 Acres at
Lm.g,
11-4 mile. Eaet from Home***).
&T Term, made
known at sale.
B aOOKS & CHAMBEIlLix Auctioneers
Oct J-dlw*

St.,

CORSETS,

Just Received !

ALSO,

Monday evening.

BUTTON HOLES!

Nos. 14S and 130 Middle

I* this day dissolved by mutual consent. The busiof the firm may be settled by either member.
WILLIAM D. TRUE,

▲

Red

■

ness

Portland, Oct. 3,

AUCTION.

of a mile N. w.
from Homestead.
Twe llaaaea,
lota of 1 2 acre of land
each, near the Depot.
10 Acres af later ral
Uad
the Homestead.

Adjoining th.

heretofore existing under the

name

V, ith

FITZGERALD A HOOSDON'S,

Dissolution !
copartnership
firm
of
TIE

DA YS !

TEN
AT

and Plaid

ALSO,

French, Toilet and American

AT

TWflftb.

NEXT

Performer, and Veen list*.

Reorganized and improved for 1805-0—consisting of
22 Ladles and Gentlemen, together with their
magnificent Orchestra and Splendid Brass
Band; all of
whom will appear in costumes of one hundred
years
mo.
Assisted by EMMA L. NICHOLS, the Jenny
Lind of America. Pronounced
by the people and the
press as the most charming Ballad Singer living.
In all Cities throughout the Unfed States these entertalnments have &en attended by the largest and
most enthusiastic audiences that ever v elcomed
Musical Artists; being patronized by the
Clergy, Editors, Merchants and Mechanics, Poets and Priests,
Teachers and Scholars, all
classes, both Old Men and
YoungMen, Middle Aged,Children and Youth.
On this occasion Mother
Kemp will appear in the
Mine costume ae worn at our
popular levees while In
Europe, and Grandsive Waterbury, the original, eccentric and ingenious Old Gentleman, who, althiugh
going on to Muety-ave, (95) “still lives,” and will
on the “Big Fiddle.”
play
Tickets 30 cts; Children 15 cts:—for sale at the usual places and at tne door.
commence at 8 o'clock
D.jors open at 7 o’clock—to
FATHER KEMP Manamr
precisely.
*C*r.
R. N. TEMPLE, Businas* Agent.
Oct 5-dBt

wiui lire

following sensible suggestion:
But lias it not the appearance of persistent and continued rebellion for men to run
for Congress, who by the law of Congress oaa-

VOK TUB

CONCEBT COMPANY I
Instrumental

are now offering the choicest and most extenT/^TE
f Rive stock
have
consisting ot

THOS. RICHARDSON, General Agent,

has recently been

Down With the Prices

folks

<>r.i>

JOHN H. PIERCE, Treasurer,
Ml Devonshire Street, Boston,

Returning Sanity.

THE FALL CAMPAIGN!

afternoon Concert 10 eta.

to

Sales.

WTE shall sell at FnbHe A ttetion on TUESDAY*
VV October 10th, 1805* at 9 o’clock A. M. on
lie premise®, the well known and valuable
llewetlead Farm
Wtnthrop Cobb, of New Uloueeet r, eonN[thelate
:ahjhi8 00 a* res of excellent land, with good outKS«fE thereon, alcoated within 30 ro* s of Cobb’a
m» on the a T. R Ulr*J. Said Farm la
2?ng?*Statl
well
situated tor the MUk Buaineae.
A Ster® etaaAs oa the Farm,
And command® a
Also
good country trade.
14 Aerea of
Woodland,

Celebrated and Far Famed

COKGBESS STBEET.

we

Auction
FARM

FATHER KEMP’S

C. K. BABB’S,

▼

>

Eleventh Annual Tear *f the Original

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MAB8AILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKFS.

Souroes of National Wealth.

and 11.

Blatinee Wednesday Afternoon.
Children,

_r

hall 1

October

“Eight millions six hundred acres of coal
fields,” says the New York Tribune, “which
make an extensive surrounding near Pittsburg, rate at an average depth of eight feet,
and are estimated to contain 58,616,430,000
tons of coal, which, at $2 per ton, Would be
A* heretofore our customers will t'nd our prices at
worth $107,032,880,000, or four thousand mil- the lowest market rates, and as a rule less than
many other stores.
We aim at making it pay our
lions of national debt paid twenty-seven times, frimdt to extend to us their
patronage.
or a thousand years’ gold and silver product of
O. K. BABB,
California and Nevada, supposing their yield Between United Stales ii. Preble House.

The Supreme Court of Oregon has sustained the Sunday law. It has also decided that
all State taxes must be paid in gold.
From Mobile,-

Fall and Winter

'*•s. >

.r

Miscellaneous.

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings,
10

Shaker Flannels,

Fete Orleans Market.

The

The Americna Consul, at Barcelona, Spain,
states that the cholera is increasing, ahd a royal decree bad been issued suspending busi-

OXT"5T

LARGE STOCK!

terms.

Ode—quiet; Linseed 1 56 @ 157. Petroleum dull:
crude 39 @ 40c; refined bonded 64 @ 65c; refined
tree 82 @ 84c. Lard, Sperm and Wham quiet.
Tallow—dull and heavy.

t

Entertainments*

—

Molasses—dull.
Naval Stores —firm; Spirits Turpentine 1 05 @

curs on

Washington Correspondence.
New Yong, Oct 7.
The Post’s Washington special says Garretk
Davis and the Kentucky delegation called on
the President to-day petitioning for the removal of Gen. Palmer. The sullject had been
referred to Major-General Thomas. The rebel Gen. Peck was also present appl ving for his

Miscellaneous.

Quick Trip from California.
SALT Lake, Oct. 8.

silver. These
gold
ties have been completed in their organizaare our resources, hut they are still only reand
tions,
thirty yet remain. The universal sources proportionality as they were a hungood conduct of the soldiers is the theme of dred
years ago. What is done (comprehenduniversal remark.
The Houston Telegraph says while>bllisions ing what is invented) is our grand wealth; so
take place between the civil and
military au- that our first disideratum is labor, and not the
thorities in other States, none occur in Texas.
The 12th regiment Illinois Cavalry arrived coal mines. It is this we need to make what
we have apparent
We may work our mines,
at Houston, Texas, on the l-7th ult
and pay our debt in the same way—by a wise
economy of finance tending to make bread
The Trial of Wor*.
and butter cheap, and to invito population. It
Oct.
7.
Washington,
The Werz Military Commission re-assemwould be the height of absurdity to lay back
bled to-day.
on our dumb resources.
Our business is to
Capt Delph testified that some of the boxes work all our mines and
pay all our debt as
with the sanitary goods for the soldiers were
soon as possible.
Our great mine is human
broken open on the way to their
destination;

ished.

Robbery.
Philadelphia, Oct. 7.
street
Arch
murder
The victim in the
was a
colored man aged 40 years, instead of a boy.
The burglars took Irom him the keys of the
safe and plundered it of $2,500 in notes.
The

I

Orizaba,

from Oregon, with nearly $800,000 in treasure.
The Oregon State Fair commenced at Salem on the 3d inst. The exhibition of goods
and stock was larger than ever before.
Governor Gibbs, of Oregon, has issued a
proclamation, calling for a special session of
the Legislature for the 5th of December. The
object of the session is not stated.

the

flip fitiili'Tl

TO THE DAILY

A colored

EVENING PAPERS.

Sapid Srogrese of

TELEGRAPH,

BY

a

of the horse.

of

Smith L. Atkinson and committing a larceny
therein. In default of sureties io the sum of
$300 each for their appearance at the November term of the S. J. Court they were committed to jail.

lower,

—iMfc—,.

Painful Accident.—Mrs. Weston F. Mllliken received a severe
injury Saturday after-

II. I*. DEANE,
Counsellor and Attorney,
No. 117 Middle St.

76—dim_

Plain Wool DeLalnes.
A LARGE assortment oi choice shades, among
foVwhlch may be found theNEW SHADES oi Violet,
ClMet. This day received and selling at
LOW PRICES, at

94

Oot 5—isddw

A

Oemmercial St.

RAPE CHAFCE!

contemplating making a change
THEfai undersigned
their butin t, weald dispose ofthelr Retail

Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts and Baking Implements, on reasonable terms li epplled tor
PEARSON
Oct. 8, 1865.—dtf

St

SMITH.

___

Orleans !
ffrst-clam, coppered Ship
vsCAA ..l.|?iszTit.LA." Yobs, Master, 1000
HTHy JL will be in berth this wees ready to
For

New

The new:

Cargo.
Jt35H3*roceive
or
For

,3K Wfc

freight

passage,

(having good

-”"ffijgAV18*C0.,
U7 Commercial
Oct. 3d, 1165.

octSlsadlw

St.

French Prints.

7-8
Sept 26—dt!

Mo. * Free St,

For Sale and to Let,

Poetry.
hanttau

Br

r.

Wo watched f»r thc Uglit of the moon to break

And

onr

Upeoc.
tor

2?

bread for a long
supply.”

Jtt&ubri

And off w# hie to bUi and dell,
™°adow and bower;
f
horn ,o <s'»bu’
do dtp la the
lily with snow-white bell,
balm in its odorous eeU,
T'L*;"c,hthc
Tke mint and the
rosemary flower,

Oct 3—isdtf

,the

pNE

inquire

of the eglantine,
W?,8BBk tb® bloom
P**?*011 thistle and brier;
of
wandering vine,
«P<>vr*t?e
,*,tepsthe
Whether
it trail
earth

House,*of*“

C

A be i>aid.

a

Address,

7,7 TfraiitetL

S7?

J.

snuMtb giria from
rjlWO.
X need
For

apply.

_.

HOUSE

E5?“?

SUITABLE person to take charge of a Factory
Boarding House in Sacearappa. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company.

JgOART)

Wanted.
fbr a lady and two children,

private

a

..

jFor Sale

■

—

scp2M3w*

House occupied by the subscriber
ner of State and Dcering Sts.
|j|
■L Inquire at No. 66 Exchange St.

fSy

Counties. Preference given to wounded soldiers. Apsoon; send stamp for answer. Address
WM. 1. RICE, General Agent, Portland, Me.
l» P. O. Box 1737,
:scp::8<]#w8w« ;; I
A

To Let.

or

tile cor-

a

*

.

i

a

Wanted.
a

Address X. Y. Z., PvessOmee,

w'V

J-G-TolforJ' Eb1-

Wanted.

OR EIGHT GOOD SHOOK MAKERS. Apply
A. P. MORSE & CO.,
*
seplldlm*
Boston, Mass.
--'-'
*-.

Store to Let.
,__
Wanted.
rnHE Brick Store comer Commercial and Franklin
The most absurd display In the Latin ltee
1 Streets, at present occupied
Messrs. Aefler- ,
Yessela to load'fleals at St John, N.
‘j
which we have seen
given Odt. lrit:
B;, fer English and Irish Potts, at highlately, was the apparent son Coolidge & Co. Possession
A. & S. E. SPUING.
est rates offteigl*.attempt of a clergyman, in a prayer at a re;
Sopt 2T—dtf
Amp,
cent celebration, to make the dead
language -:To load lumber at name place for GalvesIntelligible to the Almighty: He said:“We
lelphia and Richmond.
Horses t«r Sale, j t,;,
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
thank thee, O Lord, that these, our triends,
A T the Railroad stable on Spring street, several
No. i Central Whart.
wore thus permitted to die in
WHWMM
battle, for dulee J\. good Horses, suitable for work or faulty use.
20—dti
>0
et decorum est pro patrta meri—which meant
Sept 13^U3m
---that it Is sweet and honorable to die for one’s
•—--^—•—
Fwrm and Stoefe tor Sale.
country.” It is very evident that the reverMerchandise.' ««*»—w
end gentleman adressed this prayer to his audi- 4T4H® sobscriber odrs frt wale %is farm, situated
X in Gray, one mile and a half from the corwr. It
ence rather than to bis Maker.
contains about 67 acres of land, divided into tillage,
pasture and wood land. It lias on it a story and a
FLOUR! FLO.UR !
well finished,a»(lin good repair, togethus
tell
about
ha£homs§,
the angry ocean,
“Pa, they
er witn nara atm other initial
There
out-buildings.
what makes the ocean angry?”—“Oh, it is be
assortment nf all grades of
LARGE
is a mill privilege on the firm, with a good, supply of
and for sale by the GAR LOAD, or
A now arriving
cause it has been crossed so often.”
water.
felr
at
otherwise,
prices.
He Jv’jil sfUq sell «'joi» ef oxen, two
cows, two
The patronage Of rhy former customers sefekcd.
not ses, and ether stock.
Terms liberal. Enquire on
the premises.
-g. tfiMnf.rd
GEO. DOLLY.
HUMPHREYS’
Gray, Sept. 16, 1865—eodiwSm
No. 3 Union Wharf.
a-sil- a.„>...iUeaail -fU.I 1
HOM O: OF A Till C SPECIFICS,
N.Bi—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and
SHOOKS.
I
r
valuable
Farm
for
Sale.
PROVED, from the most ample experiAugust 5—d3m
suoe. an entire succeUi
hiwple—Prompt-Raj*,
cieut, and Reliable. They are (he only Medicines
Me., near Great Falls Village, coiiperfectly Adap ed to Popular uiej-80 Simple that
Potatoes, Potatoes 1
mistake* cannot be made ftrasidtffriem; so harmless
t^iingahputrticty acres, well di- , rpnOSE wishing to Contract tor Potatoes for Shipas to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be al5 wt&H Tided U}lo woTtQpasnirage and tilx ping or aiaicr purposes, can Be supplied at shoit
lage land; produces forty-live tons of hay. Land and notlee,
ways reliable. They hare raised the highest comand at the lowest prices, by qullingon A. S.
mendation from all, and will always lenderoatkik;Cape Elizabeth, R. 0.OONxNT SCO., Ns-.
'■
DYER,
tiou.
(m reasonable
t *
1B3
Commercial
Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP, No.
terms.
176 Fore Street.
I
So.
Cures Finer*, Congestion, Iaflamations, C%
HALL
4_dtf
••
August
••
*
Worm,, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
25
••
3
County Treasurer's Office, Portland, Me.
Crying-Colic or Tewhlneer infants, 25
"
«
itore. of children or adults
August 8—d&wtf
,20
Scotch
*
■
>—mn'w.'s
Dysentery, Griping. Billions Colie,’ ^§6'
.;i.,-—
*'
"
.1
a
ft
cholera.Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting, 25 •yws'
iiiis ar
*<
Estate
Ileal
Sale
V
Valuable
for
Coughs, Odds, Bronchitis,
25
1
8
Neuralgia Toothache, Faceache,
25
Iii the Pleasant
Village of Frccpoirt, ’Q1 JAMES T. JPAT%E&
®
". Afeod«SM-Btok.41eads«he, Vertigo, 25
f 25 ” ”® W*'*Pive minifies wait ffrnn the Corner.
10
BATH, ME. ..
Dytpe.ua, iillious steihich,
ui bU
"It
A very desirable Farm of 25 Acres
Suppressed or palnfhl 1‘erletis,
25
A BOLTS Smlerior Blenched 1
1) A
12
too profbse Periods,
ol good land, well fenced and waterMites,
23
Sj t lyj SOOdo AH Long flax “Gov"
“13
Croup, Cough, difficult breathing.
28
cd, embracing ha$Mield, orchard.
ernmept contract," H'PMhEBftlr.
Arbroath.
.. ii
.? Sa/t Nheum Erysipelas Eruptions, 25 two—; -«-large garden and paster age.-• A good
300 do Extoa All Long flax
15
lioiL,e and on t- buildings, with stable arid
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains.
25
story
300
do
N^vy Fine,
j
16
fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
111 g?<»l repair. To
6U
an
any genfiem
"
wishing Delivered in Portland or Boston,
17
Piles, blind or bleeding,
50
I>,0I)crty *8 particularly
Bath, April 20, 1863.
"‘IS
ap22dti
'Ophtfialmy, and sore or weak eyes, 50 recorniSenffeC|JtJenCe’
“19
Catarrh acute or ehrenlo, lufluonza, so
Enquire on the premises of
20
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
50
J‘ A'
Or JOHN C.
21
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
"
22
LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Ear Discharges, Impaired Hearing,
Lime Street, Portland.
60
Oct
SC
4—d3w
Scrofula
5u
enlarged Glauils, Swellings,
"
Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
24
General
ISJ
Debility
Physical
Weakness,
"
85
Dropsy, and scanty SCOrdtloiis
50
For Sale.
Hair Restorer and Dress“
26
Sea-Sickness. slcknbss
---

—

_

«--■■■

1

-—

—

'mamfflrp&iiiiat

Canvas,
j

_

2
Jl

80

I!??
2s

..
"

"31

riding,

Jill

Kidney Disease, Gravel,
50
Nervous Debility Seminal Emitsimtr,
involuntary Discharges,
100
ScTt Mou‘h, Canker,
50
UTlnsvra Incontinence, wetting bed,
so
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50
Fnjfrrlnjj at Change of Life,
i (»
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
50

FAMILY CASES.
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
*10 00
20 large Vials. In Morocco, and
Book, 6 00
20 large Vials, plain case, and Book,
5 00
16 Boxes (Nos. 1 to J5) and Book,
3 00

Ce«!U'PL ®iough for three
XVUoueo lotsebelns aRJtttof
tho3Toxcroft Estato.”
of
OREN KING;

rmqi^e
Sept27—tl3w

fcjf

these Remedies by the Case or single BOX,
are sent to any part of lie country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the pfioe. Address,

HUMPHREY’S SPECIFIC
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPORT.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Da Hompbiisys is consulted daily at his office,
or by letter, as above, for all forma of

\ FOUR STORE BRICK STOKE,bfentmlly located
XV on Excbsnge Stoeet, auitabl e liar a Wholesale Dry

Let.

Chambers for
retail, in the
Pot terms apply at

ELEGANT
wholesale
Street.

quired nourishment, and
color and beauty
repims. Grey liair disap-

new

block,

purposes,
147 Middle

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.

’
House Lot for Sale.
comer of Deering and Henry
Enquire of
R-w- gage,

the
CJITUATEOon
O
50 x 100 feet.

Sts,

July2o dtf is

137

Commercial St.

Real Estate for Sale.

July20’85eodly

Important

to Travelers

and LOP Na 37 Middle Street, known as
XA 4Jie Payson Hr use.
House and Lot comer ol Watcrrffle and Slierbrook

®s?77~?p'“ ~Ti

Went, South,

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

•'

W. D.

LITTLE

II

LOWEST

KATES OF FAKE,
And all needful information oheerfully furnished.
Tbavbllers will find it greatly to their advantage
to proome Ttvwwgh Tickets *t the
For Hand

Railway Ticket Office. 31
change Street^ ‘“P stair*.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agfent.

Ex.

K^JSj^dX^^Vai mat £'Lu?J

i:rr

-

of

i

MThe
ner

Agent for all the great tending Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St, Paal, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, at, Dealt, Douisviile, Indiana (mils, Csfro,
to., and is prepared to fnrnisli Through Tiofceto
from Portland te all the principal lattes and Towns
la the leysl States and the Canadas, at the

Portland

SIX PEE CENT LOAN.

of

FOR SALE.
finely \ccated Real Estate, on

of

mar? qf them, than any other Co.
in the United States.
The neeiSSSa^j' result 1b,
than in any other.

Comparisons' will

OP PORTLAND SIX PER CENT. BONDS
f\TTY
VJ are for sale at this
In sums to
not less

office,
suit,
than *500, ou one, two, three, four, and ten years'
Ume, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semiannually.
P* LORI>’
March

13^irfVRY

for

ee

la to

Oct

WAMEIff gPARhOW,

LITTLE’S

FIRE AND LIFE

Khikwlw*

Agents ^uckfleld Powder.
*1X7E have on hand and are receiving from
W field, POWDER of all deeoripuSiu,
can aell to the trade on very favorable tcrau.

»„,v

^uifhu“'

FLETOHEB & 00., Agents,
159 Commercial St.

BeptM.M6t.-d3v

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin It. JR. Co.
fTlHE Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin Ita!Iroad
,A
Company to Seth May and als. in trust, has
“«ai t
A

new

corporation has been

orgnn-

mortgage, are hereby requested to presubscriber at his office? in Portland,
re*®
and FarmworeIir Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
“a “°*1
with the
Company, In accordance

•eat
and

®

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 45,000 feet of
Land, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis st. for
W- H- STEPHENSON.
,aS b3I

J a
IS.
I'ICKETT,
Dealer In Photographic Goods,
Mirrors and Engravings.

To Let or Lease for a term of Years.
tllHE Store and Wharf now occupied bv Charles
A H, Marrili, situated between Union Wharf and

Manufacturer

sep29d&w6w

Jmaclgtf

Merrill’s.

The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
with a two story building
thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH B. WHITE.
mty25dtr
No. 5} Union Wharf.

finely located House Lots

Cape Elizminutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge,
InnHb?thl‘ 8?r#e
N.
at
the
Sheriffs
Office, Porttand wh F-* PEEEY,
seen’"™” pb*n 01 Uape Elisabeth lots may'ho1
in

mayl3tf

o'clock?.

sE; **

French Fluting l

1nnelS-dtfMCGn'V^‘Yi8RYAN
FOR

SALE
.A.T A. 13ARG^ jt

French

Fluting !

and see Sample* at Mn. S. SHEPPARD’S
S’
« Preble Street.
Notice one door below Oxford Street.

CALL

Septa—d3m*

mar

be

found,

from and after

RoUt6s
W!’h'o',^d<!'rtF‘h,'E0s™erS!rtT“>art'aI,d
°=0.'e.

Portland, oet.», m«,

il.AJ
t
-ALSO,number of first-class TOP BUGGIFS and JXK*JY LINDS, and Si* (6) warranted COJUCOSX)

B^ACKSON.

Hand Id re

An8r‘29—dtf.’

Portland, Sept. 18,

lwf

ii

v

1L*.

day,

other

United

,

aa

TnwemBES!
Jones,
Win 4*™ri»
Charles Donate,
n'-ia Henri- K
WU H

Moore?

,m

Engh^'™,

*j

01

j

;

fadJHtJ

smz.

■gwf

f

'ojfli

>

;

leav° 1>0rt,an<3
Pier
day at 81
No freight r. oeived at Portland after 3 o’clock.
Fare taoh way, 30 oente,
eepWltf

:J'

s

and Satur-

accommodathe most epeedv,

1

v

SSiimjfgSBJnp?^,
s*.B. CBOMWiu.fi,

Ported.
CO., Mo. 88 West Street,

dtf
v:»TrL.A v u ; ? --———’

Eastport,

Steamship

,

Calais and

St. John,

if**

PORTLAND

>00
*g£*“»**»£in ^ *» «>* WT.
Also the Homtetead
7*arni,

containing

a week,

■MSVftSTaZsteanier New Yoau.Capt H W Chisholm, will leave Bailroad Wharf, loot of Sfot, St,

every Mokbay »t 0 o’clock r.K; »nd the Steamer
NxW BatmswiOk, Capt B B. Winchester, will leave
every Thukoday at6 o’clock p.m, for Bastpfirtand
8t»- John.
Beturning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursday* at 8 A. x, for Eastport, Portland and
At Eastport the Steamer "Queer
will conned
lor St. Andrews, Bobineton and v alnie.with theltfew
Brnswiok and Canada Railway for Woods ook and
Houlton stations.
R age roaches also oonnect at
Eastport tor Maehias and intermediate places.
_At St. Jonnthe steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind’ or, Oteby and Halifax, and with steamer, for
Frederic lCd tho 8t John Kiser.
Throng!, Iicksts
urooered of the agents or the olerk on boord. Mo

rsonired.

Vrefght received on days of sailing until

4 o’clock
C. C. EAT OP, Agent.

!: i W

i

t

'MWMr Arnugemcnt.

m.

Delicate ton-

or

<jtftutimis,procpr«thergicly atoi oe.

“USJaware

that however slight may
be theirttaok of theahnvc diseases It is certain
to atfeet his bodily heal h, mental powers and
happiness
AU the aliovcdiseosearyp.ilro tie aid ofadiure'le

HELMBDLDS EXTRACT BUCHU
•» the Great Diurotic.

Highly

Concentrated

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.
Tor purifying the blood, removing all ehrinlc constitutional diseases arising from an Impure slate of the
blood,and the only reliable and effectual known remedy for thdeuroof ScroltUs, Scald Head,Salt Rheum
fains and Swelling of the Doses, deration of the
Throat and Logs, Blotches. Pimples on the Face Tetter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions of Lhoskir,
AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION.
Not a fe w of the worst disorders that affect mankind
antsfrom the corruption that accumulates in the
blood
Ofall the discoveries that have l ai n male to
purge it oat, none ban equal In effect ’HELMBOLD'S
It
COMPOUND EX- TRAC T Of SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigor of
the
aud
on*
the humors
heaithjptp
system,
purges
which make disease
it stimulates the healthy ftr notions ortiie body,and expel is eke disorders UlM grow
aud rankle nr the Blood, buonaremdy that could
be relied urn has long been sougi t Tor, and now, for
the first tfrne, tbepuh iolmve one ou whloh they can
depend Out- space here does not admit oflcertlffcntes
to show Its effects, but the trial of a si ogle bottle will
show lire eiek that it has virtues surpassing anything
have ever token.
they
Two table spponftclls trrthe Extract ef thrsaparilla
added to a pint ol water ts erjaal to the Lisbon Diet
Drink, and oce bottle Is fhl y equal to a gallon ol the
syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoction as usuuWy

W" 'There Eitrfcti have t^en mlmiuet to mimID
tinweif i'rtifet Armj, and are also iu very general use
la all the State Uospl ala and f ubiie fhuslUry Ins' i- utions

throughout the laud, as

tioee, and

wt-U

a, iu

are oousidered ai invaluab
See Medical Properties of

) j> hi

e

p. lvate pi

ae-

remedies.

Bpchp,
FROfitDIfPBNRATORYftf t^elfffffED STATES.

See frof. Dewee’s valuable works on tie i’rnutiec
of Physic.
Sw remarks mtuie by the late eelebra led Dr. Phatic
of Philadelphia.
See remarks .made by Dr, Ephraim M’Dowell, a
celebrated Physlbtan and Member of the
Col-

(Royal

lege ofSungBentqlretand, and pph uhwl iu Oie Trausa

of luelvui

Dons

and Dueuu

s

See most of the 'ateStandard Works of
EXTRACT BUCHU,
“

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ol any kind,
whether it bo the solitary vice of youth, or thu stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in mature* years,
SEEK FOB AN AN Ti DOTE IN SEASON.
The Pain* and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lullow Impure Coition, are

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions m sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted

charge made.
ponm but wo are oonwliod by one
young man with the above disease, some ot
whesn are os weak and emaciated as
though they bad
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
An sucu cases yield to the
proper and only
correct course off treatment, and in a snort time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.
or no
a day

Hardly

or more

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuation* from the blad-

der, often accompanied by a alight smarting or buruiag Aiuation, and weakening the iv»tem In a mannei
patient cannot account for. On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometime* small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
again
There are iaany men who die of this difficulty, ignorthe

of the cauee, which 1* the

ant

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect mire in such cares, and a
lull and healthy restoration oi the urinary
organs.

Persons, who cannot personally consult the Drn
can do so ojr writing, in a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be

returned, If desired.

F

Address;
No.

dT Send

a

J>*. J, B. HUGHES.
5 Temple Street (corner of Middle

fltreofc], Portland, Me
Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical

BriupipalDepoj—•

!l

HELMBOLD’S
DRUG ANTI OHEMIfiAL WAREHOUSE,
■ucr.. >,
nmitttu'aT,
Sept 29,186.V-eod' 1 yr 1'!
..

TO

THE

Infirmary,

L1ADIE8.

DIt. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. S
Temple Street, which they will iiud arranged for theh
especial accommodation.'
Dr. li.’s Electic Bonovaliug Medicines are unrivalled In efficacy aud superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action Is specific and
certain of pruuucing relief iu a short time.
LADIES will find It Invaluable in all cases of oh
struottons after all other remedies have been trlod Is
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing In
the least injurious to the health, and mav be taken
with perfect safety at all rimes.
\
Scut to any pari of the country, with full direction*
1)R. HUGHES,
by addresshig
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult

own

A.lady

sex.

experienco

of

ance.

one of theh
in constant att end

janL1865d&wty

THE GREAT

flew
*

England Ecmedy.

„

Ir. POLANDS*
1
WHITE PISTE
J.

Dr.

*

COMPOUND,
Isnu„ uuored to the afflicted throughout tin. w««jy,
after having been proved by the teat of eleven
years,
in the New England states, where Us merits liavs
become as woll Known as the tree from which. In part,
it derives Us virtuoo.

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sera

Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary jBections
general] y. It Is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difncnlfy ol Voiding Urlno, Diced
from the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other comola'ntt
For Pflos and Scurvy, It will be found vory 'valuable.
Give It a trial li yon would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. It Is pleasant, safe and sure
Sold by aU Druggists, and dealers In medicine gen-

ally.

—4

J. W.

CO..

St

system.

the Barometer to the whole

Do not wait tor the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait for Lnaightly Ulcors, for
Disabled Limbs, tor Uia of Beauty
and Uompfexwn.

Medicine.

SARSAPARILLA."

Sbldhy,all Druggists

{mrsues

Journal

See Meiliu Ch irutgica! Review, puh lskoil by Benjamin Travel?, fellow of Royal College. I Surgeons

\

PJTTCKTNS,

,

,

W. P. PHILLIPS

;j

H. H. IIAT,
*

Sold by Druggiet? ail over the World.

Agents
Oct 5—tlAwam
ucueral

mayC*5d!y^

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day termed a copartnership under the style ot
S. K- JACKSON & SON.

for

State

of Maine.

THE

Whit

lor tho purpose of doing a general COALBUSLXSSS
at Sawyer's Wharf, foet of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, June 12,1805—tr

?

Lead.

Atlantic V lite

JHssolutionof Copartnership

of New Y
T-lttlefleia

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,

under tho

* Co.,

r,

Manufacturer* of PU .2

Is this day dissolved bv mutual consent. The busiof the concern will be settlod by either partner
oM stand 1Tb Middle St.
Having sold omr stock of HAJBDWAKB to Mosers.
KING & DEXTEK, wo Lake pleasure in recommending them to our friends and former customers.
O

'.boat 125

on and after Mon ’av A prll 114th the
-»DfA
and fast-going Steam r "KEGDLATOK." Oapt. W. H. Mower, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot 0 f State Street. Portland, every
Mojtbat, WniMwvr*. Y and Embay evening, at 10
o’clock,connecting wt thiheS r. x. train from Boa-

Beternlng, will leave Bangor every Mokday,
WxpirneDAY. and Fuida y morning, at 8 o’clock,
touching nt Beoklnnd, Cnvnden, Bellas!. I'ea-sport,
Booksport Winterport, and Ham«‘e», both wave
Passengers dekefed throng,'' on the Boston, Maine
and Eastern Bailroad at the D *P«ts *« Boston, Sa-

.if*

PurtMd, Sept. 33,18*8.

WHITE

der the

name

a

and firm of

KING

&

Lead,

For sale

DEXTER,
r. O. Bo

Portland, Sept. 21,1865.
■

Notice.

H. SARGENT, WM. P. FREEMAN, and
ROBERT A. CLEAVES have this day formed
copartnership under the firm name of

WM.

Sargent,

■

R.

rep2$dSW

Inducements

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO

BUILD."

fTIHE subscriber* offer for sale a large qrtantftv of
A
desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thom*,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Brambail, Monument, Danlorth, Grange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, me fourth y the cost of budding, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build immediately, HO CASH PAYiUpvTS BBOUIBED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and foil particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN Jt SONS.
mayitf
Portland, Slay 3, 1865.
C. HOW has this day withdrawn from the
firm of HENRY L. PAINE * CO.
W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. TAINEi

WM.

Portland, Aug. 19,1865.
The subscriber wfi] contlnneitlmbusiness under the
same style us heretoibif© at 267 Commercial Street,
Smi«*’8 Whan, where a choice aesdrMftfcfit of the
BEST qualities of CoaJ and WoodLuKw be found at
the lowest market puces, aeurerea in c.rxy part m
citv.

4 oo

SfiS*Y L*

Portland, August 22.1865.

pAIKE & CO.
ang22dtl

Decalcomanin, Deefileomauia 1
transferred, with fcfflitv, ar Tei v In
"to* *‘S«.
PICTURED
Middle Streep pfUSLTS oZ
varn.sh| withprinfeadlrectionsfor using, for 30 ts.

par bottle,

ausr-'ldtt

287

Pearl

Agents,

St., NEW YORK.

this method to inform their
customers and the public generally that ther have
THE
REMOVED

THEIR BAKERY tram No. 5 Wash-

ington Stf Set to their new Bakerr, Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they will bo pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased te
glvb us a ctdl.
1
R. W. SMARTlON,
R. S.
8. E.

Angwt

SCAMMAN,

SMARDON.

Copartnership.
OAUBERT
JH.
this day tom***

«nd JAM"P8 KEAZER have
a

copartnership

under the firm

of

niitiif

GAUBERT *f KEAZEB,

for the nurnosc of transacting a WHOLESALE
ELOtJR r;tfHINFSS, attke old e: wad of Ganbert &
St.
Chase, No. 07 Commercial
_
•T. H. GATTDRET.

JAMK8 KEAZBR.

Portland, Septe -2, lbtk>.

hap23dew

Firm of

DKBLOIS * JACKSON Ravin"
withdrawal of Geo. E. H.
bI»«>
unfinished b tntee <B of the
Jaelcflrtj
late
firm wii! bb oomnte
the ttTHlt»$ixiHvL w ho
adhy
have i,rmed a
the lirm

partnenfttjraJier

HEBtOIS

SWof

NAtH.lN WKBIJ.
POrtf and, Oct. 2,1SG5,
$3\v
w>_

a

Ornamental Cawing•

subscriber has opera ed n nhop on the c- rner of
Chentnot and Congress stress
sfairs), where
ha i« prepared to do all ki-.da of Ornatuontnl Carving
In the btat manner.
AU orders proniptiy attended
to.
Antique Chairs, Picture FYames and VI indow
Comiccg curve^l te the bewt Btvle.
Irtynu0n\T

TTO

(up

Bept2ftdlm

XHtoDOiv

JOHNSON.

MECHANICS' HALL.

Aecturcs, Exhibion applica-

arranged for Ceweerte,
be obtained
WELL
tions, Levees,
tton to
RICHARD COLS,

junelBdtf

Bonds,

meeting hereinafter named, pay the assessment berc■pwte made by said Trustees as authorized by said
zsondholders, upon bonds, coupons or scrip held by
them, or by holders unknown and who have failed to
the saino. tbr the purpose ofredecniivg the franchise and property of said Railroad Company frcai
prior lion* and incumbrances under a deed oi mortgage to John G. Myers of Februarjc 4, ISM—theta
meeting of the holders so haring pukJ or whoshal
pay, will be hold at tbe room ct the Board
Exchange street, Portland, cn Wednesday, Octebif
4, 1865, at 3 ©’dock P. M., tor the wrpose offoiminf
and organizing a now corporation in accordance
the previsions ot the act of the Legislature of the
State of Maine, approved March 25tli, 1864, entitled
pay

Saperintcndcut,

No. 8 Tolman Place.

relating

to

the

redemption

oi Railroad moiv

hotter
gages bv subsequent; mortageos and tor the
protection of I • idhdders.”
Trustees
J. C. CHURCHILL,)
oi
N. L. WOODBURX,}
T. & C. B.R.C*.
GEO. EVANS,
1EC*.
Sept. 22,

j

dld_

notice.

as

Exblran^f Hirer).

TabjfAe Amohy Debloib,
*

;

.ii

*****

holder* of Bend*
Company,

Railroad

lieu of
issued under tho proviaione of tbs
ceed of mortgage to Janus
Hayward and others.
Trustee*, who have paid or shall before tbe day of

A VVKBB,

?'***
8®

Bonds.
the
■SJOTICEUiherebTKiTentn
of the York & Cumberland

-LI

“.In act

Notlco
rpHE
1

York & Cumberland Railroad

commonly caned “C SnsoUdated Bond*,”* *nd ol scrip

16—dtl___

•

Great

Dealers

by
General

REMOVAL.

A. CLEAVES.

Portland, Sep*. 14,1£63.

and

&

undersigned take

Freeman «& Cleaves,

thej>urpo6e of carrying on the FURNITURE
BUSINESS, at 148 and 159 Exchange St.
WM. H. SARGENT,
IWM. P. FREEMAN,
For

by Druggists

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

-'-'_ ^!__

*.

■

generally,

Illinois.^

^4T1.

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

Copartnership

Red

etc.

and Refined.

having purchased

Mr. D. D. Chase, eo long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, Will remain with
the new firm.
Sep29 ’65 tf

LEAD,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Eoiled

or

Street*.

tha

LITHARGE,

Glass-mr. 'crs’

cupgrtnersMp on-

the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSINESS at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal

And

in Oil, '.ED

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

rTIHE undersigned have formed

JL

LEAD, Dry and
W. ITILfiB,

.jCopartnership.

_

very sni»ri« up-land, being the property relem, Lynn and Lawrence.
ently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate. P >
For freight or passage apply ti
I J
Enquire of Seth Seammon on the premisefiijer
A. SOMBRHT. A,-«nt,
JrAt OfHca
* on the Wharf.
*«*?*.
Hav
Portland, April H. 1880—tf

3-eod«ttwUEA

®Hp?*atljananT
°rP® Broken Down
Tluis, sufferjnrfro.u

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba A’EVER FAILS.

a

flin find after Monday, March 87. the

J »[T

t"

iSea^Estete in Scarboro®,

ores
<

pore

fn

d wisent

.Copaib*

Go,

.,,

W,JCPNGEE, 106

aluable

Vl00‘Fr*®

In

originating,

there!? no seed of c-nfloeoient or ohsngc of diet
la It* approved form of apaete.it 1. entire]? tasteless, ana sauces neunplea? .nt eenaaHon to the pc
tient. and no txpssuro It is now acknowledged by

Boom,

moMlti
^yt. 'rti**d' Maroh 80.1866.
Pon'’land tad Penobscot River

■

Applications rt coined by
J.

between

Goods lorwardod by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusts, Eastport and
fit. John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight te the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
1
leave Portland.

Passports

Secretary

Jt ia

Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubcbs and

and

YorkanU Mainel’aseagr,in State
?»w
*8.00. Cabin passage 80.00. Meals extra.

P.

1. H. Chapman, Aoting

J-

will leave
for Portland TuesSatur-ya‘ 8

»_

WnlLVnS"’

Feb21edlaUlmeodAw6w

"f
oVlSik pPmWIU

1*'m?S0O
"I >°“9
28s 44o

wslfli.
PJSS&jL
iwsaew bw,a-.

11080 suitaWo ftr

C^mrHttee^n
Steamer thr^Varmcmth.
YAraouth’w
TWTwie

KOa

SSSft*;

LIBBEY.

how long standing

aetl"'t and
Se strenftli^'!it>lU*l!!i.^e0irl‘”1.”?-''‘aigl*
preparations of Dark orTrin*

follows f

'irrv !i w.ii

«u,tag, 6oo
John D

matter

Manufactured only By

wood, and FKANCOHIA, Capt. H.
1^^^^»SmtwooD, will until further notice,

Mav», B86.

...

—

BUCHU,
existing

ofipms, whether
15epe whatever
w,5»or5>!»
,®f. from
or remote,
eanse

cure

Chase,

a“a

sjafes Gold Coin,

Helmbold's

EXTRACT

Male

no

CAUTION TO TIIE PUtLIC.
and thinking person must know
tuat remedies humled out for ami. fat u^e nOould l*ave
their elllcacy established by wdi Ua*xd experience in
tiio hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies life him tor all the duucs be must
lulllll; yet the country Is flooded v.i ii poor nostrums
.and cure-alls, pun>oi ting to be the host in thv world,
are not only
useless, but always injui ieus. The ttn
fortunate si oil Id be particula u in ridectinC hi©
physician, as it is a lamentable yet In con ir overtable foet, that
many syphilitic patient* are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced phj’sici&ns in
general practice;
lor it is a point
sypLCgenerally conceded by the
ographers, that the study and management of these
complaint* should engross the w hole time of tbocc
who would be competent and succcasAil in their treatment and cure.
The InexperieTtei^u general practitioner, having neither opportunity mu-'time to mane
himself acquainted with their paUiology, commonly
one
system of treatment, in meet cases muling an indiscriminate uwj of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Ufe Mercury.

all diseas-

New England Screw Steamship Go

ptato of New-York

Cash in Bank,

EXT. BUCHU

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,
Will radically exterminate from the
eytdtom Diseases
r,,8ilnf
l£011* habitsInof disslpatiua, at litt e expense,
little
ot no
change dlet.no ineonvesit noo or exposure; complete y superseding thoeo
unpleasant and
thesa'diTOu«sUiWllei' CuP.a,va “'M Mercury In all

and

all oases, whether of .onjj

Every intelligent

HEHBOLD’S FLUID

FLUID

i>

cess.

Fall*”

as

Cure

TAB BA NT

India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday; and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
v
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
gy* Freight taken as usual
Tie Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at'the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
1866.
feb. I8,j 963 —dtf
a

International

*oeurit»08,

J0

or female, frequently performing
in the short space of three or our
days, and aiymt * in less time than any other preparation. InthODsaof

perfect

Montreal,

tions for passengers, making this
safe and comfortable route fbr travellers

1

has

*

the de

S78 Greonwioh St., New York.

-r-'day, Thursday, Friday

7 o’olook P. 51

at

ate fitted

tb® Year“ * *nds wer® *•

end

©iMorolmogeofUfe.

or

Ci;kk

KKi><i A

or recently contracted, entirely rcniwYina
th-e-w of discus from the system, and mailing «
perfect and PLUM ANENT CliUE.
He would call the attention of the amlc.ed to die
feet of hie long
standing and wull-eaTOOu reputation
iumEhlng siuiicifuc assurance of Ills &*ill and suc-

Copaiba,

Rad

STEAMERS

THE

WHEEF,

be

can

ness

..

r.

LINEl

dvziraHesg ss^is w»
fecrp%WEDNBSDAT
SnttMSan
Company
These vessel*
up with flue
William, NEW YOBS.

SELL’ Chfcl EnSlneer,
Or A. P. Moan
Portland Fire Depart mcTrt.mman

same

SMALL.^Csjhier.

Wt'oi

ctloiiApeculiar t© Females” Is uneauallod T>y
pn^amtipn a* in OUorosjs >*r Uetaatlm),
!*a;nfttln<‘s‘s or ttapprtMon of Cwcomar^ Evacuuion* Uln'crat^lor ^ch rf-unState uf th~i IIlerus; and
»U complaintalncident to the
\iix, whether arising-

hahirsciiliMtipation, iaipradonce in,

Street,

consuitc-l privately, and with
tbo ntmoet confidence byliw afflicted, at all
8
A.M. lot
-VI.
iroin
and
<
hours ailv,
I)r. It. acHlrovaes those wlio arc stiflerinj under Uw
whether
disease^,
ol
erbtn„ trum
affliction
|irirate
rice 01 wlPafeij,
impure connection or tk© twnblo
that pcrtvcnlar branch cm
Devoting Ms entire tiro* toreels
warranted
in ti >. ahthe medical profession, he
he

es

Arrangement l

Forest City, Lewiston and

Profits for 22 Years amount to the

o^rhere

Rodd order.

_

C^fJOTO

'he Bank of Cumberland are
* dlridend of flye per cent,
has been declared
render of their ee’rmmt.?°7J*5'2b,c upoB Lb® Wh
toefe ,n exchange fbr
Certffica'esIn “ilieC^Ki’,
™
CnWberland National
Portland."
Bmk of

The

For SrIc Cheap.
Two Second-hand FIRE ENAsaj.
0!N KN, with Hoafc Carriages; ail in

,j

AM’L

Summer

«: vS&SiSaidKs^asg; •t®®- ~-TWCPPrips

Sept 21—(I3w*

For particulars enquire of
/
V»* ;
h\ II. RAVI)ALL. on tbe rrenriSCs,
at
Eandall
&
Woodbury's,
EANDALL,

notiaSnS?

Removal.

TC, ®?der*%ned

Business.

Bank of Cumberland..

D«^^i^find813

Hmaboid's Fluid Extract Be elm
ia af
uay <

only

PORTLAND AND BOSTON

No. 5 Temple

ha.n

for
Certain,
Speedy
IS ofSure,
Cue,Bladder, Kidney* and Urinary Organ*,
either iD the mala
a

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

KtaiuiLuAi

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF

Cubebs and

DR. J. B. HUGHES
CAN BE FOUND AT 1113

the

at the

•*

ear.

-n,n m.tiou or

the most learned In the profession th*t in the above
clave ofdiseases, Cibeba and Copaiba are tbo
two remedies known that can be relied nf ca with
any oertaktty or success.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.

The whole profits of the Company rereH to tba
Assouan, and are divided Akhpally, noon the
PremitunB terminated during the year; and ior which
Certificates are Issued, Searing intcreit until re-

Portland, Aug 21, ISCo.
apg22d3m
i-i--t-O
Great Chance
disabled Soldiers, or aiiy^a^lve men to muke
tTJiti
>
j
money. Enquire of
C. H. DAVIS, at t)ie Elm House,
r\

A

~

At the iowoat fa tee, at the Uhion Ticket OrriOE,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl8d*wistf
D. LITTLE, Agent.

ha8 A,StU' ovtT «•**■ vmo*

ALVAH

on a

WAGONS.

i.

Ina^raa Against SUbin* and Inland Natl
gation Bisks.

Cnitod

Carriage lYIaimfaclory No. 20 Preble
FVlt
The
Street, with all the tools andappurfrnancesueccsCjntB Savtnga Bank, NoTiVLli?,1><!F““d
to carry
first-class Carriage Uanufaotnrint
Dr write him WestWaterviHe.
WEDNESDAY, October lJth,'at a
St,,

Portland, Sept. 28, MM.MART1R a°BF,
Se^'y.

_

Jayuauy, 18W.

HEATING APPARATUS, and the justly
celebrated McGrerior llot Ah- Furnace^ both of which
have a •world*wi* reputation, can be found hereafter
at the store ot Messrs. C. H. STUAIfT & CO., 17i
and 173,MlddleSt., where he will lie happy to meet
ffcoSe in want,of furnaces, and recoiye their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.

oaa

IIBOIOHS of New

LITTLE, Agent,

61 Well St,

ALVAH

Sr DAVIS,
*0.161 Commercial Street.

OIL

ATLANTIC

WATER

Five

the choice of officers.

NEW YORK.

■

end
Bu-

If. o trentrneul II submitted to
lusanity e mules.

TARRANT’S

Mutual Insurance

LIBBEV. who La- Liad the* dole
MR.Agency for GOLD'S
IMPROVED STEAM and

old measurement,
orTe^’ 44?
The !?““
bedrv*a of the spars

sared in perfect
seen at our store.

sarv

F« th«

n!'m

of 'tear stomach ;

“Thwj Is no fiii«h Word

a

Through Tickets.

pit

at the

,,l

tongue coated thick, tomrsch very acid, pppetlteefii
tirely gone, not being able to keep *anytli ng on my
stomach, lever, nignt sweats, thirst violent, dry
Cough, difficulty of breathing, dull headacliB. T
oannot describe
s I wish to do my miserable S'taation and Buffering as every organ in my bddjjr wds
diseased. My physicians said I was fast hastening to
the consumption.
I enj y at this time perfect health, and liiia is a
plain, short history of my case, and m tho lrulii. I
would recommend every and a^in valids to go oxai consult Mrs. Manchester. T»Iaby A.Moui/iON.
Edward L. Moulton.
<>ct3dtf
Portland, May 0,1865.

—

Will, until further notice, run as
followg:—,
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
‘every Monday, Tuesday Wednes-

Office 31 Exchange St., CpSfeln*
1 ^
hUtfl
io

Special NWie*.

tor Sale,
Auand Blochs cl the

Rlgrgringr

5.30 P. M.

distressing pain

very

1

the Great

Sept 21—d&w6W

Ibt run! ana be convinced of tfcoir
superiority over everything else ot the kind ever off* red to
the public tPt fironehitis, Coughs* Colds, Hoarse•
ness S'jre Throat. Ca.ftrrh and ntiuesza
Numerous teetimouia'B rrom tne Clerirv, and others, accompanying each box. For sue by the prino;pal
Druggie lb throughout the city.
may27eodtf

House Lots for Sale.

Annn^Meetffig^fth^p^

on

W. D.

Pobtl'amd, Ms.

i

?

5,5*
wTestbrboit,
6.18
Cumberland,
J
*34
Yarmouth,
7.00
Freepoit,
r
OaY Hill,
Arrive Brunswick,
7.30
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
Allgueta, Sept. 25, 1866.
sop33tUf

constantly increasing in viral. AH needftil
tion oheerfully furnished on application to

..

Society.
npHE
A Society will be hel<ratth« JE,ortla;d Benevolent
at a

Co.

Premium are less than with most othwhile the Dividends are larger*.and
the security greater than any other..
Divi(Jenu3 declared annually, and may be applied
to the payment of future premiums, or to augment
tho amount insured. Polioiahwitfc this company are

of Mirror A Picture Frames.
Mo. as Markst squark,

Statue

Xreaanrer of the vfABEZ C. WOODMAN,
"armington Railroad Co.
Sept 28,186tT ***“

followsf
Lenve torUand,

llAIiTFOBf), 'CONN.
Capital and 6urjilu|e,
$850,000.

The rates of
er companies,

of the

To Bent. *> 1
A TENEMENT centrally located, to a family wlthXXont children, at one hundred and fifty dollars per
year. Apply to P. 8. W.,
junelSti
No. 37J Middle Street.

thrL8^
“

w

Insuragce

!

From 618 Broadway, Now York, has returned to
Portland, and can? b: consulted at her o|&ce, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
ONE OF
TH^ GREATEST CUBES ON RECORD.
Prompted by no other than the fecJing rtf brtitefa)lenee, and for the bcne.'t ot the afflict* I, I desire to
make known a short description of my > iisease and
bbe una*peo£ed euro which I obtained j from Mrs.
Manchester’s Medicine. Upwards of two* years since
I was taken sick, which gradually increased until I
was bo for reduced that X never expected to be well
agfti’J. 1 had the ati endance ot six eminent- physicians,
and never receive 1 the slightest pen fit until I commenced uainr Mrs. Manchester s Medicines. My disease at that time was as follows:—I was extremely
feeble—confined to my bed, My flesU had all disappeared. tho whites ot mv ey* wore yellow, also the
skill yellow: I had a dull heavy pain ifi the right
side, and It was very much enlarged: pain' In Yn^
shoulders and spine. The left side Beamed to decay
so that thv»re was tjalte a hollow place in it.
I had

9.30
Povtlaud,
RETURNING will leave Portland for Brunswick
and intermediate Stations dally (8undays exceptedi

as

Cash Assets, $14*0)00,000.
Which, as Is well known, offers greater TTJ‘
adyantsgBS
than any other Life Co. in. this country*

furnish advioe to the friends
OfJJ? Commission's work throughout the 8tete.
money contributed in Maine lor tho use of the
Commission should bo paid to Mr. Washburn or to
persons designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
*
by the Commission for Maine.
J* FOSTER JBNKIN8,
ffic.fi,^
o28d&wtf
General Hocretary.

.treets.

1 new'BrTgd

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

OF

b®

rpnn

SPECIAL NOTICE.

fuu

apndtl

&J(ENNEREGRTk

and alter Monday, October 2d>166^
ing well-known, pound and reliable Companies, !
oimtiuiies toHsun Pohcius an RviMing., McrFreight Train, with Passenger Car at^
chandiae, aud other good property against loss or
tr.ched, will TeaV6 Brunswick for Portland and interdamage by FIRE, at rakes a* low as other FIRST mediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as f>lloVra:
CLASS Companies, to the amount.of $50,000 it
7.30 it. iM.
.,/
wanted, tTa:
[r-uu";.- Leave Brunswick,
Oak Hill,
Fhoenix Insurance Company,
8.00
'frfepdrt,
8.27
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Yarmouth,
8.42
•
Cumberland,
Cash Capital and Surplus,
gi ,000,000 Ioqt>i Westbrook,
9.0G

.foniJnrw Commisjtoa, 1

Ot»mhJi©nPOittfcdd 8UcU agenfc by

45 A.

apriOtf

_

PORTLAND

Agencij.

6

uiulmlgned having the Agency o< lie foUqwrpHE
-1

To Let.
and 112 Federal st.

other.

EDfFIN NOYES, Superintendent.

April 27,1865.

Establ iahed in 1843.

Sanitary Commission.

Commercial Street.

anv

Frei?htteaia leaves new depot Portland at

M daily*.

Insurance

han

Trains due in Portland to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at 8 20 A. M, and eyor, day at 230

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

plyltig.

STEPHENSON,

110

by thisroutw

more

i&foAJ&tMf&KAQ.; V:

Witv

pense OP AJSY Knro WHATEVER JO THE CLAIMi
y\\ >
> ifi,
ASffi.' x > x v »,
On application sent to this Agency, stating ffic
name and post office address of the
claimant, (he
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State of
the soldier on whose account the claim fc
marie, date
of discharge or death, the proper blinks wiU be filled
out as tar as possible and forwarded to the person
apThese can then bbexccuted and returned to
this office, whore the claim will be proscuted to a final
issue in the shortest possible time.
ft *3 J
JulyTcodSm&wGm.

Portland, April 26,1865.—dtf

*>*"® Weeent
change his biulncgB.
to<lUlro ‘tthe pBE8S OFFICE.

reoloeed.

fTIHEU S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to
relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their families
from
the heavy expenses usually paid for the prosecution
ol such claims, havg established this
Agenev, tocollaot pension*, arrears idpav* bounty and other rtaffis
against the Government, without ch uege oe ex-

containing

over

»

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
IK K
I ; j'|
Central Office 30 Exchange Street.

1

Ob and after Monday next: trains wifi
leave Portland daily for Bath Augusta.
Wateryiiltj Keudall’s AJills and Skowhegan, at 100
P M. and on Satrarddyxonty fw Ruth and Augusta at
&L5P.M.
The tr&in f»cpi Portland at 1 P.M connects at Kendajl’s Milis with the Vain for Bangor
aild ether statiofte east same night Passengers from
desiring to take this route, can purchase
Portland
tickota to Kendall’s Mills and lnfoftn the conductor
in the cars tliat they g > through to Bangor and he
will so arrange their fares that it shall cost thl m no

I HrWHtrfnln

Agt

State

R. R.

&JCENNEBEC

Confirm tliese,Pacts.

Life Insurance

Fop Sale or to Let.
IT1HE new French Cottage, on the
Cape Cottage
A road, opposite Capt. Green
Waldsn’B,
taurteen rooms, with about seven acres of land. It
is unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire of

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

RCTRTLAND

Office, No. 63 Exchange Street.

Eleven

SALE!

owner

HEBSEY,

>W. M. Fessenden, Local Agent.

AVER*

121

LESS to Insure:

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER,' N. IT.
; : $400,000.
Capital,
XT
Particular attention given to the insurance of
Farm Property, City and Villture Dvrellins», and Household Furniture, on ONE,
THEBE, or FIVE YEAB3, on very Favobable
terms, AH losses equitably adjrsted and promptly
paid, as heretofore.
...;: I

i

desirable residence Jn Cape Elisabeth,
one mile from Portland
Bridge. The house Is
two stories, containing IS
rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also vreH arranged Stable and outbuilOmgs. The lot contains GO.ouu feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed In this ticinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire aft
Convretts St..
,a*,
jaly2Sdtf
Portland, Me.

A.

costs

Those who really wish to know all the actaj vitally
important to. their own interests before ptmiig otrt
thoir money, are invited fo call at thi* oin«. Where
is cheerfully offered to understand the
.-i
>
mfacility
Mbjeetti

Cash

*t> CHARGE FOE SERVICES.

Jy6—df

it

Inifc

Physician

_.

OF

Sanitary Commission.

cor-

Ifceal Instate Tor* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Portland,

Tbeascbeb’s Office,
)
March 11, 1865. (

the

WleCtrlc

Because it is paying back to its
members larger ^Dividends, and

Few England Fire.

ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

State and Danfort*. Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMBS M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
Bjwjxhs & JACJtsox, 68 Exchange Street.
July*.—dtf
J~ 'id'

...

City

CVS.

MANCHESTER,

-AND-

Septa:, 1SC5—dfcWCm

Julylldtf

T I

CLAIRVOYANTI

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

OF

A

Druggius,

A

Tins l.VDEl’EXDEYl'

Eetimikd its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.

Depot 198 & 2D9 Greenwich St. N. Y.

Valuable Heal Estate!

North-West and the Oanailae.

MRS.

3 01*13*: Id

Arrive

elegant head-dress.
Sold by all

St*.

Terms easy, to suit purchaser*.
Apply to W, 37) Middle St.

THRO

BFN EfIT

>

>

most

.rrOUSE

Catarrh

»

fnrarmlily thus.

rku

Helmbold’s

Eye, Ear,

”

l

nrM.mftdn-.thealdofiaedicIne to strengthen
i*rlgor»to thf System, Which UmSoU't Extract

Weatbrook, Oot.iO—dtf

The

ei-

ory. vVakciuiuess. Uarror of Di-som, or yoronoa'a.
orEvlI; if. fact YfirtW t*Sknde W
and Inability t>. eater ir «o.U,c enjoy
The I'owtituiion pace affected with Ortmnir w,„i.

WIH8LOW t THAYEB.

Cash Capital'and Surplus,
$850,000.
pears, bald spots are covCity Fire Insurance Company,
ered, hair stops failing, and
OF
CONN.
luxuriant growth is the re-* Cash Capital and HARTFORD,
$450,000.
Surplus,
suit. Ladles and Childrm,
Merchants’ Insurance\Company,
will appreciate the
delight- L
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
ful fragrance and rich, Cash
$350,000.
Ci^dt^
iiifi
glossy appearance impartForth
Fixe
Insurance
Co.
American
ed to the
hap', and no fear
of hartfobd, cM.
of soiling the shin, sealp, or Cash Capital
pnd 4-1
Surplus,
$400,000.
eV 1 L 1

-•

i*
business

or

Aug. 4-dtf

personally

B. HAY, Agent, Portland.

alidtengthcdthe hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying re-

To be Let.

To

from Portland, ha* been redhrnfehed and
for tbo reoootion of Cotnpajiy and i’leamre
Parties. Every attention will be given to the comfort of guests.
jap“Tkc Cars from Portland every ball hoar.

21 miiea

open

Life Insurance Co.

natural

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case to Vials,
*10 00
1 00
Single Vials, with directions,

H.

ing invigorate, strengthen

hmi V Vi

oMv®e lMJW,^cOrnftr©f M4Ik andExcnaneo Street!*
1
dtf
Portland.Sept. 19tli, 1865.

5 ^

MORRILL'S CORyfH;

C

PROCTER^’

from

THAYEH, Preprlsteir.

The publie,*rp respectfully inform e.t
that this apeoious, convenient and well
known Uonsc, aftuffted at

Wisely”

MUTUAL

m

Use

SHOULD IH3UEE THEIE LIVES
-dJJ- L

_

"27
“28

WINSLOW A

The

ul»ririiug^ymptotrs*,ftnH^?u“1,1
to eUrtti'm

maiiy
will h» toD.ul lndispo-itiim

Be-opened with Hew Furniture & Fixture*,

REASONS

“Act

..

HAVfi

FoasmaLT know* ab th*

WHY THOSE WHO

.*».•

FtaSStoSSSSte1 Io‘llw™>'*"'

led by

McClellan house,

Sta*C AgCat f°r

TWO

aug6eodtl

SIXto

CHARLES PERRY,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Sept 20—dtf

nut water.

a«t-ciase

omen

desirable dwelling house No. 40 Brackett SS.,

ktjgffiso

a

ohoioeat Sappers eerved.
GEO. W. MUKOH.

FOREST AVEKUE HOUSE

Ho. 64; Middle Street, Room Ho. 1.
S. m Me ALPINE,

Aug. 25-dly

without children, small Rented ten,
BY a.family
t,near tlio contra' part oi the city.

_.

For Sale.

*

Office

■

----

S3
*

lOidi.

h

^MKSp.RlfiSSENDEN.

Sopt 29—d3w*

«*ven'

ply

on

be kept
JSS^**™*
The

CLAIM!

1

n*»*m

..Tf*JPrtUo mb respectfully informed that
>':* if the fntottlon of the Proprietor that
read

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

Wanted !

Agents

On

in

THREE MILES FROM PORTLAND.

ofthis Company an exactly what
rpHE Dividends
A they appear to be, being payable at the close of
each sear, in, casu whan the Premium is paid in cash,
and-ractaeenation of notes when notes are given.—
Oa thepayment of each renewal, commencing with
tile rnfsA’, ft Dividend isr.vrD, thus
aiding tie insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
roturn. Tho AbVAifTAGflEB'oi this svstem, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in four
or five years, or “on voteof the Directors
are obvious.
Aro otMr Co»pany has eeer paid a DlTlacd in this
wav.
The Dividends ano equal to then of any Lite
Company.
Thfcso intending to effect new insurance, or Increase existing policies, will do well
to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
sou» et. fhi1 the past er-precedii* years cheerfully

j

ailing

CA.PI8IO pojsid sovs^,

Nettled-

HELMBOLD’S
Fluid Extract BucJru!

every day, mid oir# a wc«L
VS&U. XL inn a* Uoi-ti^o comand also ‘‘Keep* the h tel”

k° ^cPt* Good shooting and

5? about *®>tt

company has never litigated

A

sale,

FQB

Promptly

Losses

Cumberland Slrtct.
rr^O canvass fbr «The History of the Great Retell*
X ion,” in Two Volumes, elegantlv 111 ustr Aten. ArHOUSE lUidiaWdSfe, "■» ‘‘17m
STCft® BRICK corner
Bd llSCnmbcrlandSt^ot,
Encyclopedia of Animated Nature,” One.
Quincy Lane/
Velume, with 1350 Engravings; and sovtttrt nther
JSSifc Ror particulars inquire of
»
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Works,
aiyl a fine cabinet Size Photograph
valuable
of Mncohi, hi every town
Cumberjaild, York,
Portland, Sept, 29—d3w
Lime Street.
Lincoln find Waldo
—
Sagadahoc,
Androscoggin,
..
"r—

rpHE

fiourA,**

President.

Life, Ten Tear NonForfcilure, anil Ten Tear Non-Forfrilnre Endonmcut Plans.

A

Address P. O. Box 1G33.

Games.—Euchre. Goose (Gander Sauce.)
Old sledge chickens (on foot.)
Liquors.—Water (straight.)
Water (wifli
Iae. Water (with Whiskey) for invalids. Pea

hoatitlfhl Ste&mhon* starts from the Wln*rf u fcw
IE*8™31 the Eveloth Hmu*, and makes a trip to
A

«■

Wanted.

HPUE Boot and Slioe~Store recently occupied by M.
t L. Merrill & Co., No. 4 United States Hotel
adding. Also stock and fixtures lor sale.
octfid3t*

Ham and Japbet.
Fruits.—Clams and oysters. Soft shell crabs
/and hard shell baptists.
f
Dessert.—Pea nuts (on halt shell.) Griddle

ALKLET,

Policies Issued

Tins

To Let.

A bich ibix of FABB.—Th° Raleigh Progress, published at Raleigh, N. C., feporta having had the following bill of fare presented to
him at a dinner to which he was invited in
the Treasury building in the city >Soap.—Pea nut.
Fish.—Cod ( a la Yank ) Dead Sardines.
1 Heats,—Chickens (in the shell.) Steaks a
la mule.
Humming birds tongues. Mint
sauce. Ham from the celebrated firm of Shem,

\\

em-

ool2dtf.

daunted,

—

others

Oct 7—dtf

moves:
John moves his arm around Julia’s neck;
She moves a square, and whispers—cheek;
He nothing
moves right straight
His Ups to here and calls out—“mater

C.

Medical.

_____

Tins is * most excetfenuhous© for the traveller. Tne hoilse is well Kept, end contains
all the modem improvement*. Those trovcll—imp I‘,ir lmaitti ,,r
pleasure Will tlud here a
oonvenirat stopping place.
The Paipy «f ihe Lek«

or

For Sale and to
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
THE
Payson Block, No. 37$ Middle St. Apply to P.
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
oc6dtl*
Portland, Me.

Chess Pbobeem.—John and Julia’s problem, by Amator. John to move and mate in

(soothing syrup.)

None

*

particulars, apply at
370 CougiTMt Street*

ociSdlw*

main Avc-

nnc.
very

While each m the goad of her sister
bent.
Is busy and cares for aU;
*•
we hope for aa
evening with hearts content.
For the winter ofHfe without lament
That summer is gone, its hours misspent,
And the harvest of life Is post reeall.

cakes

a

—

■■!

HOUSE,
MaIno|

Grocnville,

-1.

Medical.

-Foo£ o/ Moose Hoad Lake !

Life Insurance Company j
OF
9ARTF0^D, CQKK.

good rent wR*

*Ww-

:UJ'

OAK

j
Kl'trgrejBn Coiaeter^oa-tlie
Wanted.
two lots in one,
A LOT inSaid
lot is composer!
and is
good Tailoresges, to whom constant
handsomely laid #nt. For further P&rFFTY
Box 59G P, U
and
liberal
pay wjll be given, at\
ployment
ticuOa^address
j
No* 31 Exekauge Sj., 3d Ssory*

t'.'ii

iJ—Mvmte »8»

y

ii ii UT‘'t»

EVEUETH

Organized A. Z>. ism.

M.MAW-

_

on

iJXII A

Wanted.
BOAT K jUSE built, for which

Commercial St.

5—dot*

Oct

euptne,
bBB-t»P twine,
OMJWgiheaspirjA*
And reach for a state still
higher.

two

Treble

«“

Wh

L Axrr/dn

Horse for Sale.
Home for sale, wt-igliHig ten hundred,

Work
at

Corner ofOm»? r: and Chestnut Street;, PWilaid.
Oet 6—ditwlw
,_

«Tf^STEpiiMQ„
121

S lil h.1«^r«co^.Wue’s
_

iA

S;

For Sale.
desirable L*J1, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., wit'i!tlio Stable

THEof

or immokaj
bv
midiy of any color, by
w- E3IEBY,
J,.,

'—

«

U*4i 'jk,h*f

insure

TtrtaW'E
* V
^

r./i

'=^=i2E~zir

Stands in

JnT;

b
...

make.

Lost and Found*,

-fiiu'

_For Sale.
ft'tbejjcst ^roQigqji.MiiGiacsjJ

oofld.

Anil color the eiwtera sky.
With lt» Wended hues of luufton apd ’ake
And 8»y to each other, "Awaae! Awoke \
For our winter’s honevdi ail lo

Wants,

'“T~~

j

A BONG OF TB-B BBSS.

»J

COrARTNERSiriP here'ofcrc existing between tiie subscriber* under the name and stvl*
of J. G TOLFOUI) & CO., Is hereby mntually <11*solved. Either of tho partners is duly authorized
to use the firm name in liquidation.
The notes s nd accounts ol the late firm may be
tound at the Store of J. M. DYER & CO., No. 0 Free
street Block.
J. G. TOLFOBD,
T. B. TOLFORD.

The

Portland, Sept. 8,1885.

scplleodfw

For Sale.
\ HOUSE and lot at Woodibrd's Corner, lj*®
X\ house con tab ;} 7 roomp. There Is a good cell**
and wood house; a *o a cistern and a well of g®04*
w»ter; size of lot, oue acre. For beauty of location
It 19 unsurpassed. Price
$1800; $740 can remain <»
mortgage. Apply to E. HIGGINS, P* & K. Depot4
or
CAPT. RA1KLYFP,
at tbe Verne*.
Sept te-dtl

